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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduct Ion
If congressional opinion can be taken as a measure
of national opinion, then it is evident that there is wide-
spread agreement that change and increased research in
education should go hand in hando
We are living in a new world- -a world which
is in a process of change with no indication that
the rate of change will decelerate,, On the contrary,
all of the evidence points to the need for us to learn
to live with continuous change. This emphasizes the
need for an on-going program of research into new
methods and procedures which will enable us to improve
our ability to educate more people, both better and
more quickly. ( 9 >P<> 5989 )
The societal need for more research in education
with a consequent demand for more trained researchers, is
aptly presented in the preceding excerpt of a speech made
by Mr. King, United States Representative from Utah, in
the House of Representatives on March 2£, 19°5>> during gen-
eral debate on House Bill 23^2 that was to become Public Law
89 -IO, The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 19°5<>
"Title IV - Educational Research and Training" was made part
of Public Law 89 -IO so that an increasing number of trained
educational researchers would be available to meet the grow-
ing research needs of the educational community. The corps
1
2of trained educational researchers would, hopefully, help
strengthen the relationship between educational practice
and educational research, so that change in education would
be increasingly based on the findings of empirical research
and tested experience rather than on fads and fancy.
Shortly after the issuance of the ’’Guidelines for
Submitting Ipoposal 3 for Educational Research Training Pro-
grams” in 1965, proposals for the establishment of education-
al research training programs were forwarded to the Com-
missioner ol Education in Washington, D.C. by the Coordinator
of .Research, School of Education, University of Massachusetts,
and by a number of other educational agencies.
Of the proposals submitted, some eighty five graduate
level programs were approved for funding under Title IV of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. In
keeping with the intent of the law these new programs were
to serve as one means of bridging the gap between the level
of available research talent and talent demands within the
educational community.
Congressional floor debate gave evidence of the wide-
spread need and demand for increasing the pool of available
educational research talent in both quality and quantity.
Unfortunately, there was not a great deal of prior pilot
experience to rely on. Programs initiated tended to be the
"new ideas” of program directors or were modeled after exist-
ing educational research training programs, and few if any
of these existing programs were based upon intensive re-
search and/or tested experience. The University of Mass-
achusetts Applied Educational Research Training Program
(hereafter referred to in the text as the U-Mass. Training
Program) was in part the "now idea" of a group of School of
Education faculty members, and in part it incorporated some
of the elements of existing training programs. During 1966-
67, the initial year of the U-Mass. Training Program, the
director and his staff were confronted with the task of op-
erating the present Program and further developing it in the
direction of tno effective training of educational researcher
As organizers and operators of a new educational
venture the Training Program Staff are in need of acquiring
increased data in the field of educational researcher train-
ing. These data will serve as basic information from which
guidelines will be derived for further developing the U-Mass
Program as a vehicle for the effective training of educa-
tional researchers.
Statement
_
of the Problem
The problem of expanding the role of educational
research in both present educational practice and proposed
educational change has no single, simple solution. There
are several approaches to this problem which give promise
of providing at least a partial solution:
1. seek improved methods of research diffusion,
2. establish moro development laboratories,
3. develop short term research workshop institutes
for school practitioners, and
4hr- substantially increase the number of trained
educational researchers.
The eighty five Title IV, United States Office of
Education funded, graduate level Applied Educational Re-
search Training Programs, (hereafter referred t o in the text
as the U303 Training Programs) are one of the federally spon-
sored means by which groups of trained educational researchers
will be made available to the educational community. The
more effective these Programs are in providing trained educa-
tional researchers, the more likely it is that the problem of
expanding the role of educational research in both current
practice and proposed educational change will become less
acute.
It is to th9 problem of the further development of
the U-Mass. Training Program as a vehicle for the effective
training of educational researchers that this study is ad-
dressed. This study will attempt to answer the questions:
1. Are all of the present oractices of the U-Mass.
Program aiding the Program to reach its maximum
effectiveness in the production of educational
researchers ?
2. If not, which of the present practices should
be eliminated or amended?
3. Which new practices should be adopted to aid the
Program in reaching its maximum effectiveness?
It is the purpose of this study to comnile suggested
guidelines for the further development of the U-Mass. Train-
5ing Program as a vehicle for the effective training of edu-
cational researchers, with possible implications for the
development of other applied educational research training
programs. lhese suggested guidelines will attempt to answer
the three problem questions that have been posed.
As sump t ions
Three basic assumptions underly this study. The
first is that modal patterns of support by trainers and
employers of educational researchers for a specific trains
ing practice, plus the support of all available research
findings regarding that specific practice, can yield a data
base from which guidelines can be derived relevant to the
specific training practice. Secondly, it is assumed that
the suggested guidelines to be developed in this study are
directly applicable to the U-Mass, Training Program. Lastly,
it is assumed that the model U-Mass. Program to be derived
from the suggested guidelines will be a program which will
produce trained researchers who will enter the field of
educational research as thoir primary work and be produc-
tive therein.
Limitations of this Study
This study has three general limitations. First, no
attempt is made to quantify the effects of federal legisla-
tion regarding the training of educational researchers.
Secondly, no attempt is made to develop a model U-Mass.
6Training Program that is a definitive model, i.e., one which
is not open to experimentation and change. Lastly, no at-
tempt is made to determine whether there is a common set
of research trainee personality factors 0
• Definitions of Terms
1# 1 s c iP 1 ine : A discipline (field or study) that
is related by derivation or descent to another discipline
(31) eg. "Education" is a field of study that is at least
partially derived from several other fields of study
(psychology, sociology, anthropology, etc.) and can there-
fore be properly labeled as a cognate discipline. How-
ever, the term "cognate discipline" as used in the re-
search on research training, is generally restricted to
"subject" disciplines such as psychology, sociology,
economics, etc. and not applied to education. (2) Since
this is the case, in this study the term "cognate dis-
cipline" will be aoplied to "subject" disciplines and
not to education.
educational research : Inquiry that begins with the close
observation and analysis of on-going educational pro-
grams, generally but not exclusively in schools. Prom
such "field studies" flow recommendations for improved
practice and suggestions for needed studies in the
behavioral and social sciences. Such inquiries, no
7matter how remote from pedagogic practice their internal
logic drives them, may properly be labled "educational".
(93,96)
3* educational res earcher ; One who engages in educational
research, i.e.
a) conducts basic scientific inquiry (91,97),
b) investigates educationally oriented problems (97),
and
c) gathers operational and planning data. (2lj.,97)
It should also be noted that the term "educational re-
searcher" is often applied to the research developer and
the research diffuser, as will be the case in this study*
If., modal pattern ; A pattern containing the most frequent
value in a frequency distribution, eg. "modal pattern
of response" i3 the most frequently cited response or
pattern of responses in the total distribution of re-
sponses .
research developer; An educational researcher who
a) invents solutions to operating problems (97),
b) engineers packages and programs for educational use
(97 U and
c) tests and evaluates solutions and programs. (97)
6. research diffuser; An educational researcher who
a) informs target system about solutions and programs
(97),
b) demonstrates the effectiveness of solutions and
programs (97),
8c) trains target- systems in the us© or solutions and
programs ( 97 ), and
d) services and nurtures installed solutions and pro-
grams. ( 97 )
7*
-PARS Q ^ comnunIty and/or system : The community and/or
system to whom a given practice or innovation is being
diffused. ( 97 )
Abbrev iations
1. A.E.R.T.P.j Applied Educational Research Training Program
2. C.A.G.S. : Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
3* G.P.A.: Grade Point Average
4* G.R.S.: Graduate Record Examination
5>« Indep. Res. Inst.: Independent Research Institutes
6 . M.A.T.: Miller Analogies Test
7. USOE: United States Office of Education
Summary
Educational practice is not as related to the find-
ings of educational research as it should be. One of the
basic reasons for this absence of a strong relationship
between practice and research is the lack of a sufficient
number of trained researchers who can perform the necessary
research upon which present educational practice can be
evaluated and proposed educational change initiated. The
prime purpose of the U-Mass® Training Program (and other
USOE Training Programs as well) is to increase both the
number and quality of trained researchers. How effective
the U-Mass. Program is in producing trained researchers
depends on the training practices employed. It is there-
fore essential, if the U-Mass
. Program is to achieve it 3
maximum effectiveness that the training practices presently
employed therein, be evaluated in the light of (1) the
opinions of other trainers and employers of researchers, and
(2) research findings regarding these practices. Any new
practices to be considered for adoption by the program,
should also be similarly evaluated. In the next chapter,
research findings regarding specific researcher training
practices, will be presented and critically examined.
CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH AHD LITERATURE
Introduction
In comparison with, tho numb0r oP rosoarch studies
that have been completed in other Pie Ids op study in educa-
tion such as reading* history, etc., the number oP studies
on the training op educational researchers is small indeed.
There are only Pour descriptive studies on educa-
tional researcher training which have been completed to
date (September 1967). A PiPth descriptive study was still
in progress at the time op this writing with a "preliminary
projections" report being the only inPormation presently
available on this study.
However, during the past decade and a halP there
have been a number oP articles written dealing with various
aspects oP educational researcher training. VJhile these
articles cannot be properly classiPied as "research" since
none oP them were reporting the Pindings oP either experi-
mental or descriptive studies, they can be categorized a 3
position papers which rePlect the opinions and oPtentimes
the experience oP notable educational researchers and/or
trainers oP researchers.
10
11
One of those articles or position papers "Preparing
Educational Research Specialists for School Systems", by
Julian Stanley, is quoted extensively in Chapters four and
five of this study. The high level of confidence placed
upon Stanley’s views by this writer rests on the facts that
Stanley is both an eminent educational researcher and a
trainer of researchers, his views are supported by the find-
ings of one or another of the descriptive research studies
on educational researcher training, and in turn, his re-
commendations give practical applications to several of the
research findings relevant to educational researcher train-
ing.
Stanley’s article is the only one of the position
papers which this investigator uses both in treating his
data and in drawing his conclusions because it is the sole
position paper of all those to be cited that meets the above
critera. The remainder of the position papers will be des-
cribed briefly in the "Related Literature" section of this
chapter. For several of the position papers, the title
alone suffices to give the reader a brief description of the
paper’s contents. These position papers are not essential
to this study but are cited to give the reader who is inter-
ested in the field of educational researcher training a
bird’s eye view of the variety of opinions that have been
expressed in this field by a sizable number of authors in
the past decade.
12
Rel ated Research
Review of Descriptive
Research Studies
It has heen noted that tnere are currently only four
descriptive studies on educational researcher training, with
a fifth study still in progress. Two of the completed studies
have attracted more attention on the part of trainers of ed-
ucational researchers than have the others. These studies ares
1 * The Organization of Educationa l Research
,
by Sam
Sieber and Paul Lazarsfeld, (i960), and
2. Training For Educational Research
,
by Buswell,
McConnell, Heiss and Knoell, (1966).
There are two principal reasons why the afore-
mentioned descriptive studies have received such widespread
attent ions
1 . The principal authors and their associates, among
whom can be found such well known names as David
E. Clark, L.J. Cronbach, N.A.. Fattu, A.W. Foshay,
NoL. Gage, Daniel Griffiths, Julian Stanley, Sloan
Wayland, Roald Campbell, E.F. Lindquist and Ralph
W* Tyler are among the mo3t eminent research train-
ing authorities in the field.
2. Taken together these two studies present the only
comprehensive view of the organization of eduea~
tional research and researcher training as they
existed in the United States just prior to the
13
activation of the USOE Training Programs in the
fall of 1966 c
The Siebor and Lazarsfeld study involved the 107
graduate schools or education departments which awarded the
Doctorate in 1963 — . The problem according to Sieber and
Lazarsfeld was
to gain information about an institutional realm
whose inputs are not recorded in any systematic way,
and to relate this information to various kinds of
intellectual outcomes. More concretely, it was a
matter of measuring the numerous social conditions
which might conceivably impinge on the production
of research and of researchers by graduate schools
of education; ( 2)f,p,l)
This study was concerned with factors that influenced the
production of researchers, that is, men who entered positions
where research was a primary responsibility.
Buswell and McConnell’s study involved 8 l 8 persons,
or 59
•
1% of those who received the Ph.D. or Ed.D. degree in
Education in 1954* &nc^ 1?50 persons, or 77*4% th° se v;ho
received the Ph.D. or Ed.D. degree in Education in 196!]-®
As stated in the opening paragraph of Chapter one.
The problem of this study is to find means
for improving educational research by attempting to
identify factors that load to research productivity.
Some of these factors reside in the training institu-
tions, their graduate programs, their intellectual
climate, and the characteristics of their students
and faculty, while other factor’s reside in the pat-
terns of available professional positions and in the
special programs, centers and institutes within which
much educational research is done....
The principal purpose of (the questionnaire)
portion of the study was to discover whether persons
who had published research during the ten year period
differed significantly from persons who had not pub-
14
lished research, in respect to the characteristics
covered by the questionnaire. It was therefore
necessary to arrive at some basis for differentiating
the research group from the no-research group. This
was done on the basis of the returns on question
sixty four which asked for a listing year by year of
the research that had been published by the person
returning the questionnaire....
The following criteria were reviewed by the
research staff and were accepted as guidelines for
classifying the references listed inthe questionnaire
returns
:
1 . The research must be published. Type-
written papers and mimeographed reports
were not included.
2. References in local publications dealing
with matters of purely local concern
were excluded.
3. In general, book references were excluded,
although if a portion of the book con-
tained a primary report of a research
study it was listed.
4® Reviews of research or of professional
books were excluded.
5. Studies of a philosophical or logical
nature were accepted if they were pub-
lished in a reputable journal in that
area.
Most of the research publications included
were empirical studies containing substantive evidence.
The primary aim was to distinguish those publications
which were serious systematic studies of problems
based on the collection of evidence, from publications
which talked about a problem but where nothing more
than the opinion of the author supported what was
said. ( 2 )
There are two other less comprehensive, descriptive
studies on educational researcher training. One of these is
a study conducted by David R. Krathwohl in 19&4-® con-
tacted the 10)4. institutions offering the Ph.D. or Ed.D.
degree in i960 "to learn whether they had a doctoral pro-
gram for teachers of research methods, statistics, and
experimental design." ( 27 , p.?4 ) TilG 19&0 date indicated
that the programs had been in operation for at least foui
years
15
Kratnwohl found thirty eight institutions who had
or claimed to have a doctoral program of this nature either
under way or sufficiently structured so that it was being
submitted for institutional approval* He examined the com-
mon characteristics of these programs* A model for character-
izing the programs was then developed* Differences among the
research training programs in the thirty eight institutions
seemed to be of three dimensions
:
1. The first dimension is that of sophisti-
cation of research methods taught, par-
ticularly in statistics and experimental
design. The difference is between train-
ing to the level of being able to create
new methodology or of mainly being ablo
to competently use the methodology.
2. A second dimension is defined by the ex-
tent to which the student is grounded in a
nonmethodological area (l) inside or (2)
outside of education or (3) is primarily
a methodologist
o
3. The third and last dimension is defined
by the extent to which the student learns
about research by doing it (outside of
his dissertation) in contrast to analyzing
the research of ethers, or otherwise learn-
ing vicariously by studying about it*
(27,p.83)
The second of these less comprehensive descriptive
studies, The Development of Professional Personnel In
Educational Research
,
recently completed (September i960)
by Nancy H. Millikan under the sponsorship of Sloan Wayland
and Paul Lazarsfeld of Columbia University, had two objec-
tives :
1. Identification of conditions and structu-
ral characteristics of the graduate insti-
tution of education and of any sub-units
of the parent organization that may relate
to production of researchers by each of
the two institutional settings..*®
2. Identification of individual character-
l6
istics that may relate to patterns for
potential commitment to research by recent
doctoral recipients in education* (100, pp.1-3)
Millikan had two major sources for her data:
1. The data collected by Sieber and Lazarsfeld,
Buswell and McConnell, in the studies cited, as well as data
collected by Brown using a questionnaire survey of behavioral
scientists in departments of seventy seven of the 107 uni-
versities represented in the Sieber-Lazarsfeld study.
2* Data collected by Millikan herself from:
a) Content analysis of the 1963-65 catalogues of
110 graduate institutions of education that
administer the doctoral degree.
b) Some case studies of a few selected research
organizations *
c) Interviews with twenty individuals: professors
who taught research courses in graduate insti-
tutions of education and in behavioral science
departments outside the department of educa-
tion; recent doctoral recipients in education;
and doctoral students in departments of
education and sociology. (I00,p.!p)
During the most recent (February 19&7 ) American ed-
ucation Research Association Conference in New York City, a
fifth descriptive study, one with important implications
for
educational researcher training, was reported by John
E.
Hopkins from Indiana University. This study entitled,
the
"Roles for Educational Researchers" project is still m
1?
progress at Indiana University under the directorship of
Hopkins and David Clarke It is attempting to spotlight the
ne v roles which might emerge from a constantly changing ed-
ucational environment. The Hopkins report was derived from
the preliminary projections of the two year project with
regard to tne supply and demand for various types of educa-
tional researchers in the year 1972 . ( 97 )
Pertinent Conclusions of the
Descriptive Research Studies
The Roles of Educational Research
a nd~'tHe~"ITQ s e aroller ‘
According to Sieber and Lazarsfeld (2lp), there is
no single commonly agreed upon conception of the role of
educational research and/or the researcher. However, there
is a strong relationship between the work done by a given
research unit and the particular conceptions of educational
research and of the role(s) of the educational researcher
which are held by the unit director and his associates. ( 2)f)
That a research training program should have defin-
ite concepts of the roles of educational research and/or
the researcher would seem to be an unquestioned requirement.
For how can a program hope to be effective in training per-
sonnel to fill certain roles if there is no clearly defined
concept of what the "role" is?
Flanagan (93) and Herzog (9b) state that educational
rosearch begins with the close observation and analysis of
on-going educational programs, generally but not exclusively
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In schools. Prom such "field studies" flow recommendations
for improved practice and suggestions for needed studies
in the behavioral and social sciences. Such inquiries, no
matter how remote from pedagogic practice their internal
logic drives them, may properly be labeled "educat ional" 0
These two writers of position papers on researcher train-
ing maintain that the USOE in a general way has accepted
this definition of educational research. A reading of the
provisions of Title IV of Public Law 89-10, which are in-
cluded in Chapter four of this study tends to confirm
Flanagan T s and Herzog's contention that the USOE has in fact
accepted this definition,, It has been noted in the "List of
Definitions", section of Chapter one of this study that the
definition of the role of "Educational Research" just cited,
is the one used throughout this work,
Hopkins and Clark in their study, the "Roles of
Educational Researchers" project (97), developed "A Logical
Structure for Viewing Research, Development, and Diffusion
Roles in Education". This "Logical Structure" is three
dimensional, one dimension of which is called "Functional
Emphases in the Process of R and D", wherein is presented
a functional definition of the educational researcher:
1. as a researcher, who
a) conducts scientific inquiry,
b) investigates educationally oriented problems,
and
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c) gathers operational and planning data;
2 C as a developer, who
a) invents solutions to operating problems,
b) engineers packages and programs for educational
use, and
c) tests and evaluates solutions and programs;
3* as a diffuser, who
a) informs target systems about solutions and pro-
grams
,
b) demonstrates the effectiveness of solutions and
programs
c) trains target systems in the use of solutions
and programs, and
d) services and nurtures installed solutions and
programs
.
This functional definition of the role of an educa-
tional researcher was developed by Hopkins and Clark from
their analysis of 5*000 questionnaires sent to Robert Bargar
(18) by persons who identified themselves with the educa-
tional research community. The scope of this definition is
broad indeed, but Hopkins and Clark hasten to point out that
while many persons perform several of the stated researcher
functions, it would be the rare individual who could perform
all of the functions* The important point is made, however,
that many present educational researchers are expected to be
able to perform at several places along this "functional
continuum" • The implication of this point for trainers of
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educational researchers seems to be that too narrov/ training
is to be avoided, and that trained educational researchers
should be able to perform competently at any of several
points along this "functional continuum". The Hopkins and
Clark definition of the role of the educational researcher
has been adopted for use in this study as can be noted in
the "List of Definitions" section of Chapter one.
In addition to the important contribution made by
Hopkins and Clark to the field of educational researcher
training by presenting a functional definition of the edu-
cational researcher, these investigators also offer assis-
tance to trainers by attempting to project the anticipated
need, for educational researchers v/ho can perform research,
development and/or diffusion functions. They project that
by 1972 the maximum number of research, development and
diffusion persons that the U30E Programs can produce if the
funds now projected are fully utilized and if there is no
attrition among students in the Programs is 3800. Added to
the 6000 present educational researchers, the supply would
by 9800.
However, by 1972 l6,000 persons are needed in re-
search, [|4,000 in development, and 22,000 in diffusion.
The .largest increase in demand, percentage wise from 1966
to 1972 would be for diffusion personnel. The anticipated
increase is from a present to an anticipated 2lp/ of the
total number of personnel. (97)
If Hopkin's and Clark’s projections are even close
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to being accurate, the obvious implication for the trainers
of researchers is that considerable emphasis should be placed
on providing trained personnel who can competently perform
the functions of research diffuser.
Summary
There appears to be no commonly accepted definition
of the roles of educational research and/or the researcher.
Nevertheless, it seems imperative that trainers have clearly
defined concepts of these roles if they are to design pro-
grams which will effectively train educational researchers.
While there is no single commonly held concept of the roles
of educational research and/or the researcher, there are
concepts of these roles which are more widely accepted than
others or which rest on a factual base. Flanagan’s ( 93 ) and
Herzog’s ( 96 ) definition of educational research which appears
also to be the definition accepted by the USOS can be con-
sidered a widely accepted definition or concept of the role
of educational research. The Hopkins and Clark functional
concept of the roles of an educational researcher can be
said to rest on a factual base since this concept was derived
from an analysis of the actual functions performed by the
5000 researchers in 3argar’s questionnaire sample. Since
it seems imperative that every trainer of researchers has
clearly defined concepts of the roles of educational re-
search and/or the researcher, and since the Flanagan-
Herzog, and Hopkins and Clark definitions of these concepts
are widely accepted and/or factually based, these definitions
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have been adopted for use throughout this study.
Factors Relevant to Recruitment and
Ent ranc e Requirements f
o
r Graduate"
Xj'eveX Educational Rese a^rch Train-
fng Programs ~
—— — •
-
Professional Educational
Experience
Millikan (100), Buswell (2), and Sieber and Lazars-
feld ( 24-), probe the relationship between the requirement of
professional educational experience for trainees and whether
the trainees subsequently enter positions where research is
a primary responsibility, and become productive researchers.
Millikan (100) as serts that individuals who have spent from
one to five years in teaching or other school experience are
potential recruits for research training. But, she goes on
to say that evidence shows that individuals who spend at
least six years in teaching or other school experience are
not potential recruits for research.
Buswell ’s (2) conclusions support those of Millikan*
He indicates that the number of years of teaching experience
prior to the doctor’s degree is negatively related to re-
search production in the ten years following the degree
among Ph.D.’s and Ed.D.’s who received their degrees in
1952-P and 196 )4 . 53.3% of the Ph.D.’s (19&) and 36 .$% of the
Ed.D.’s (195+) who published research, had five or fewer
years of teaching experience. Correspondingly 69*3/£ of the
Ph.D.'s (1954-) and 80.9^ of the Ed.D’s (1954-) v/^° did not
publish research, had six or more years of teaching ex-
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perience. The percentages for the 196)4. graduates are
similar. (2)
It is important to note that Buswell makes the point
that the factors of age at the time of taking the doctor’s
aegree, lateness of decision to go on for graduate work, and
amount of professional experience prior to the doctor's
degree, are all interrelated, but their relationship to re-
search production is similar. Those with little or no teach-
ing experience are also the younger graduate students. (2,p.l5)
Sieber and Lazarsfeld' s conclusions are not related
to the number of years of teaching experience but rather to
whether any professional experience and/or a teaching certi-
ficate should be required. Upon the basis of evidence gath-
ered in their study (2lj.), Sieber and Lazarsfeld claim that
schools which require both professional experience and a
teaching certificate are least productive of researchers.
Schools requiring only a teaching certificate or neither a
certificate nor experience are most product ive. ,®
»
In summary they conclude that the data gathered
support the claim that the entrance requirement of profes-
sional experience reduces the production of researchers,
especially in schools with more Ph.D. candidates® The effect
o f entrance re q uirements on the substance or quality of re-
s e arch c arried out was no t measured . ( 2lp
)
The evidence presented by Buswell ( 2 ), Sieber and
Lazarsfeld ( 2I4. ) , and by Millikan ( 100 ) indicates that re-
quiring professional educational experience and/or a teach-
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ing certificate is detrimental to the maximum effectiveness
of research training programs in producing educational re-
seareners who will enter positions where research is a pri-
mary responsibility and who will be productive therein. It
is also apparent, that based on the findings of these three
studies, teachers with more than five years experience are
poor risks as educational researcher trainees. The chances
that such trainees will complete their training, enter posi-
tions where research is the primary work, and be productive
researchers, are much slimmer than they are for trainees
with fewer than five years of teaching experience or no such
experience at all.
Age
Two research studies, those of Buswell (2), and
Millikan (100) present findings which state that prospective
research trainees should b9 selected who will be thirty-two
or younger at the completion of the Doctoral program. Buswell
concludes that in terms of the research produced in the ten
years following the doctoral degree, it is clear that more
of those who got the degree at age thirty-two or under are
productive than those who got their degrees at age forty
or older. (2)
Level of Student Talent
Of the five descriptive research studies cited in
this chapter, that of Sieber and Lazarsfeld is the only
study which specifically mentions the ’'level of student
talent” as an important factor to consider when establishing
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recruitment policies for research training programs.
explore tne institutional arrangements
wh ch might affect the output of researchers, we have
suggested a framework consisting of ( 1 ) recruitmentpolicies bearing on the level of student talent, (2)the research climate of the school, and (3) provi-
sions which exist for preparing researchers....
If we were disposed to select the most impor-
tant set of factors, we would designate recruitment
policies affecting the level of student talent.
(24-, P.337)
Type of Institution Prom Which
the Bachelor’s Degree
was Received
Buswell classified the institutions granting bachelors
degrees into seven groups. The first group consisted of all
institutions granting doctors degrees in Education. The
second group consisted of all universities not in the first
group, while the third group was made up of forty-nine selec-
ted liberal arts colleges. "This group was obtained by com-
bining several previously published lists of purported out-
standing colleges, and then eliminating from the combined
list those institutions which granted doctoral degrees".
(2,p. l6
)
Buswell relates that the largest number of students
who eventually published their research, came from the under-
graduate division of those universities which grant doctoral
degrees. This was a surprise to him for as he states, "We
had expected to find that the product of the highly selec-
tive liberal arts college would be the best breeding group
for research-minded students". (2,p.l6)
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Se?_ect ivity
This facbor as defined in the Sieber and Lazarsfeld
study (2)4.), refers to the percentage of those applying for
admission to graduate schools who were subsequently admitted
and actually registered© These two researchers concluded
that i
1. the greater the selectivity, the greater the
output of researchers, and
2© selectivity is related to productivity regardless
of any of their (Sieber* s and Lazarsfeld * s ) in-
dicators of research climate or of the extent to
which provisions are made for training research-
ers .
The "Index of Research Emphasis” upon which the
Sieber-Lazarsfeld concept of "research climate” is based,
was constructed by adding up the number of groups in and
around the universities in their sample, which were reported
by the deans to rank research as a responsibility of the ed-
ucation faculty above teaching and service©
Summary
Three of the five descriptive research studies on
educational researcher training, cite five factors to be
considered by trainers when they draw up recruitment and
entrance requirements for graduate level training programs©
These five factors are:
1. professional educational experience,
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2. age of the prospective trainee,
3. trainee level of talent,
4 * type of institutions from which the trainee
received the Bachelor’s degree, and
5>* the selectivity of the institution sponsoring
the training program.
According to the evidence presented in these studies,
professional educational experience should not be required of
research trainees. In fact, teachers with more than five
years of experience are not considered suitable prospects
for traineeships. Young, highly capable students with
bachelor’s degrees from universities which grant the doctorate
are also to be preferred. Finally, how selective an insti-
tution is, with regard to the percentage of those applying
for admission to graduate school who are subsequently admit-
ted and actually registered, is, according to Sieber and
Lazarsfeld, the most important factor of all, with regard to
the productivity of researchers by that institution.
Academic Aspects of Bducat ional
Researcher Training: Course
CoStiST for jfr
a
duate Level
Training Programs
The Buswell (2) and Sieber and Lazarsfeld (2l|_) studies
present findings relevant to the course content make up of
research training programs. These findings cluster around
three major areas:
1. statistics,
2. research methods and other research courses, and
28
3« psychology.
Those areas serve as logical categories within which to
treat the research findings and will be so employed.
Statistics
Buswe11 1 s data show no statistically significant
difference between the research and no-research groups
(those who published research versus those who did not) in
respect to the number of statistical methods courses taken.
But, when the comparison was made between those who had
some courses
_lii statistics versus those who had no courses
therein, Suswell found that nearly three times as many in
the no-research (did not publish research) group had no
courses in statistics compared with the research (did
publish research) group.
In an attempt to discover which statistical topics
were of most practical use, Buswell sought the responses of
both the research and no-research groups to "Statistical
Topics Learned Since You Were a Student". The responses he
received show striking differences between the research and
no-research groups. They indicate that the productive re-
search groups in substantial numbers had learned their
statistical techniques through independent study in connec-
tion with their research activities. According to Buswell,
this supports his earlier findings regarding the value of
participating in research as a research assistant. It also
suggests that statistics might be taught better if some
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genuine experiences with, its use v/ere incorporated into the
formal courses. (2)
Following is the list of statistical topics which
from ten to forty percent of the research group (Ph.D.’s
and/or Ed.D.’s who published research) indicated they
learned since being a student:
1. Sampling Theory; f and t tests (Ph.D.
-10. 0/,
Ed.D.-2j+/)
2. Factor Analysis ( Ph.D.-l8.3/, Ed. D.
-
17 . 0/)
3. Analysis of Variance and Go-variance (Ph.D.
-23.3/,
Ed.D.-2l|.o3Z)
4. Multivariate Analysis (Ph.D.
-15/, Ed. D.
-
26 . 8/)
5. Nonparametric Techniques ( Ph .
D
e -[j.0/
,
Ed.D.-26.8/)
6. Experimental Design (Ph.D. 28.3/, Ed. D. -26. 8/)
7 . Computer Programming Techniques (Ph.D. -33*3/,
Ed.D.
-29.2/)
These findings by Buswell serve as an indicator of the types
of statistical competencies needed by productive educational
researchers and have obvious implications for the designers
of statistical methods courses in research training programs.
Research Methods and Other
Research Courses
At first glance, the research findings regarding the
importance of research methods and other research related
courses in research training programs appears to be conflict-
ing. Buswell reports that from one and one half to twice as
many members of the no-research (did not publish research)
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group, both those with Ph.D. and Ed.D. degrees, took no
research methods courses compared with the research (did
publish research) group. ( 2 )
Sieber and Lazarsfeld, on the other hand, conclude
that the availability of research courses in schools of
education is unrelated to the production of Researchers un-
less provided within the context of a research bureau.
Opportunities for course work on research in a non-bureau
sett ing
,
do not seem to promote the adoption of research as
a career. (2I4.)
This apparent conflict between the two studies is
readily resolved if it is remembered that the major ob-
jectives of each study were quite different. Buswell’s study
was an attempt to ascertain those factors which affect the
research productivity of educational researchers. His study
sample was two groups of people who held the Ph.D. or Ed.D.
degrees. He did not investigate research training programs
as such, though the results of his study have direct appli-
cations to research training.
Sieber and Lazarsfeld, on the other hand, had as
their objective, the investigation of "social conditions
which might conceivably impinge on the production of research
and of researchers by graduate schools of education". ( 2)j.,p*l)
Their study sample was the 107 graduate schools or education
departments which awarded the doctorate in 1963-64. The
conclusions of the Sieber-Lazarsfeld study therefore, relate
to those conditions within schools of education (with and
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without specific research training programs) which affect
the production of researchers who will enter positions where
research is the primary work*
The conclusions of the Buswell and Sieber-Lazarsfeld
studies, therefore, actually complement each other. Sieber
and Lazarsfeld
' s conclusions relate to those factors which
promote the adoption of research as a primary career while
the findings of Buswell shed light on factors which promote
research productivity within the ranks of the Ph.D. and Ed. Do
populations, whether or not these populations are engaged in
positions where research is the primary responsibility
.
Therefore, with regard to the value of some research
methods courses versus no such courses, Buswell* s conclusions
that these courses do affect research productivity (the quan-
tity of published research) are not really denied by Sieber
and Lazarsfeld because:
1. Sieber and Lazarsfeld' s conclusions relate to the
production of researchers and not to the research
productivity of researchers, and
2. their conclusions merely place a condition on the
value of research courses by stating that these
courses are valuable only if they are offered with-
in the context of a research bureau.
Psychology
Buswell presents evidence which he claims, indicates
that the undergraduate major in psychology provides "some-
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thing" that is conducive to doing research following a
doctor's degree. He relates that for those taking their
Ph.D., the percent of undergraduate majors in psychology
in the research (did publish research) group was l^.O as
compared with 1.3 for the no-research group. For the Ed.D’s
the corresponding percentages were 7.3 and 1 . 3 .
Bus 7/e 11 ' s findings with regard to the relationship
betv/een an undergraduate major in psychology and research
productivity, while both interesting and informative, are
far from conclusive, as he himself would undoubtedly admit.
These findings may, nevertheless, serve as "likely" indica-
tors with regard to the value of an undergraduate major in
psychology in relationship to future research productivity.
Summary
Two of the five descriptive research studies on re-
searcher training, present findings relative to "academic
aspects" of such training. These findings cluster around
the areas of statistics, research methods and other research
courses, and psychology. The conclusions of the two studies
are congruent v/ith, and serve to complement each other. An
apparent conflict between the Buswell and Sieber and Lazars-
feld studies with regard to the value of research courses,
was resolved, when it was noted that the differences in ob-
jectives of the two studies, plus the fact that the Sieber
and Lazarsfeld study simply places a condition on the value
of research courses, account for this apparent conflict.
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Apprentices}! ip and/or Pr a c 1 1cum
Aspects of Educational
Researcher Training
The findings of three of the five descriptive re-
search studies j those of Buswell (2), Sieber and Lazarsfeld
(2'p), and Millikan (100) indicate a high relationship between
apprenticeships in programs and the production by these pro-
grams of researchers who will enter positions where research
is a primary responsibility and be productive researchers®
Millikan concludes that the production of researchers
by research organizations is very high when the organizations
have a systematic apprenticeship program and a high propor-
tion of economic resources for research activity. (100)
Sieber and Lazarsfeld offer support to Millikan’s conclusions
by stating that apprenticeships on programs are much more
productive than course work in both bureau and non-bureau
settings. When apprenticeships are not provided, production
of researchers is not associated with the existence of a
training program. (2!p) Sieber and Lazarsfeld on the basis
of their investigations conclude that the existence of an
interdisciplinary faculty in the school of education or re-
search training program influences the relationship between
the existence of apprenticeship programs and the training
unit's production of researchers® They assert that:
1® the output of researchers is associated with
interdisciplinary training among the better,
more select, more research-oriented schools, and
2, in the absence of an interdisciplinary faculty,
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apprenticeships ar© not positively related to
production of researchers and vice versa. In
fact, exposure to an interdisciplinary faculty
is negatively related to the production of re-
searchers when the level of apprenticeship is
low
. ( 24.)
Buswe 11 ’ s conclusions also stress the importance of
apprenticeship arrangements, but their value is related to
research productivity on the part of researchers rather than
to the production of research personnel. His findings in-
dicate that in terms of productive research in the ten years
following the doctor’s degree:
1 . of the Ph.D. productive researcher group were
employed as research assistants in a research
bureau, compared with 10 . 6^0 of the no-research
group.
2 C 17/o of the BdoD. productive researcher group
were similarly employed compared 'with $.6% of
the no-research group.
The differences are more than two to one for the
Ph.D. group and more than three to one for the Ed.D. group
favoring those who were research assistants in a research
bureau. ( 2 )
Summary
Two research studies, those of Millikan, and Sieber
and Lazarsfeld indicate that organizations with systematic
apprenticeship programs are highly productive of researchers.
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Sieber and Lazarsfeid also assert that there is a direct re-
lationship between the existence of an interdisciplinary
faculty in the training unit and the effect that apprentice-
ships have on the unit’s production of researchers* A third
study, that of Buswell, concludes that apprenticeship arrange-
ments in the form of research as3istantships in a research
bureau, have a considerable effect on whether or not those
with the Ph.D. or Ed.D. degree eventually become productive
researchers
•
Sett ing of the Research
Tr a ining hr ogram
Sieber and Lazarsfeid’ s findings (21].) with regard to
the relationship between the existence of research courses
in a school of education and that school’s production of
researchers, stressed the importance of the setting within
which the courses were offered* If the research courses
were offered within the setting of a research bureau, they
were of value in aiding the school in the production of
researchers. Research courses offered in a non-bureau set-
ting were not related to the school of education’s production
of researchers.
Sieber and Lazarsfeid maintain that the existence of
classroom work (especially in the form of seminars within
research units) promotes research careers. In fact the exist-
ence of a bureau seminar for research training is related to
the production of researchers regardless of whether the
bureau has a training program for moving students among
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projects. The difference between the value of coursework in
the bureau versus non-bureau setting may stem from:
1. the availability of project directors within a
research unit to conduct seminars, and
2. ready access, within research bureaus, to pro-
jects for case studies of on-going research and
for data. (?)
| )
Buswe 11 lends support to Sieber and Lazarsfeld with
regard to tho importance of a bureau setting for researcher
training when he reports that his group of productive re-
searchers had their apprenticeship experiences as research
assistants in research bureaus,
Millikan (100) lists five characteristics which she
asserts may be considered relatively important for future
models for research training:
1, the availability of funds for research scholar-
ships or assistantships (which are now available
under the U30E Training Programs ),
2, involvement in interdisciplinary research through
participation in interdepartmental research pro-
jects outside the graduate institutions of educa-
tion;
3, the provision of at least two types of opportuni-
ties to obtain research experiences (a combination
of at least two of the following types: a) re-
search assistant to a professor, b) research
assistant in a research organization, and c) a
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general type of. research experience termed "other".)
Ij-. the experience of publishing reports^
5. the requirements that doctoral students have (at
least) three years of continuous full-time resi-
dence in the graduate institution.
Three of these characteristics 2, 3, and Ip, would appear to
be considerably influenced by the factor of whether the train-
ing unit incorporating these characteristics functioned ’with-
in or was closely allied to a research bureau. Characteristic
’ 3” especially would be affected since, according to Sieber,
research opportunities are more numerous when the school of
education or training unit functions within or is associated
with a research bureau.
Summary
The factor of whether a researcher training unit (or
the school of education) is closely allied to or functions
within a research bureau has a direct influence on the rela-
tive production of researchers by that unit. That this is
the case is probably due to the facts that more highly re-
search oriented trainers are available within a research
unit, and there is ready access to projects for case studies
of on-going research and for data.
Related Literature
Position Papers Relevant to the
Field of Educational
Researcher Training
Julian Stanley presented a proposal, "Preparing Ed-
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ucational Research Specialists for School Systems”, (Phi
^tajia^pan, November 1966 ) in which he tended to the view
that the goal of undergraduate research training should be
to .arouse an interest in educational research on the part
of the student. Hopefully this aroused interest would lead
a considerable number of these students into pursuing ed-
ucational research training at the graduate level. (79, p. 112)
Stanley also outlined a Master’s level program for
the training of educational researchers for public school
systems. He maintained that since the obtaining of doctoral
degrees required considerable time, effort and expense, it
was unlikely that we could have holders of this degree fill-
ing many school system research positions. There was no
denial to the desirability of the doctorate for those able
to attain it, but only a denial of the practicability of
sufficient numbers attaining this goal. (79, pp. 110-115
)
D.Ct. Ryans in an article entitled "Preparation of
Educational Research Workers”, ( Journal of Educational Re -
search
,
November 1955 ) proposed that the preparation of ed-
ucational researchers be such
as to assure his being skillful in (l) planning,
(2) conducting, and (3) interpreting the results of
studies aimed at the obtaining of definitive answers
to important educational questions. (76, p. 195)
Ryans went on to present what he considered to be
some of the knowledges and skills basic to the conduct of
educational research and made some specific suggestions
relative to the preparation of different kinds of educational
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researchers. ( 76 ,pp. 195 -99 )
Some two years after Ryans article appeared, H. M.
Walker presented her proposals for educational researcher
in an article, Preparation of Research Workers in
Education ", ( Elementary School Journal
, October, 19^7), in
which she proposed that some general training in educational
research be given to all educators. Specialized research
training in addition to the general training would be given
to those preparing to be career educational researchers.
Walker, like Ryans also made a number of recommendations
with respect to educational research and researcher train-
ing. ( 83 , pp. 9-15)
Papers dealing with (1) the role and importance of
educational research and the researcher and ( 2 ) the relative
importance of basic versus applied educational research were
presented at the American Educational Research Association
conference in February 19&7 by Roland J. Pelligrin (’'Implica-
tions of Personnel Shortages for Organizations Relating Re-
search to Practice"), ( 101 ) John Bo Carroll ("Basic and Ap-
plied Research : Definitions, Distinctions, and Implications")
(91) Robert L. Ebel ("Some Limitations of Basic Research in
Education"), (92) John C. Flanagan ("Using Research and
Development to Improve Education"), (93) Egon Guba ("Educa-
tional Improvement and the Role of Educational Research"),
(95) and by John D. Herzog ("Viewing the Issues from the
Perspective of a Research and Development Center"). (9b)
A second group of American Educational Research
b-o
Association conference speakers presented papers dealing
with the training of specified types of educational re-
searchers. Members of this group were James B. Kenney
("Research Training for Public School Research Directors"),
( 99 ) W.G. Katzenmeyer ("Research Training of School Admin-
istrators"), (<98) Robert L. Baker ("Research Training for
Curriculum Specialists"), (90) and John R. Ginther ("An
Experimental Institute for Instructional Personnel"). ( 9I4.
)
The
been cited
aspects of
study will
1 .
2 .
3 .
Implications For This Study
conclusions of the research studies that have
in this chapter cluster around the following
educational researcher training which in this
hereafter be referred to as "key" aspects:
The roles of educational research and the re~
searcher,
recruitment and entrance requirements for grad-
uate level training programs,
academic aspects of educational researcher
training,
l\., apprenticeship and/or research practicum aspects
of educational researcher training and
the setting of the training program.
These five key aspects played a major organizational
role in this chapter and will play such a role in the re-
mainder of this study, as will be noted in succeeding chap-
ters
CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
It is the purpose of this study to compile suggested
guidelines, specifically for the further development of the
University of Massachusetts Applied Educational Research
Training Program as a vehicle for the effective training of
educational researchers, with possible implications for the
development of other Applied Educational Research Training
Programs. These suggested guidelines will attempt to an-
swer the problem questions posed in Chapter one:
1. Are all of the present practices of the U-Moss.
Training Program aiding the Program to roach its
maximum effect iveness in the production of1 edu-
cational researchers?
2. If not, which of the present practices should be
eliminated or amended?
3. Which new practices should be adopted to aid
the Program in reaching its maximum effective-
ness ?
In order to accomplish this purpose, it was necessary
to gather data relevant to the field of educational research
training.
h-i
k*
Data and Means Employed to Gather
These data were gathered by means of;
1. An examination of the congressional floor debates
during House and Senate consideration of Title IV
of House Bill 2362, which was subsequently enacted
as Title IV of Public Daw 89-IO, "The Elementary
and Secondary Education Act- of 1965 ”. The pur-
pose of this examination of congressional debate
was to ascertain the intent of congress with re-
gard to educational research training programs.
Subsequently, Title IV of Public Law
89-IO v/as studied, as were the "Guidelines for
Submitting Proposals for Educational Research
Training Programs", in an effort to ascertain
whether the apparent intent of congress with re-
gard to educational research and training, as
evidenced in floor debate, was mirrored in the
law itself, as well as in the guidelines for its
implement at ion
.
A careful analysis of the U-Mass. Train-
ing Program was made in an attempt to reveal those
provisions of Title IV, Publics Law 89-10 which
the Program v/as designed to fulfill®
2c A survey of the USOE Training Programs® Grant
request proposals, program brochures, and college
or university catalogs of the sponsoring insti-
1+3
tutions were used as data sources. From these
sources, data were sought concerning practices
relevant to the following key aspects of educa-
tional researcher training;
a) the roles of educational research and/or the
researcher, that these Programs were attempt-
ing to prepare prospective researchers to
ass urae
b) recruitment and entrance requirements
c) specific academic program requirements
d) apprenticeships and/or research practicums
e) the setting of the Training Program; whether
the Program functioned in a research bureau
or in a non-bureau setting.
3. A questionnaire survey of a group of actual or
prospective employers of educational researchers.
This group consisted of the fifty State Depart-
ments of Education, fifteen major Independent
Research Institutes and the Superintendents of
Schools in Massachusetts. From this group, data
were sought concerning key aspects of educational
researcher training, "a" thru "e" as listed in
number two, above. These data were gathered
by means of an examination of
a) their views on the appropriateness of various
levels of academic training for prospective
educational researchers.
b) thoir previous patterns of employing and views
on employing educational resoarchers,
c) their views on training curricula and field
experiences,
d) their expectations for the employed educational
researchers
.
Treatment of Data
The data gathered from the trainers of educational
researchers and from the actual or prospective employers of
educational researchers, will be compared and contrasted with
pertinent findings of research concerning these aspects.
Research that dealt with the aspects of educational research-
er training listed on page forty three has been presented in
Chapter two, "Related Research" in this study.
The data thus gathered will be quantified according
to the following conceptual scheme:
1. modal patterns of the practices of trainers with
regard to a key aspect of educational researcher
training are weighted equal to model patterns of
the views of employers with regard to this same
key aspect;
2. modal patterns of the practices of trainers with
regard to a key aspect of educational researcher
training plus modal patterns of the views of
employers regarding this same key aspect, are
weighted less than the support of all descriptive
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research findings relevant to this key aspect;
and
3. modal patterns of support by trainers and employ-
ers for a specific training practice, plus the
support of all available research findings re-
garding that specific practice, yield the data
base from which suggested guidelines will be
derived relevant to the specific training prac-
tice.
Based on the conceptual scheme just outlined, data
concerning the key aspects of educational researcher train-
ing gathered from trainers of educational researchers,
employers of educational researchers, and research findings
in the field of educational researcher training will be
weighted as follows:
i» One Point .- One point will be assigned a modal
pattern of response of each of the three employer's
groups which supports a specific practice relevant
to a given key aspect of educational researcher
training. Thus a total of three points will be
given for employers’ responses (Column II on the
Guidelines Compilation Chart), when the modal
patterns of response of all three groups support
a specific practice relevant to a given key
aspect of educational researcher training.
2. Three Points .- Three points will be assigned a
modal pattern of response of trainers supporting
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a specific practice relevant to a given aspect of
educational researcher training. It is felt, as
the conceptual scheme ("B-2") indicates, that:
a) the weighting assigned trainers* responses
should be equal to that assigned employers.
Trainers are (hopefully ) training employable
educational researchers. Employers, on the
other hand, need the expertise of trainers to
train personnel to fulfill their (the em-
ployers’ ) educational researcher needs. The
employer indicates the research skills that
are needed and marketable while the trainer
provides the program that will produce an edu-
cational researcher with these skills.
b) the combined weightings of trainers (Column I,
Guidelines Compilation Chart) and employers
(Column II, Guidelines Compilation Chart) should
be less than the weighting assigned research
findings (Column III, Guidelines Compilation
Chart). Justification of the relative weight-
ings of trainers and employers versus research
findings will be given under "Seven Points" on
page forty seven of this chapter.
3* Six Points .- Data concerning certain key aspects
of educational researcher training was gained
from an examination of the USOE Training Programs.
These data were not sought from the employers’
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groups because they were not relevant to these
groups. An example of such data is information
concerning some of the entrance requirements for
U30E Training Programs. In weighting such data
oniy trainers of educational researchers (Column
I, Guidelines Compilation Chart) and research
findings (Column III, Guidelines Compilation Chart
)
are relevant. Therefore, in Column a modal
pattern of response favorable to a specific prac-
tice relevant to the aspect of educational re-
searcher training under consideration (weighted
six points) plus the support of all available
research findings on the practice considered in
Column I, yield a "thirteen " or maximum point
score and the guideline compiled v/ith reference to
this practice will be considered a "Highly Recom-
mended Guideline"*
4 - Seven Points .- When all the available research
findings on a specific practice relevant to a
given aspect of educational researcher training
supports that practice, a score of seven will be
assigned to the practice under consideration.
This score of seven is greater than the combined
scores of trainers (Column I, Guidelines Compila-
tion Chart) and employers (Column II, Guidelines
Compilation Chart) when the modal patterns of
response in both of these columns support a
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specific practice relevant to a given aspect of
educational researcher training. This heavy
weighting of research findings is due to the
assumption that any proposed guidelines for the
U-Mass. Training Program should be congruent with
research findings, and the strong possibility that
both tne trainers and the employers of educational
researchers might support a specific practice
relevant to a given aspect of educational research-
er training which research findings do not sup-
port. In such a case, the total score (Column I
plu3 Column II) will be s ix
,
placing the practice
1
under consideration, in the n3xper imental ” group,
as an educational researcher training practice
needing further investigation by the U-Mass. Train-
ing Program Staff before it could be incorporated
in a suggested guideline for Program development.
5® 0 s No Points .- A zero will be assigned a specific
practice relevant to a given aspect of educational
researcher training not supported by modal patterns
of response of the particular trainers or employer
group under study. If any of the research studies
(listed under ’’Related Research” in this study) do
not support a specific practice relevant to a given
aspect of educational researcher training, zero
will be assigned to research findings (Column III,
Guidelines Compilation Chart) concerning that
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practice, and no points will be given.
6. N_«__None.- The letter ”N” will be used in Column
III, Guidelines Compilation Chart, with refer-
ence to the existence of no available research
findings on specific practices relevant to a
given aspect of educational researcher training.
7* N»D» » No Data .- This symbol will be used in
employers (Column II, Guidelines Compilation
Chart), when data concerning certain aspects of
educational researcher training was gathered from
trainers, (Column I, Guidelines Compilation Chart)
but not from employers, (Column II, Guidelines
Compilation Chart).
By means of the weighted point scale thus outlined
guidelines will be compiled on a ’’Guidelines Compilation
Chart”. These guidelines will be classified as:
1. Highly recommended for adoption by the U-Mass.
Training Program.' Guidelines under this category
will have a point score of thirteen on the Guide-
lines Compilation Chart.
2. Recommended for adoption by the U-Mass. Training
Program. Guidelines under this category will have
a point score from ten to twelve on the Guidelines
Compilation Chart.
Those practices related to the key aspects of educa-
tional researcher training which score nine or less on the
Guidelines Compilation Chart will be listed as:
5o
l
Experimental
,
(6-9 point score on the Guidelines
Compilation Chart), Highly recommended for
immediate investigation by the U-Mass.
Training Program Staff and for possible subse-
quent incorporation in guidelines for the
development of the U-Mass. Program.
Experimental
, ( 0-5 point score on the Guidelines
Compilation Chart), Practices recommended
for later investigation by the U-Mass. Train-
ing Program otaif subsequent to the investi-
gation of those practices of educational
researcher training listed under Experi-
mental c
The theoretical model of the Guidelines Compilation
Chart which can be found in the Appendix (cf. pp. 194.-95)
is based on tho conceptual scheme presented on pages forty
four and forty five of this Chapter. The point scores as
found in the various column of the chart are the weighted
point scores assigned to modal patterns of data according
to tho scheme outlined on pages forty five to forty nine.
The heart of all the methods and procedures listed
in this Chapter is the conceptual scheme underlying the
Guidelines Compilation Chart. The diagram which follows
on the next page graphically recaps the conceptual scheme
underlying this chart.
In the next chapter, data relevant to tho key
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aspects of educational researcher training, which has been
gathered from trainers and employers of researchers, will
be presented and analyzed*
CONCEPTUAL
SCHEME
UNDERLYING
THE
GUIDELINES
COMPILATION
CHART
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
AllJiLLT.LLgP,iPLL_pf
.
Congress ional Floor DebatesDuring Hous e and Sena t e_ Cons ider ation
of Titl e IV of House Bi11 23b2~~
The early years of the 1950* s had witnessed the
beginnings of Federal efforts in the field of educational
research tiirough the enactment of the Cooperative Research
Act Ox July 2o, 1954- > Public Law 83-531 which established
four research and development centers at the Universities
of Pittsburgh, Oregon, Wisconsin and Harvard University.
But as Congressman Meeds said during the debate
over House Bill 2362:
.. .these four centers cannot adequately pro-
vide educational research for 26,000 school districts
in this Nat ion. Under the 1954- Act as revised by
Title IV we will be able to expand to other univer-
sities, colleges, and private non profit organiza-
tions. The title provides grants for research, train-
ing, internships, fellowships and allowances. ...The
goal of this program is a national network of federal-
ly supported but state and university operated re-
search centers. (5>part 5*P»5987)
The concern that the Congress felt over the in-
adequacy of the pre-1965 programs in educational research
and training is further indicated by Senator Ribicoff,
when during Senate debate over House Bill 2362, on April 7>
1965 ? he remarked:
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We finally realize that-~in comparison to our
expenditures for research and development in otherfields-- we have been giving far too little attention
to research and development in education* While we
spend about thirty four billion each year on educa-
^ 3
0
*
we spend only seventy two million, about one-
fifth of one percent, for research and development*
(5, part 6, p*7533)
That applied educational research seemed t o be the
focus desired oy congress for the USOE Training Programs,
is evident from the remarks of two Senators who spoke on
this matter*
One of the Senators, Senator Morse from Oregon, who
led in the fight for House Bill 2362 T s enactment, stated:
Educational issues and programs are becoming
more complex* As a result, sound curriculum develop-
ment and innovation depends increasingly upon well
established research knowledge and upon continuing
critical research evaluation to help train the re-
search specialists needed for current and, more so,
for developing educational programs. (5, part 6,p.730l{.)
Senator Byrd from West Virginia, adds:
If v/e are truly to improve the quality of teach-
ing in our schools, v/e must give more assistance to
research facilities directed toward improving such
quality. (5, part 6, p. 770(3)
The opponents of House Bill 2362 centered their argu-
ments around three major issues:
1. Participation of private, particularly sectarian schools
in the programs to be established under the proposed Act.
This issue was part of the old, yet ever new, church-
state issue.
2. The formula for disburs ing title funds to the various
states. This issue did not directly concern Title IV
since disbursement of funds for this Title was not on a
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state by state basis.
3. The federal versus state and local control of education
issue
.
The church-state issue was dealt within Public Law
89-IO as follows
:
^ No grant shall be made under this subsectionfor training in sectarian instruction or, for work tobe done in
. an institution, or a department, or branch
of an institution, whose program is specifically for
the . educat ion of .students to prepare them to become
ministers of religion or to enter upon some other
religious vocation or to prepare them to teach theo-
logical subjectso (29, Title IV, sec. 2(b)
However, this section of the law did not rule out
altogether the possible sponsorship of research training
programs or projects on the part of sectarian supported
organizations. For as Congressman O'Hara of Michigan
stated in the House on March 26, 1965 2
. e . It seems to me that religiously connected
organizations do research now. I cannot see the dif-
ference between them doing research in one field and
research in another field.
I would think that it could be done, but I
would imagine it would have to be justified as a valid
project furthering the purposes of education, just as
any other project has to be.
...I would simply say that if they have a
valid research project they could get a grant: yes.
(5, part 5*P-&llo)
A survey of the fifty four colleges, universities,
and independent research institutes which are currently
sponsoring the USOE Training Programs under Title IV,
revealed four sectarian universities or colleges with pro-
grams of their own plus several more who train researchers
in co-operation with a research institute or state depart-
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ment of education which is sponsoring a training program.
The issue of federal versus state and local control
of education was uppermost in the minds of many members of
Congress, particularly those whose party or section of the
country had been traditionally concerned with the issues of
states rights and local control. The sentiments of this
group is summed up in the remarks made by Congressman Casey
from Texas
:
There has been great debate that this billleaves complete control in the States, that the States
can make out their own programs and that the adminis-tration will be according to State law. Well, if thisis true, why the necessity of funding all the requests
and all the plans to the United States Commissioner ofEducation for approval? (5, part 5,p.6ll7)
Mr* Shubitz (Kansas) and Mr. Ashbrook (Ohio) spoke
in a similar vein.
Evidently the majority of Congress did not agree
with those who voiced the fear that federal control of ed-
ucation was becoming more of a reality under this Act.
They must have felt assured that adequate regard was given
to state and local responsibility under the provisions of
the Act as subsequently approved.
Application for funds under Title I (section 202),
and III (section 302), follow a local-state-federal request
and approval pattern.
Title IV (section 2) applications are handled some-
what differently, however. Colleges, universities and other
public or private agencies, institutions, organizations, and
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individuals, apply directly to
in Washington for approval of
the Commissioner of Education
their programs and subsequent
funding.
Congressional A etinn
On April 11, 1965, House Bill 2362 was enacted into
law as Public Law 89-10, "The Elementary and Secondary Educa
tion Act of 1963, an Act to strengthen and improve educa-
tional quality and educational opportunities in the Nation's
elementary and secondary schools.''
Of the five "Titles" or major segments of the Act,
Title IV dealt with educational research and training. One
section of Title IV, Section 2 (b), deals explicitly with
educational research training programs:
to nnhi JhG ^^sioner is authorized to make grantspublic and other non-profit universities and col-leges and to other public or non-profit agencies,institutions and organizations to assist them in p^o-yiding training in research in the field of education
l ^ research described in section 503 (a)
^
4
-/ ° the elementary and Secondary Education Act of
*
.
11
3
c i uc^ inS kite development and strengthening
of training staff and curricular capability for suchtraining. Grants under this subsection may, when so
authorized by the Commissioner, also be used bv suchgran ees^ (1) in establishing and maintaining researchtraineesnips
,
internships, personnel exchanges, andpre-and post-doctoral fellowships
...
(
2Q, Title IV
sec. 2(b)) '
Upon reading Section 503 (a) (I4.) of Title V of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, one finds
there a decided emphasis on applied research, for grants
of funds may be allotted to:
programs for conducting, sponsoring, or co-
operating In educational research and demonstration
programs and projects such as (A) establishing and
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maintaining curriculum re
to assist in locating and
findings, (b) discovering
ideas (including new uses
media) and more effective
putting into use those wh
and (C) studying ways to
tional structure for educ
administration of educati
sec. 503 (a) ( 4J)
search and innovation centers
evaluating curriculum research
and testing new educational
of printed and audio-visual
educational practices, and
ich snow promise of success
,
improve the legal and organis-
ation and the management and
on in the State;
...
(
29 , Title V,
Guidelines for Submitting Proposals for
Educational Research Train in c*
Programs
According to the Guidelines the purposes of the train-
ing program are
:
As stated. in the law, the broad purpose of thegrant support training program is to encourage, stimu-late, and support training of excellence in educational
research. More specifically, some of the major objec-tive of. the grant program are to improve the quality
of training for educational researchers through thedevelopment and strengthening of research training
staffs; to expand the capacity and curricular capability
for training; to help in the development of specialized
training programs; and through trainee stipend awards,
to enable a greater number of persons to pursue careers
in educational research. (lJ+,p,l)
Six types of training programs which are eligible
for a grant under Title IV are spelled out in the Guidelines.
These are:
1.
' Undergraduate research participation and
training;
2 . Graduate training;
3. Postdoctoral training;
q. Institutes
5. Special training projects including work-
shops, inservice training, internships,
personnel exchanges; and
6 . Program development grants designed to
expand or strengthen training staffs and to
increase curricular capability for provid-
ing training in research related to educa-
tion.
These six types should not be considered ex-
haustive. Other appropriate types of training pro-
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grams, part icularly imaginative variations tailored tolocal situations may be submitted as well* (lq.,p,2)
Summary
In summary
,
it appears that the sentiment of Congress
as expressed by congressmen and senators during the debate
over House Bill 23o2, was that the rapid change that has
taken place in all areas of our national life, and particu-
larly in the realm of education, has made it more and more
imperative that increasing emphasis and support be given to
research, particularly if we are to maintain and hopefully,
improve the quality of cur educational establishment.
Opposition to Title IV as voiced by several congress-
men and senators, did not center on the crucial issue of the
necessity of expanding the role of educational research by
establishing more research centers and research training
programs. Rather, disagreement was voiced concerning the
role that private sectarian institutions might play under
this act, how funds were to be disbursed, and the respective
control to be exercised at federal, state, and local levels
of government.
House Bill 2362 subsequently enacted as Public Law
89-10 included among its five ’’Titles”, "Title IV" wherein
proposals for applied educational research training programs
were made eligible for federal funding.
USOE "Guidelines for Submitting Proposals for Educa-
tional Research Training Programs" indicated that there were
at least six types of research training programs eligible
6o
for funding under Title IV programs specifically designed to
enable a greater number of persons to pursue careers in educa-
tional research.
The U-Iiass. Training Prognam : ” The
Development of Three^^nlTed
Research Training Programs "
The U-Ivlass
. Training Program was established to train
individuals for applied research positions at all levels of
the educational community. At the outset of his training
the newly appointed research fello7/ has a choice of one of
three emphases within the overall program:
1. curriculum and instruction research,
2. research evaluation, or
3. research diffusion.
This is an interdisciplinary doctoral level program
which is intended to be a second concentration area that is
allied with a prime concentration area in education, socio-
logy, Psychology, anthropology, and various other fields.
Research fellows pursuing these second ’’majors” earn twenty-
one hours or more of graduate credit toward the doctorate
degree
.
The U-Mass. Training Program was designed as a grad-
uate level training program in applied educational research
needs of all levels of the educational community. Thus the
intent of the program designers and that of Congress as
evidenced through congressional debate, the provisions of
6l
Public Law 89-10 and the Guidelines for the implementation
of this Act, are alike in their emphasis on applied educa-
tional research training,.
Specific U-Mass. offerings and program requirements
will be presented and compared to the offerings and require-
ments of the other USOE Training Programs as part of the next
section of this study.
Data From Trainers and Employers
Results of Survey of USOE Training
Programs Regarding Roles of
Educational Researchers
A careful examination of the proposals and program
brochures of the USOE Training Programs revealed almost as
many ways of describing the prospective educational re-
searcher role 3 of their trainees as there were programs. It
thus became imperative that some sort of categorization be
employed by which the data on educational researcher roles
might be organized.
At the American Educational Research Association Con-
ference in February 1967
,
John Hopkins reported on "The Roles
for Educational Researchers" Project, which he and David
Clark were conducting at Indiana University. As has been
previously mentioned in Chapter II of this study, the pur-
pose of the Hopkins-Clark Project is to spotlight the new
roles which might emerge in the changed educational en-
vironment since the enactment of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act of 1965.
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The Hopkins
-01 ark Study is also attempting to pro-
ject the strength of the likely demand for qualified persons
in educational research, development, and diffusion, and to
relate this demand to the probable supply of trained persons.
(97)
In order to organize the data they intended to
collect, a table was developed entitled "Three Dimensions
for Categorizing Research, Development and Diffusion Per-
sonnel in Education." The three dimensions utilized were
(1) Institutional Settings" (where the prospective per-
sonnel might be employed), (2) "Functional Emphases in Pro-
fessional Assignment" (the positions to be held by prospec-
tive educational researchers in institutional settings), and
(3) "Functional Emphases in the Process of Research, Develop-
ment, and Diffusion" (the actual tasks to be performed by
the prospective educational researcher as part of his pro-
fessional assignment in a particular institutional setting).
Since these three "Dimensions" appeared to be a
useful and logical way to organize the data gathered con-
cerning educational researcher roles that the U30E Training
Programs are attempting to prepare prospective educational
researchers to assume, they have been used with slight alter-
ations as the organizational outline within which the data
gathered has been categorized.
The findings of the survey of the USOE Training Pro-
grams v/ith regard to educational research roles are presented
in Table 1, page sixty three.
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TABLE 1
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHER ROLES THAT THF
EIGHTY-FIVE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF
"
EDUCATION RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS
ARE ATTEMPTING TO PREPARE PROSPEC-
TIVE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS TO
ASSUME
2 .
A* Functional Emphasis in the Process
Development, and Diffusion
#1* Researcho
............
onducting Basic Scientific Inquiry
Invest igt ing educationally oriented
problems
Gathering operational and planning
data
Development
a) Inventing solutions to operating
problems
Engineering packages and programs
for educational use
Testing and evaluating solutions
and programs
Diffusion.
a ) Informing target systems about solu
tions and programs
Demonstrating the effectiveness of
solutions and programs
Training target systems
solutions and programs
Servicing and nurturing
solutions and programs
of Research,
80 programs
3.
b)
c
)
b)
c
b)
c
d)
20 programs
5 programs
in the use of
installed
*'"* In compiling the data for this chart from the source
documents if the general term '’educational researchers”
was used to describe the prospective role, then only #1
above was checked. Development and Diffusion emphases wer
not checked unless the source documents specifically state
that research fellows were being prepared to assume these
roles
.
B. Proposed Institutional Settings for Educational
Research Personnel as Designated by the Eighty-
Five United States Office of Education Research
Training Programs
1. Public School Systems 31 programs
2. Colleges and Universities.............. 25 programs
3. State Agencies...... 12 programs
o>
TABLE 1 - Continued
4» Private Research Institutions includingtextbook and materials suppliers......"
rederal Agencies
•"•o. Particular setting not specified
11 programs
9 programs
4-3 programs
.
Many Programs appear to be college or university
orxented or fit several of the above levfls as ?ndicafedby the types o± educational researchers that they areattempting to train, but no specific mention is made oftno particular setting or settings in the program pro-posal or college catalog.
C. Proposed Functional Emphasis in Professional
Assignment
1 « Individual Research, Development
and Diffusion Personnel 71 programs
A. Research Oriented Educational
Leaders and School Staff. iU programs
3. Program Directors and Staff 13 programs
T Sectors and Staff
„
9 programs
3 • Stimulators and Coordinators of
Research, Development and Dif-
fusion Activities
[|_ programs
6 . Technical Consultive Personnel......... 2 programs
If the. only reference in the source documents to
proposed functional emphasis was the general term ”educa-
tional researcher”
,
then tfl above was the only category
checked. J b J
It is apparent that the overwhelming majority of the
Programs are preparing prospective educational researchers
to assume traditional educational researcher roles. It should
be noted that some programs are intended to prepare personnel
for more than one of the functions listed under ”A,1., 2.,
and 3
•
,
"
as can be seen from the tally of 105 in the pro-
grams’ column when there are only eighty-five programs con-
s idered.
If the predictions of Hopkins and Clark (97) prove to
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be accurate, most of the present USOE Training Programs are
not training researchers to fulfill the types of roles which
will be in the most demand by 1972. As has been oited un(Jer
"Related Research", the largest increase in demand, percent-
agewise, from 1966-1972, would be for diffusion personnel,
to which Pelligrin (101) adds development personnel also.
A second glance at (Cable 1 reveals that only twenty programs
specify development competencies for their trainees while
a still smaller number of programs, five, list diffusion
competencies as part of their training. focus e
The U-Mass. Training Program is one of the five pro-
grams cited which offer a diffusion competency to their
trainees in addition to a research competency. If the
’heeded" educational researcher role projections of Hopkins
and Clark and others are accepted, then the U-MaS s. Program
is in the vanguard of those few Programs that are attempt-
ing bO prepare prospective educational researchers to assume
roles that will be in the most demand within the next six
years c
The data presented in Table 1
,
section B, indicates
that most of the Programs propose to train personnel who
function as educational researchers in a college or
university setting since many of the Programs included under
number six "particular setting not specified", appear to be
college or university oriented.
Public school systems rank second, state agencies
third, and private research institutions fourth, as the pro-
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posed institutional settings within which graduates of the
Training Programs will function.
Results of Prospective Employers'
Questionnaire Relevant to* Roles
of Educational Researchers
Level of Demand for Educational
Researchers in the Institution-
al Settings Represented by "the'
Prospective Employers
.
The replies to item four on the questionnaire to
State Departments of Education and Independent Research In-
stitutes and item four n a” on the instrument to Superinten-
dents of Schools in Massachusetts (cf. appendix, p. lBlp), are
summarized in Tables 2,3, and 4 . These data will shed light
on the level of demand for educational researcher personnel
in these respective institutional settings.
A tabulation of the data in Tables 2 and 3 indicates
that 93*6/ (14jLp y/Ij_7 ) of the State Departments of Education and
63 * 6/0 (7/ll) of the Independent Research Institutes would be
likely to offer full time employment to graduates of such an
educational research training program as they had outlined
in their answers to preceding items on the questionnaire.
A similar tabulation of the data presented in Table
4- reveals that 29*1$ (5>l/l74-) of Superintendents of Schools
in Massachusetts are likely to hire full-time educational
researchers, 70d% ( 122/174-) part-time educational re-
searchers and 12c 6/ ( 22/174-) educational researchers either
full or part-time. (These twenty two Superintendents were
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TABLE 2
THE POSSIBILITY OF STATE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION
EMPLOYMENT FOR THE GRADUATES OF
A.E.R.T. PROGRAMS
Would your State Department of Education be likely to hiregraduates of such an Educational Research Training Program
on a full-time basis?
Responses Comments
Yes
..(44) 1.
2 .
3.
4-.
No... (2) 1.
Didn’t Complete (1) 1.
As many as you can supply that
are sharp
If funds are available
In the future
Could hire two tomorrow
Couldn't pay them enough
No Comment
Total number of responses n Lr7
Total number of State Departments of Education Completing
this question - 1^6
TABLE 3
THE POSSIBILITY OF EMPLOYMENT BY THE ADMINISTRATORS OF
FIFTEEN MAJOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES FOR
GRADUATES OF A.E.R.T. PROGRAMS
Would your organization be likely to hire graduates of such
a research training program on a full-time basis?
Responses Comments
Yes. 11 1 . Depending on their quality
2. A bright research oriented
(representing 7 graduate in the Social Sci-
institutes) ences would far superior to
a mediocre graduate of the
best training program in the
world
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TABLE 3 - Continued
Responses
No
x
Didn’t Complete.... 2
(representing 2
institutes
)
Comments
1. Hire only Sociologists and
Psychologists not education-
ists
Total number of responders who completed the
^^ ^ ^
„
numbe r of Institutes represented by theresponders =8 J
questions:
twelve
12
TABLE [j.
THE POSSIBILITY OF EMPLOYMENT BY THE SUPERINTENDENTS OPSCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS FOR GRADUATES OP
A.E.R.T PROGRAMS
Didri^t—
c
omplete question (11) because: not
research should be done on more extensive
money, more pressing problems, want to dis
committee
.
knowledgeable,
scale, lack of
cuss with school
a. Likely to hire full-time researcher:
Yes No 116
b. Interested in sharing such a person with one or more
systems
:
Yes 122 No 23
(1) Approximate amount of such a person’s time that
you would exnect to use:iA
1/A23A
Undecided
(2) Prefer a full-time combination (teacher or other)
researcher position in own system:
Yes 63
(a) In your opinion the preferred combinat ion( s
)
would be:
Administrator-researcher
Teacher
-re searcher
Psychologist
-re searcher
16
1
1
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TABLE I4. - Continued
Guidance-researcher t
Federal project writer-
researcher
(b) Checked "Yes" to both "a" and "b"
“
(c) Checked "Yes" to both "b" and "b( 2 )"
Total number of Superintendents who completed thisquestion = 174.
22
included in the tabulations for both full-time and part-time
educational researchers).
There is a considerable demand among non-college and
university institutional settings for trained educational
researcn personnel. However, the data gathered by these
items does not indicate the percentages of the total future
demand for educational researchers that the institutional
settings of State Departments of Education, Independent Re-
search Institutes and public school systems represent.
If the institutional setting distribution of the
sample of educational researchers included in the National
Register of Educational Researchers can be generalized to
the American educational researcher population as a whole,
we find that 64 * 3% of the National Register population are
currently employed in colleges and universities as their
principal position, l6 . 1%* in school systems, tycPfo in govern-
mental agencies and 3 • in foundations, (including indepen-
dent research institutions). (l4>pxxiii) There is every
reason to believe that the growth of Research and Develop-
ment Centers, and the increasing availability of federal
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monies for innovation projects in the American school
system, both public and private, will inevitably increase
the demand for educational research personnel in govern-
mental agencies and school systems to such a degree that a
decade from now the distribution of educational research
personnel among the various institutional settings will
undoubtedly be considerably different than it is at present.
Levels of Training Spec! fieri
by Prospective Employers
Of the eighty-five USOE Training Programs some
seventy-seven train researchers to the doctoral level while
eight lead usually to a Master’s degree or specialist cer-
tificate.
Within educational researcher training circles there
has been considerable discussion and debate over the past
several years with regard to the desirability and practi-
cability of several academic levels of training for educa-
tional researchers rather than just the Doctoral level only.
Nine undergraduate research training programs were funded
by the USOE in several colleges and universities, but these
programs were designed largely to serve as recruiting sta-
tions for the graduate level training programs. The debate
as to the desirable and/or practical academic level for the
training of educational researchers focuses on the several
graduate academic levels: (l) Master’s, (2) sixth year
level, sometimes called the "C.A.G.S." (Certificate of
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Advanced Graduate Study), and ( 3 ) the Doctoral level.
Discussion revolves about the possibility of pre-
paring prospective educational researchers at the Masters
and sixth year levels rather than at the Doctoral level
alone, to assume certain types of researcher roles.
The eight pre-doctoral level USOE Training Programs
previously cited, are all Master’s level programs, of one or
two years duration, which are attempting to prepare educa-
tional research personnel primarily for positions in public
school systems. These data are presented in Table 5 as well
as evidence that the designers of these particular programs
feel that there are a number of educational researcher roles
which can be adequately prepared for at pre-doctoral grad-
uate academic levels.
The program designers’ rationale for supporting
Master’s level research training programs is that while it
may be desirable to have all Ph.D. or Ed.D. educational
researcners, there just aren’t enough to go around and only
a limited number of school systems can afford to employ
those researchers with the doctorate who are available. Sec-
ondly, many educational researcher roles particularly in the
public school setting, can be adequately prepared for within
the framework of carefully designed Master’s programs in ed-
ucational research© These Master’s programs must be in edu-
cational research and not the usual Master’s program that
may contain few research experiences©
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TABLE 5
NOW-DOCTORAL GRADUATE LEVEL UNITED STATESOFFICE OP EDUCATION FUNDED EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS
B.
C.
D.
E.
Duration M -u
t n Number1 . One year . .
.
2. Two years..
Degree Level
1 . Master ’ s
Inst i buc ional Setting Eor Graduates of*
these Programs
1* Public School Systems.
............. c#c
2. Unspecified
Functional Emphasis in Professional
Assignment
!• Project directors and Staff...
2
*
Individual Research, Development and
Diffusion Personnel..
3 • Stimulators and Coordinators of Re-
search, Development and Diffusion
Activities
4» Technical Consultive Personnel.
functional Emphasis in the Process of
Research, Development and Diffusion
1* Research
a. Investigating Educationally Oriented.
Problems
e
b. Gathering Operational and Planning
Data.
. . 4 . .
2. Development
a. Inventing Solutions to Operating
Problems
b. Testing and Evaluating Solutions
and Programs c
3* Diffusion
a. Informing Target Systems about
Solutions and Programs
b. Training Target Systems in the Use
of Solutions and Programs.
c. Servicing and Nurturing Installed
Solutions and Programs .... .........
.
do Demonstrating the Effectiveness of
Solutions and Programs ..............
of
x
6
2
Programs
3
5
8
8
4
7
k
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Item number one on the questionnaire to prospective
employers of educational researchers sought their opinions
with regard to the most appropriate and the most practical
academic levels of training for prospective educational re-
searchers. The term "practical" was defined as t he academic
level or levels at which the particular system would be
likely to hire personnel. (cf .appendix, p. 187
)
In tables 6 to 11 (cf .appendix, pp. 196- 20q. ) the
responses of each of the employers’ sub-groups to item one
are presented. Only one sub-group, the Independent Research
Institutes, (Tables 6 and 7) checked the same academic level,
the Doctoral level, as being both the appropriate and prac-
tical level for the training of educational researchers.
The State Departments of Education (Tables 8 and 9)
favored the Doctoral level as the most appropriate academic
level with the Master’s level as second choice, but reversed
position when considering academic levels of training from a
"practical" point of view, and chose the Master’s level.
Massachusetts’ Superintendents of Schools (Tables
10 and 11 ) selected the sixth year or Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study level as the most appropriate level, but chose
the Master’s as the "practical" level.
Thus two of these three employer sub-groups, the
State Departments of Education and Massachusetts Superinten-
dents of Schools, appear to support the contention of the
designers of the eight Master’s level research training pro-
grams with regard to the practicality of programs at pre-
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Doctoral levels. The educational researcher roles that these
two groups envisage for personnel trained to the Masters
level are presented in Tables 8 through 11, and can be
summarized for the most part under the heading of "educa-
tional research worker who would function at various points
along the Hopkins and Clark Research-Development
-Diffusion
Continuum". It is noteworthy that all three employer's sub-
groups generally reserve high level administrative positions
m research to Doctoral level personnel. They also find a
place in their respective systems for personnel at the
Bachelor 1 s level who have had special undergraduate train-
ing in research skills, but there was neither a majority
nor a modal pattern of response in any of the groups, favor-
ing the Bachelor's as the most appropriate or practical
academic level of training for educational research personnel
Tables 12 and 13 compare the modal patterns of re-
sponse of each of the three employer sub-groups with regard
to the most appropriate and practical academic levels of
training and summarize the comments of the groups with re-
gard to the types of educational researcher roles, which
in the responders opinions can be prepared for at the aca-
demic levels checked.
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TABLE 12
M0D
^
P^TERNS OP RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSEST TOiH.o MODAL, OF THE THREE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
™E M0ST APPROPRIATE academicL^VLL(S) OF TRAINING FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHERS
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate for an Ed-
ucat ional Research Training
Program
Master 1 s
(Independent Research
Institutes 9/38=23 . 7%)
( Superintendents
, ,
91/295 ^304^ )
(State Departments
33/96=34- 45?)
C.A.G.S.
^(Superintendents
103/295-31^. 9%)
Patterns of Educational Re-
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of the indicated re-
sponders) can be Adequately
Prepared for at Each of the
Given Academic Levels of
Training
!• Research Assistant working
in a research division.
(State Depts. , Indep. Res.
Inst
.
)
2. Research Associate (State
Depts., Indep. Res. Inst.)
3. Statistician (State Depts.,
Indep. Res. Inst.)
If. Lowest "professional" entry
level for researchers (State
Depts., Indep. Res. Inst.)
5« Educational Researcher in
Public Schools conducting
research on curriculum and
teaching techniques, includ-
ing evaluation of these
techniques (State Depts.,
Supts.
)
1. Director of Research (State
Depts
. ,
Supts
.
)
2. Educational Researcher in
Public Schools and State
Depts. working directly with
administrators in research
and development (State
Depts., Supts.)
3. Disseminator of Research
(State Depts
. )
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TABLE 12
Doctoral
•*( Independent Research
Institutes 10/38«26.3$
)
••''(State Departments
38/96*39.6$)
2 modal patterns of
response
Cont inued
1. Director of Educational Re-
search (State Depts., Indep.
Res. Inst
o
s Supts .
)
2. Research Specialist, Scien-
tist, Developer, Evaluator,
Disseminator (State Depts.
,
Indep. Res. Inst., Supts.)
TABLE 13
MODAL PATTERNS OF RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSEST TOTHE MODAL, OF THE THREE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
CONCERNING THE MOST APPROPRIATE ACADEMIC
LEVEL ( S ) OF TRAINING FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHERS FROM A PRACTICAL
POINT OF VIEW
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate (from a
’’practical-likely to hire"
point of view) for an Ed-
ucational Research Training
Program
Master
1
s
* (St ate Departments
,
36/93-38.7$)
* ( Superintendent s
102/24.3 42.0^)
Patterns of Educational Re-
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of the indicated re-
sponders) can be Adequately
Prepared for at Each of the
Given Academic Levels of
Training
1. "Junior" or lowest level
supervisory duties in re-
search (State Depts., In-
dep. Res. Inst., Supts.)
2. Research Assistant (State
Depts., Indep. Res. Inst.)
3. "General" Educational Re-
searcher working in sev-
eral segments of the educa-
tional community in re-
search and development
(State Depts., Indep. Res.
Inst
. ,
Supts
.
)
4. Minimum entry level posi-
tions in research (State
Depts., Indep. Res. Inst.)
5. Maximum level for employ-
ment due to salary limita-
tions (State Depts. (3))
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** ContinuedTABLE 13
C.A.G.S.
(Superintendents
85/243-35
. qso
Doctoral
(State Departments
, .
32/93-34.4^)
’«( Inaependent Research
Inst itutes
11/36 =30 . 6^)
'«* ® modal patterns of
response
1 . Director of Research, in-
volving curriculum and
instruction research, re-
search evaluation and dif-
fusion of the results of
research (Supts.)
1* Director of Research (State
Depts., Indep. Res. Inst.-
Supts.) ' *
2. Research Specialist, Scien-
tist, Developer, Evaluator,
Disseminator (State Depts.,
Indep. Res. Inst., Supts.)
Functions o f an Educ at ional
Researche r Within the~ Insti -
tutional Settings Repr e sen **
too by Independent Research
Institutes, and Superinten-
dents of Schools in Mas sa~
chusett
s
"
The responses of the Independent Research Institutes
and the Superintendents of Schools to item number six on the
questionnaire indicate these groups 1 opinions of the func-
tions that an applied educational researcher would perform
in their organizations.
An examination of their responses as presented in
Tables lip ana 15> (cf* appendix, pp 0 2CF>*-206 ) and l6 reveals
that these two employer sub-groups expect applied educational
researchers to be able to function at the research-develop-
ment and diffusion points of the Hopkins-Clark "Functional
Emphases Continuum". ( 97 ) The functions to be performed by
the educational researcher under the Research-Development-
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Diffusion Emphases have been listed previously in Table 1
of this chapter.
It cannot be reasonably concluded, however, on the
basis of the employer's responses to item number six that
the same educational researcher would be expected to fulfill
the roles of researcher, developer and diffuser all the time,
but rather that every educational researcher employee would
be expected to be qualified (trained) to function in each of
these three capacities some of the time.
TABLE 16
M0D
mLP,AJnLRKS °F resp°KSE AMD PATTERNS CLOSEST TC
f ONAL, OP TWO OF THE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
regarding the functions of an educational
RESEARCHER IN THEIR ORGANIZATIONS
Functions that the Applied Ed-
ucational Researcher might per-
form in your organization or
system
Responders
1* Design research, collect and
process data, write up re-
sults (Others such as teach-
ers may be involved in the
collection of data)
--Independent Research In-
stitutes 7/20 s 35.0%
-"-Superintendents
146/262= 55.7$
2c Curriculum Research (Direct
Curriculum Information Cen-
ter, develop and administer
testing programs and learn-
ing materials
)
Independent Research In-
stitutes 4/20 s 20 o 0#
Superintendents
31/262 = 11 . 8#
3. Consultant (Consult with In-
stitutes staff and teachers,
help coordinate research
programs and projects)
Independent Research In
stitutes 2/20 -10.0#
Superintendents
22/262r 84#
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TABLE 16 - Continued
4* Conducting Research in Spe-
cialized Areas such as
Application of instruction-
al theory and psychotherapy
Independent Research In-
stitutes 3/20 =l£.0#
'**' s fti°dal patterns of response
The results of the prospective employers
1
question-
naire indicate that employers view the roles of educational
researchers in much the same light as do trainers. These
results also indicate a high level of demand for:
1. researchers trained at the Masters and C.A.G.S.
as well as the Doctoral level, and
2. versatile researchers who can function at more
than one point along the Hopkins and Clark "Re-
search-Development
-Diffusion Continuum".
Entrance Requirements of USOE
Training Programs
In Chapter II of this study a number of factors have
been cited relevant to recruitment entrance requirements for
graduate level educational research training programs. Ac-
cording to research findings, these factors help to determine
whether or not a given program will produce trained educa-
tional researchers who will enter positions where research
is a prime responsibility and who will be productive re-
searchers. (2,2l|_,100)
Tests
An examination of Table 17 which presents the data
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concerning requirements for admission to the USOE Training
Programs indicates a common stress among the designers of
the Programs on what they believe to be indices of high
quality with regard to student aptitudes and abilities.
TABLE 17
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS OP THE EIGHTY-FIVE
UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION^
FUNDED GRADUATE LEVEL EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS
A. Tests
1 * Miller Analogies
a) May be, usually, or always required..... to
(1) nor. set score 2E >
( 2 ) "High" score u.
( 3 ) set score of : 70 plus,.,. 3
oO plus 2
£0 plus 2
,,
,
k-0 Plus 1
IqJ score in upper: 15% 1
35$ 1
. 1
b; suggested or preferred 2
c) suggested or preferred that
applicant take M.A.T., G.R.E. or
other test 2
d) not mentioned in proposal or catalog
of institution sponsoring the Research
Training Program
N = B5
2. Graduate Record Examination
a) One or more sections of G.R.E. may
be usually or always required 63
(1) no-set scores I4.0
(2) superior performance 6
( 3 ) combined Verbal and Quantitative
scores of: 1200 plus 3
1100 plus 1
1000 plus 5
(4 ) Verbal Scores of:
£00 plus Ij.
450 plus 3
above 75th percentile, 1
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TABLE 17 - Continued
^5 ) Quantitative Scores of*
600 plus T
500 plus.
... o ...!!** ’ q
450 plus * o
1 i . ,
above 50th percentile * 1b) Accepted suggested or preferred...!;.. p
c Suggested or preferred that appli-*'*
A \
cant take M C A.T., G.R.E. or other te^-h o
ln pr°P° 3al ^ catalog"
2
Training Program!!??::!??.
th6 ReSSarCh
. 18
N B 85
3
'
aj^Dopp^Math^easoning???^ ??.
.
dl D°T'rV^'^sbshi;;E::: ::::::: iDept. Qualifying Exams %e
(
National Teachers Exam.... ^
f) Minn. Multiph. Personality inventory
.' k .‘ !! i!.' .‘ i
N~'"2£
B
‘
^Graduate
Averases (ad J uste <i to four point scale)
a) G.P.a. of: 3 .
* ^
,
3.o
...’.k.’kk <2. Undergrgduate 0
a) G.P.A. of: 3.5 * 35
3.0
2.5 I
-
2c 0 J3 . no set score or not mentioned u,
N
«*
*03
C. Academic Background required or preferred
1 ° Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited
four-year College or University am
a) Major in one of the ^
Behavioral Sciences........ 2.0b) Major in the Social, Physical
Sciences or Humanities 21
c) Major in Education
! ! )
*
yd) No particular major preferred I17
2. Master’s Degree from an accredited
four-year College or University. 17
a) Major in one of the
Behavioral Sciences 3b) Major in the Social, Physical
Sciences or Humanities £>
c) Major in Education
!j_
d) No particular major preferred 3
"’Some programs require both Bachelor's and N * 1 02*
Master's Degrees
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TABLE 17 - Continued
D. E^peri^n^o or Certification requirements or preferences1. Professional" school related experience:
CI o o
a; required.
o ..... .
/
(1) number of years: °
two. 2(2) no set number 1,
b) preferred...... !!!"'
-2
(1) number of years:
******
*
^
no set number.
# 32. Teacning and/or Administrative experience:
a; required
-17
(1) number of years:
****
three plus 3
two plus 1
one plus 2
(2) no set number.........
„ ]q
b) preferred.
-j ^
(1) number of years:
three q
two. 1
(2) no se t number qo
3 * Teacning, Administrative or other professional
school
. related experience not mentioned or
specifically not required....... 1|_7
N a 85
E. Age.
. .required or preferred limits at date of
admission
40 to I4.9. .............................. 1,
35 to 39 * • [I
30 to 34
.
t
25 to 29.
. eeo q
No set age but younger qualified
applicants preferred. 2
Age not mentioned. 70
N n 85
Several different standardized tests are used as one
criterion for determining aptitudes and intellectual ability.
The Miller Analogies Test and the Graduate Record Examination
lead the field in terms of frequency of use with 49*4$ ( 42/95 )'
of the USOE Training Programs requiring or preferring the
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Miller Analogies Test and 76 .$^ (65/85) the Graduate Kecord
Examination. There Is a great deal of flexibility with re-
gard to score requirements on these two tests with only
fifteen Programs specifying a set score on the Miller Anal-
ogies Test anci thirty three Programs onthe Graduate Record
Examination.
Grade Point Averages
Grade point averages are the second standard by which
USOE Training Programs attempt to gauge levels of quality in
applicants for traineeships. Nearly all the Programs mention
"scholarship" as one criterion for admission but less than
half, 48 . 2^ (4l/85 ) specify set undergraduate or graduate
point averages as acceptable minimums. Of those Programs
specifying a set minimum undergraduate point average, 34 . 1$
(29/85) list 3.0 (four point scale), while (5/85? list
the same ( 3 . 0 ) minimum for graduate point averages.
Academic Background
There is a wide range of practice among the USDS
Training Programs with regard to the types of academic back-
grounds required or preferred in prospective research trainees,
with a majority (47/85) of the Programs not specifying any
particular major though all require a Bachelor’s degree from
an accredited four year college or university, and seven-
teen require or prefer a Master's degree in addition to the
Bachelor's
.
There are two other factors v/hich are frequently
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cit©d in the entrance requirements for USOE Training Pro-
grams and in the research studies on research training
programs. These factors are those of professional educa-
tional experience and/or certification, and chronological
age at date of admission.
Professional Educ ational Exnerience
and/or Certification
Whether or not professional educational experience
should be required is a highly controversial issue in the
field of educational researcher training. Millikan ( 100 )
,
Buswell (2), and Sieber ( ) present evidence from their re-
search studies, which has been cited under Chapter II, which
in the main seems to direct the prospective trainer of re-
searchers away from requiring professional experience as a
criterion for admission.
The data presented in Table 17* section D, indicates
that 55*3/ (4-7/35) of the USOE Training Programs do not
mention teaching, administrative or other professional
school related experience in their proposals or college and
university catalogs or specifically do not require such ex-
perience. Of the remaining thirty eight Programs, only 27/
(23/85) require such experience while an additional 17 . 6/
( 15/85 ) prefer such experience in their applicants.
When attention is directed to the opinions of the
prospective employers of educational researchers in the in-
stitutional settings of Independent Research Institutes,
State Departments of Education and Massachusetts Public
School Systems, it becomes obvious that in these settings
at least, professional educational experience is deemed to
be an important part of an educational researcher’s back-
ground.
Item five on the questionnaire sent to administra-
tors of fifteen major Independent Research Institutes, the
State Departments of Education and the Superintendents of
Schools in Massachusetts, posed the question: "Do you feel
that an Applied Educational Researcher v/ould need to have
teaching experience and. /or certification"? Tables 18
,
1%
and 20 (cf. appendix:, pp. 207-209) indicate the responses of
each of these three groups while Table 21 compares their re*-?
sponses
.
Although a model pattern of response representing
l|2o9/ ( 6/1)4- ) the responders from Independent Research
Institutes indicated that teaching experience and/or cer-
tification was desirable, 35-7/ (5A4) listed such exper-
ience as unimportant. The general comment of those re-
sponders who checked either "desirable" or "unimportant 11
on the five point scale was the same: "depending on position
Thu3 even those who felt that professional school related
experience was desirable would not make such experience a
requirement for admission to research training programs
for all prospective educational researchers.
State Departments of Education, on the other hand,
are overwhelmingly in favor of the teaching experience and/
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or ceroii icauion requirement. Ninety-two percent of the
fifty responses (representing forty seven states) indicated
that such experience was at the very least, "desirable",
while 66% listed it as "highly desirable" or "highly essen-
tial" without qualifications.
Superintendents of Schools in Massachusetts go be-
yond the State Departments of Education in their attitudes
toward the teaching experience and/or certification re-
quirement. 76.9/ (l43 /l86 ) of their responses were at the
"highly essential" or "highly desirable" points on the scale,
with %0% (93/186) at the "highly essential" point.
A glance at Table 21 reveals that the modal patterns
of response of these three employer groups ranges from "high-
ly essential" to "highly desirable" to "desirable" with one
employer’s group at each of these three points, the Super-
intendents’ group being most highly in favor of the profes-
sional experience requirement and the Independent Research
Institutes least highly in favor of such a requirement.
State Departments of Education and
Certification Requirements
In the preceding section of this chapter, the re-
sponses of the employer’s sub-groups with regard to the teach-
ing-experience and/or certification requirement were consider-
ed in some detail. Itwas discovered that State Departments
of Education and Superintendent s of Schools in Massachusetts
were strongly in favor of requiring professional experience
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of all educational
Research Institute
researcher trainees
were more flexible
while the Independent
on this point.
“s-'srm3sssss ssr
»
regarding the desirability Sp teachm?experience and/or certification for
educational researchers
Do you
. feel that an Applied
Educational Researcher would
need to have teaching exper-
ience and/or certification?
1. Highly Essential
(State Departments
13/50 - 26.0/)
-^(Superintendents
93/186 = 50/)
2. Highly Desirable
"•(State Departments
20/50 = I4.0/)
( Superintendent s
50/186 = 260 9%)
3* Desirable
(State Departments
13/50 - 26.0%)
•-•(Independent Research
Inst it ut es
6/li[. = 42 . 9/)
4- Unimportant
(Independent Research
Institutes
5/A = 35.7/)
Comments
1. For an individual to become
a . competent research spe-
cialist who can communicate
and work with other profes-
sionals (State Depts 6
,
Supts.)
1. Same general comment as above(State Depts., Supts.)
1. Same general comment as above
(State Depts
. )
2. Advancement would be limited
without such experience
(State Depts,)
3. Depending on Position (Indep.
Res. Inst*.
)
1. Depending on Position
2 modal patterns of response
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Due to tne fact that a number of the graduates of
the present U30S Training Programs will undoubtedly seek
positions in publicly operated educational institutions
which function under State Department regulations, it was
thought advisable by the author of this study to include
item number six on the questionnaire to State Departments
of Education. This item sought the reaction of the State
Departments to three aspects of certification for educe-
t ional researchers;
Would graduates of an Applied Educational Research
Training Program be required by the State to be
1* R cert iTied public elementary or secondary
teacher, or
2. special provisions for special certification
would be made, or
3 . no certification would be required.
The responses to this item by the forty seven State
Departments which completed it (Table 22 ) indicate that a
majority 61.7% (29/I4.7) feel that professional certification
(teaching or administrative) v/ould be required. Of the
seventeen State Departments which checked that special pro-
visions for cert ii icat ion would be made, most did not appear
on the basis of their comments, to be highly in favor of
this provision. In fact nine of the seventeen who checked
this provision, also checked the provision that professional
experience would be required,*
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TABLE 22
P0SS
™^nG1?n?TAf ISATI°N REQUIREMENTS FOREDUCAj. ional researchers by statf
departments of education
( ) - number or responses Comments
In your opinion the State would
require graduates of such a re-
search training program to be:
!• Certified Public Elementary
or Secondary Teacher ( 29 )
or
2 .' Special Provisions for
ial Certification would
made
Spec-
be
(17)
1. Some teaching experience
required
2. At least a Master’s degree
and qualifications of
training and experience
as senior education spe-
cialist
3« Present practice ( 7 )
4* Probably not hire without
it ( 2 )
9» Administration or other
specialised areas of in™
struction also acceptable
6 * Might be waived in time
of need
7o Preferred ( 3 ), do not
want mere technicians
1. Desirable
2 c Acceptable in some in-
stances
3. Not necessarily as a re-
searcher
4. Necessary because demand
is greater than supply
9. Provisions can be made
6 . Possible in the future
3. No Certification Required
( 10 )
1* For members of State De
partment
2. If training is adequate
3» At present
Total number of responses
- £6
Total number of State Departments of Education completing
this question
- 47
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The sentiment of the majority of State Departments
Of Education with regard to professional (teaching and/or
administrative) certification for trained educational re-
searchers has positive implications
other USOE Training Programs which
for the U-Mass q
will be presented
and
in
Chapter V of this study.
Age Requirements For Admission
Stanley ( 79 ) proposes that educational research
trainees be thirty years of age or younger at the beginning
of the program, while Millikan ( 100 ) and Buswell ( 2 ) re-
commended, on the basis of their respective research studies,
that students should be admitted to the program who will be
thirty-two years of age or younger at the completion of the
Doctoral Program.
In general, the rationale behind the age recommenda-
tions can be summarized as follows
:
1 . Candidates who are much over thirty have already
invested considerable time, money, and energy in certain
career patterns and therefore it is highly unlikely that a
research training program will change many of their pre-
conceived attitudes or cause them to change their career
patterns and become full time educational researchers.
2. Even if the training program is successful at
changing older candidates attitudes’ which would have hindered
them as educational researchers and is successful in direct-
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ing these trainees toward positions as full time educational
researchers
,
their age will automatically be a barrier to
a long career as productive educational researchers.
Stanley, Millikan and Buswell are not alone in
stressing the importance of the age factor as an entrance re-
quirement which should be a part of every educational re-
search training program if the program hopes to bo highly
productive of trained educational researchers, who will
enter positions where research is a primary responsibility,
and be young enough to have a long fruitful career as re-
searchers. A majority of the present USOE Training Programs,
however
,
make no mention of any kind of age requirement as
one of the critera for determining eligibility for admission.
The data listed under Section E, of Table 17 indi-
cates that only fifteen of the eighty-five Programs soecify a
set maximum entrance age or refer atall to the "age” factor
as a criterion for admission.
That this is the case is probably due to a number of
factors among which are:
1. Most of the research evidence supporting the
"young" age entrance requirement has been published very
recently, in most cases after the USOE Training Programs
had already begun their existence.
2 0 The late date at v/hich most of the Programs
were initially funded aggravated the already difficult
problem of securing enough highly intelligent and highly
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"educational research interested”, young candidates to fill
the traineeships which were available for the first year of
these Program’s operation. It would be interesting to
ascertain the difference, if any, between the mean age
of those candidates who were selected for the first year of
these eighty-five research training programs as against the
mean age of those candidates selected as replacements or to
frll new traineesnips for the second year of these programs.
The experience of the U-Mass. Training Program with
regard to the age factor is an interesting and informative
one.
The mean age of the fifteen trainees admitted in the
fall of 1900 was thirty-five years with a median age of
thirty-one years. As of September 1967 , seven of the original
fifteen trainees were no longer with the Program. The mean
age of these seven trainees was forty-one years with a
median age of forty-two. Four of the seven trainees were the
four oldest trainees admitted to the Program with a fifth
one of these seven being seven years above the median age of
the total group of fifteen. In addition, one of these seven
trainees was highly successful in the Program, but resigned
to accept a position which included educational research re-
sponsibilities. He was thus unlike the other six trainees
who had resigned or were not reappointed due to their in-
ability to successfully meet all the Training Program re-
quirements. This trainee's age was at the median and four
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years below the mean for the total group of fifteen. If the
median and mean ages were recalculated for the remaining six
trainees, both the mean and median ages rise to forty-three
years or eight years above the mean and twelve years above
the median for the total group of fifteen trainees.
Of the fifteen original trainees appointed in Sep-
tember 1966, eight successfully completed the first year and
accepted reappointment for another year. The median age of
these eight trainees was twenty-seven and a half years with
a mean of thirty years. Six of these eight trainees were
under the age of thirty at date of admission to the Program.
It must be pointed out, however, that two of the eight suc-
cessful trainees had a mean age of forty and one half years
at date of admission. Despite this factor, these two
trainees were highly successful during the first year of the
Program and eagerly sought reappointment.
Vi/hat were the factors therefore, which helped deter-
mine why these two "over-aged" trainees were highly success-
ful while six others were not so successful in meeting all
the requirements of the Training Program and gaining re-
appointment for a second year?
Academic performance was undoubtedly one factor, but
of equal importance was the factor of committment. These two
trainees had clearly defined educational researcher career
goals and were totally committed toward reaching these goals.
Based on numerous personal contacts, this did not appear to
be the case with the six unsuccessful trainees. In addition,
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the grade point averages (Pall semester 1966) for the two
successful "over-age" trainees were in the top third of the
total group while the unsuccessful trainees grade point
averages were the bottom five of the total group. (no grade
point average was available on one trainee who did not com-
plete a semester f s work)
In brief, of the seven oldest trainees of the fif-
teen originally appointed in September 1966, five were un-
successful in meeting all the requirements of the Training
Program and either resigned or were not reappointed for a
second year. These five trainees were characterized by the
factors of "over-age", comparatively low academic perform-
ance, and low level of committment to careers in educational
research.
In this section it has been noted that entrance re-
quirements for the USOE Training Programs cluster around five
factors
:
1 . Tests
2 . Grade Point Averages
3 o Academic Background
ij.. Teaching, Administrative, or other professional
school related experience and/or certification,
and
5>* Age at date of admission.
All of the Programs have specific test and academic back-
ground requirements, nearly half have specific grade point
average and professional school related experience require-
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merits , and some fifteen list age requirements.
Academic Aspects of Educational
Researcher Training
Course Req uirements of USOE
Training Programs
The USOE Training Programs list an extensive index
of course requirements and/or preferences in their proposals
and college or university catalogs. Nearly all of the Pro-
grams offer a "common core" which all trainees are required
to take. Beyond this "common core". Programs are "tailor
made" to the individual’s needs and abilities, and in a
number of Programs the "common core" is kept to a minimum
so that most of the individual's program is developed with
his particular needs and abilities in mind.
Most Programs require some work in a cognate disci-
pline such as psychology, sociology or anthropology. Table
23, section A, indicates that nearly half of the Programs
49 *4/ (^2/85 ) require a major in a cognate discipline, while
an additional 22.4/ (19/85) require a minor in such a disci-
pline or at least a core of research related courses therein.
The Program designers' rationales, either expressed or im-
plied, seem to be that a trained educational researcher should
be more than just a methodologist. He should also have an
adequate background in a substantive cognate area. This ra-
tionale is not a new one in educational circles. It appears
In teacher training in the sentiments of those who maintain
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that a teacher has to know "what" to teach as well as "how"
to teach. He must have substantive (subject) knowledge and
not just pedagogical training.
TABLE 23
COURSE REQUIREMENTS DESIGNATED BY THE EIGHTY-FIVE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION
RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS AS PART OF
THE PREPARATION OF PROSPECTIVE
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS
A. Cognate Discipline (Psychology, Sociolomv
Anthropology, etc.)
1 . Major in cognate Discipline
(30 hours or more)....
2 . Core of research related courses in
Cognate Discipline.
3 * Minor in Cognate Discipline
(15 to 29 hours )
9
N =
B. Research Methodology
1 . Statistics
a) Introductory (Descriptive and
Inferential Statistics, parametric,
tests of significance
b) Intermediate (Up through simple
analysis of variance and covariance)...
c) Advanced (non-parametric
,
complex
analysis of variance and co-variance,
factor analysis ).....
d) Unspecified "Statistics" courses
(recorded as one course only)
Total number of Statistics s
Courses offered
42
lk
£T
36
56
72
l?
TST
programs
>
programs
programs
programs
courses
courses
courses
courses
2 . Educational Research Methods
a) Educational Research Methods
(General or Introductory
.
65 courses
b) Special Educational Research Methods
for a particular area (handicapped
etc
.
) 21 courses
Total number of Educational n 67
Research Methods Courses
3 « Research and Experimental Design
a) Research and Experimental Design
(General )......... 67 courses
97
l+.
t
7.
8 .
TABLE 23 - Continued
Tests and Measurements
a) Tests and Measurements (includes:
Evaluation, Construction of Edu-
*
cation Tests, Scaling and Relatedlechniques and Introduction to
Test Theory
)Computer Programming and Applications’.;!*!
at a ro cessing (excluding computer orincluding computer but as Dart of
course only )
Research Diffusion (including seminars
on change processes in education)....
Administration of Research*
• •
•
96 courses
52 courses
15 courses
6 courses
3 courses
Thus the majority of USOE Training Programs propose
to provide the prospective educational researcher with sub-
stantive knowledge in a cognate discipline and then give him
the necessary technical skills with which to apply this knowl-
edge to the problems of education. The U-Mass. Training
Program fits this mold very well, for it is an interdisci-
plinary program which requires a major in an area other than
research, and to the knowledge gained in this major, it adds
the technical skills of research methodology. The hope is
to train an educational researcher who knows the "what" of
a particular discipline and the "how" to apply this knowl-
edge to the problems of the educational community 0
The common core of most of the USOE Training Pro-
grams can be categorized under the heading of "Research
Methodology" as has been done in Table 23
,
Section Bo
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The typical program required two or more courses in
statistics and/or required a knowledge of statistics as a
’’research tool”, one course in research methods, one in
experimental design, one or more in tests and measurements,
and one in data processing (generally including computer
usage and programming). However, the range between pro-
grams was considerable with those programs specifically
oriented to training research methodologists offering sub-
stantially more courses in statistics and research design
than did those which were designed to train general educa-
tional researchers.
The Research Methodology" course requirements out-
lined in the previous paragraph fit the U-MaS s. Training
Program with one important exception. The U-Mass. Program
requires a course in research diffusion, one of only six
similar courses offered among the eighty-five programs. As
has been previously noted in this chapter, this almost total
absence of specific, planned training in research diffusion
competencies is a real weakness among most of the graduate
level research training programs, since they are not there-
by preparing educational research workers to function in
the area of research diffusion, an- area where according to
Hopkins and Clark ( 97 ) there will be the most need by 1972.
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RmPl Q /e P * s Genera l Sun;g e s t ionsfop Co urse Content
~ :"'J
Item number two "a” on the questionnaire to Indepen-
dent Research Institutes and State Departments of Education,
and number three "a" on the instrument to Superintendents of
Schools in Massachusetts, requested that these three employer
sub-groups list their general suggestions for course content
for applied educational research training programs. A sum-
mary of the responses of each of these groups is presented
in Tables 2lp, 25, and 26 ( cf
. appendix, pp« 210-213 ). As can
be seen from the information presented in these tables, the
general suggestions for course content are similar to the
actual course offerings of the USOE Training Programs as
presented in the previous section of this chapter. A sub-
stantial percentage of each of the three employer sub-groups
suggests that courses in substantive cognate disciplines be
offered. If the responses to numbers one, two, and four on
Table 20 are totaleo., 2o
«
6 7/ (ll/30) of the Administrators
of Independent Research Institutes who checked this item,
suggested course offerings in cognate disciplines. Total-
ing the same three numbers for State Departments of Educa-
tion reveals 24-. 5/ (36/137) suggesting such course offer-
ings and 4.8.2/ ( 162/336 ) of Super intendents of Schools.
The suggestions of the employer’s group regarding
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course content under the general heading of research method
ology are also very similar to the actual offerings of the
existing graduate level research training programs. Course
which would develop a statistical competency in the educa-
tional research trainee were most frequently suggested by
all three sub-groups: by 36 . 8/ ( 7/19 ) of the Institutes,
3o.9/? (4-l/lH ) of State Departments of Education, and 1|_2/
(73/174) of the Superintendents of Schools. Courses in
experimental design, tests and measurements, data process-
ing (including computers), and research methods were also
suggested by these sub-groups as can be noted in Tables 2lp,
23
,
and 26 (cf. appendix, pp. 210-213 ). A comparison of the
percentage of suggestions for each of the four leading
course content areas listed under "Research" is presented
in Table 2 rJ c As has been previously noted, courses lead-
ing to a competency in statistics are the most frequently
suggested by Institutes, State Departments and Superinten-
dents of Schools.
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TABLE 27
MODAL PATTERNS OP RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSESTTO THE MODAL OP THE THREE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
REGARDING THEIR SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSE
CONTENT FOR APPLIED EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS
General Suggestions for Course
Content for an Applied Educa-
tional Research Training Pro-
gram
Research (General Category)
Fields of Study included under
’’Research"
:
1. Statistics, Evaluation of
Statistical Data (Elementary
and Advanced)
2. Educational Research
Methods
3. Research and Experimental
Design
Ip. Tests and Measurements
Responses
State Department s
-
111/1^.7 -
T - ,
7$. 5*
independent Research Insti-
tutess 19/30 s 63.3/
Superintendents ~ I7 I1/336 -
51.
‘8%
•"•State Departments^ lj.l/lll -
36.9/
•"•Independent Research Insti-
tutes^ 7/19 a 36 . 8%
•"•Superintendents a 73/174 -
42 . 0/
State Departments - 22/111-
19 o 8<
Superintendents s ^6/174 -
32.2/
State Departments - 15/lH-
32 . 2/
Independent Research Insti-
tutes
- 4/l9 r 21.1^
State Departments r lO/lll-
9 . 0%
Independent Research Insti-
tutes s 5/l9 s 26/3/
Superintendents = 26/174 *
14.9/
# = modal pattern of response
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Course We akne s
s
e s in Applicantsfor Research Positnnm in~In^ _~
depcnaent Re se arch Inst itutes
and State Departments of
Education *
Item number three on the questionnaire sent to
Independent Research Institutes and State Departments of
Education asked them to list the course weaknesses in
applicants for research positions in their organizations.
This item was included in the questionnaire instrument
sent to these two groups because it was felt that their
responses would have obvious implications for the develop-
ers of the proposed course content sections of research
training programs.
It can readily be seen from the data presented in
Taoles 28, 29 (cf. appendix, pp.2iJ4.-2i6 ), and 30 that the
most serious curriculum weaknesses in present applicants,
according to the employers, can for the most part, bo cate-
gorized under 'Research Methodology"* This is an area where
the present USOE Training Programs should make an impact in
the future, for many of these Programs offer strong re-
search methodological curriculums to their trainees.
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TABLE 30
MODAL PATTERNS OP RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSESTTO THE MODAL OP TWO OP THE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPSREGARDING CURRICULUM (COURSE) WEAKNESSES
IN APPLICANTS FOR RESEARCH POSITIONS
IN THEIR ORGANIZATIONS
Curriculum Weal-messes in Present
Applicants for Research Positions
in State Departments of Education
and the Fifteen Major Independent
Research Institutes
1
.
Psychology (Lack of background Independent Research In-in General Psychology and re- stitutes I4. (representinglated fields of Education) 3 Institutes) 3/l8sl6 . 7$
2
.
Research (Lack of background State Departments 5/66 ain Research and/or Experiment- 7 •£>%
al Design Independent Research In-
stitutes 2/l8 = 11.1$
Research Methods and Techni-
ques, including Data Pro-
cessing and Computer
v-State Departments 13/66^
19
- 7/
Independent Research In-
stitutes 2/l8 » 11.1$
Statistics and Measurements,
including Advanced Statisti-
cal Techniques
3
.
Other Arts and Sciences
(Lack of Communication
Skills, especially writ-
ing)
State Departments 9/66 a
13 06$
•-•Independent Research In-
stitutes 2/8 •«. 25$
Independent Research In-
stitutes Lp/18 = 22 o 2$
= modal patterns of response
In this section, "Academic Aspects of Educational
Researcher Training", substantial agreement was found to
exist between the actual course requirements for the USOE
Training Programs and the employers’ suggestions for the
samoc The "ideal” educational researcher according to
trainers and employers would be the technician-scholar,
a person with a strong background in a cognate discipline
and in the techniques of research. According to the State
Departments of Education and the Independent Research In-
stitutes, applicants for research positions in their or-
ganizations are particularly weak in research techniques.
Apprenticeship and/or Research Practicum
Aspects of Educational Researcher
Training
Research Practicum and/or Apprent ice-
ship
,
Int crush ip Arr angements _in
USOE Train ing Programs, 195t> to 19/7.
All of the significant research studies which have
been done on educational researcher training point out the
importance of carefully designed practicum and research
apprenticeship experiences if the research training program
is to be productive of trained educational researchers who
after completion of the program will enter the field of
educational research as their primary work responsibility.
Millikan (100), Sieber (21|), and Buswell (2) have all
stressed the importance of such practical experiences as
has been pointed out in Chapter II of this study.
Sieber* s findings in this regard are among the
strongest in favor of apprenticeships, for he states that
apprenticeships on programs are much more productive than
course work in both bureau and non-bureau settings© In
fact, when apprenticeships are not provided, production of
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researchers is not associated, with the existence of a
training program. ( 24 )
Four aspects of the research practicum and/or
apprenticeship arrangements for the U30E Training Programs
were examined. These were:
1. Time allotments for these experiences,
2. Settings,
3. Supervision, and
4. Experiences offered as part of the practicum
or apprenticeship arrangements.
Time Allotments for Practicum
Experiences
The designers of the USOE Training Programs stated
the time allotments for the practicum and/or apprenticeship
experiences to be offered in a number of different ways.
For this reason it is very difficult to arrive at a pattern
of time allotments which will apply to a majority of Pro-
grams .
In Table 31 » section A, the patterns of time allot-
ments for practicum and/or apprenticeship experiences have
been expressed in nine categories. It is readily apparent
that some of the Programs had specific time arrangements
while others were very vague in this respect. After examin
ing this section of Table 31 it is not difficult to under-
stand why the Research Training Branch of the United States
Office of Education has requested that beginning with the
io6
year 19&7 to 19&8, the time allotments for praotieum and/or
apprenticeship arrangements be stated in Clock hours with
600 hours suggested as an appropriate time arrangement for
practical research experiences,,
Setting for Practicum Experiences
There is as much variety among the various types of
settings for practical research experiences as there was
among time allotments for these experiences. As can be seen
from section B of Table 31
,
most of the Training Programs do
specify the setting for the practical research experiences
to be offered.
More than half (Ipl.l/85 ) of the Programs specify an
on-campus setting for these research experiences. Two fac-
tors may account for this preference of the on-'campus setting;
1. it is easier to establish a ’’controlled experi-
ences” environment on-campus than off-camous, and
2. research faculty supervision is more adequate and
effective on-campus than off.
A number of the designers of these Training Programs
seemed to feel that the apprenticeship experiences should be
offered in the setting in which the prospective educational
researcher will eventually be employed. Thus public schools,
state departments of education, research institutes and
federal agencies are also designated as settings for the
practicum and/or apprenticeship experiences,.
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TABLE 31
RESEARCH PRACTICUM AND/OR APPRENTICESHIP
INTERNSHIP, ARRANGEMENTS IN THE EIGHTY
*
FIVE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION
GRADUATE LEVEL RESEARCH TRAINING
PROGRAMS
A. Time allotments for Practicura and/or Apprenticeship
Internship Experiences
1. Seventeen programs require "part time" (unspecified)for from one summer session to one quarter tofour years
. Ten of these seventeen programs fallin the one-three year categories®
2. Fifteen programs require five to fifty-seven semesterhours with eleven of these programs in the five
to fifteen semester hour range.
3® Twelve programs require one to two years with eleven
of these programs In the one year category with
the amount of time per year unspecified.
M-® Ten programs require one fourth time per week for
from one semester to three years.
5. Nine programs require one half time per week for
from one semester to duration of program.
6. Nine programs require full time from five weeks to
one vear.
7 • Six programs make no reference in their proposals to
time allotments for Practicum or Internship
requirements
.
8. Four programs require one hundred to one thousand
clock hours.
9- Three programs require one to five quarters (twelve
weeks each) with the amount of time per quarter
unspecified.
B. Setting for Practicum and/or Apprenticeship, Internship
Experiences
1. Forty-four programs provide these experiences in a
University or College on-campus Research Bureau
or other related Educational Agency.
2. Twenty seven programs do not specify the setting of
these experiences.
3. Twenty five programs provide these experiences in a
Public School setting.
4-. Six programs provide these experiences in Research
and Development Centers, either on or off campus.
Five programs provide these experiences in State
Departments of Education.
6. Four programs mention "appropriate" educational
settings only.
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TABLE 31 - Continued
7*
8
.
9 *
Three programs provide these experience
Research Inst itut ions
*
Tv/o programs provide these experiences
Agencies *
One program provides these experiences
s in Independent
in Federal
in a hospital.
•-Some of the programs provide Practicum and/or Ap-prenticeship, Internship Experiences in several' set-tings which accounts for an N of 117 for the eightyfive programs. ° J
C. Supervision of the Research Practicum and/or Apprentice-ship, Internship Experiences.
1. Seventy nine programs specify the University or College
_ ^
as Pp imarily responsible for supervision.
2. Pour programs do not specifically assign supervisor
responsibility*
3. Two programs specify a joint University-School system
supervisory responsibility.
D. Experiences Offered as Part of the Research Practicum
and/or Apprenticeship, Internship Arrangements*
1. Participate in on-going campus or off-campus researchproject* (18 programs)
2. Independent research-engage in experimental studies-
may be connected with seminars or research practi-
cura course requirements. (18 programs)
3 * Continuous progress — proceed from being an observer
of the research process to being a participator-
in the simple routine tasks (such as data gather-
ing) to more skilled creative independent work.
Research experience may take place in several
u
settings. ( If? programs)
4* "General" experiences- involvement as a research ap-
prentice or intern is required in an "appropriate"
research experience- supervised research activi-
ties. (13. programs)
5* Research and field work in certain specified areas-
group and/or individual investigation. (12 programs)
_6. Independent study, intern, under a professor actively
. engaged in research. (11 programs)
7. Assist University faculty and/or public school system
in conducting research studies- serve as an ap-
prentice in University or Public School setting.
(6 programs
)
8. Report writing and other diffusion aspects of research,
(4 programs
9 . Research consultant to other students and off-campus
educational groups. (!|. programs)
10* Research centered on dissertation* (3 programs)
TABLE 31 - Continued
n* 3)e/e ]-OP an instructional device and field test it,(2 programs)
12. Research experiences unspecified. Q program)
In ten of the £lsht^^ive programs it was specifiedthat researcn experiences take place in two or more
s 0 u c ing s t>
S °“e Programs indicate several experiences to be
offered, thus N = IO7 for the eighty-five programs.
Supervision of Practicum
Experiences
Nearly all of the primary responsibility for super-
vising the practicum and/or apprenticeship experiences of
the research trainee, is borne by the institution sponsor-
ing the USOE Training Frogram. Section C of Table 31 in-
dicates that 92 . 9/ (79/35) of the Programs specify that
the university or college is primarily responsible for the
supervision of the practical research experiences offered.
Although only two Programs specify a joint university-
public school system supervisory responsibility, it is
apparent from the fact that some twenty five of these Pro-
grams specified a public school setting for practicum and/or
apprenticeship experiences, that in these twenty five Pro-
grams, at least, the public school will have a supervisory
responsibility, if only a secondary one.
Experiences Offered as Part of the
Research Practicum and/or Appren-
ticeship, Internship Arrangements
Although the time allotment, setting and supervisory
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responsibility are important aspects of the research practi-
eum and/or apprenticeship arrangements of research train-
ing programs, the types of experiences to be offered as
part of these arrangements, are really the heart of the
matter.
Active involvement in interdisciplinary research
through participation in research projects in which the
trainee proceeds from being an observer of the research
process to being a participator in the simple routine tasks
(such as data gathering) to more skilled creative indepen-
dent work, represents a model of the types of experiences
which should be offered. (100)
That a wide variety of practicum and/or apprentice-
ship arrangements exist among the U30E Training Programs is
apparent from the data presented in section D of Table 31.
Here again, just as in regard to the other aspects of
arrangements for practical research experiences which have
been discussed, some Programs are definite and clear in the
types of experiences which they offer while others are quite
vague. It seems fair to conclude, however, from the section
D data, that a majority of the Training Programs attempt to
provide a variety of research experiences as part of their
practicum and/or apprenticeship arrangements. Some of these
Programs attempt to present these experiences in a single
setting while others specify two or more settings.
Ill
Employer ’s General Suggestions fon
Practlcum and/or Apprent ice ship
Experience Content
-
~~
Fr0m the data to be found in Tables 32
, 33 , and 3 )4.
(c_. appendix, pp. 217-219), one can gather that in general,
the types of practicura and/or apprenticeship experiences
® ^
^
e & ^y the three employer sub-groups are already in-
cluded in one or more of the existing USOE Training Programs
The varieties of different experiences which were
checked, together with the numbers of responders who checked
them, indicates that the employer’s sub-groups appear also
to be in favor of a number of research experiences for each
trainee as the research studies on researcher training re-
commended and as many USOE Training Programs are presently
doingo
The modal patterns of response of the employer’s
sub-groups as presented in Table 35? indicate a strong pre-
ference by State Departments of Education and Superintendent
of Schools for public school experience as part of the re-
search training programs This finding is consistent with
the previous responses of these two groups with regard to
requiring teaching-experience and/or certification as part
of the credentials of a trained applied educational re-
searcher,,
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TABLE 35
MODAL PATTERNS OP RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSEST
TO THE MODAL 3 OP THE THREE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
REGARDING THEIR SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIENCE
( PRACT ICUM ) CONTENT FOR APPLIED
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING
PROGRAMS
General Suggestions for Experience Responses
(Work or Practicum) Content for
Applied Educational Research Train-
ing Programs
1. Public School Experience (ele-
mentary and secondary, teaching
and administrative)
2. Internship Experiences at all
levels of the Educational Com-
munity, under the supervision
of a trained and experienced
Educational Researcher
3. Practicum involving problem
and design formulation, col-
lecting and processing data,
and writing up resultso *
s modal patterns of response
•"State Departments 30/70=
23.6/
Superintendents I4.I/203 =
20 . 2/
'
State Departments 18/70=
25 . 7/
Independent Research
Institutes L/l6=25. 0/
Superintendents 22/203 =
10.3/
State Departments 18/70=
25 . 7/
•”•Independent Research
Institutes 7/l6-43«>8/
•"•Superintendents 49/203 s
24.1/
One quarter or more of the State Departments of Edu-
cation and the Independent Research Institutes, and a lesser
number of Superintendents also suggest internship experiences
at all levels of the educational community under the super-
vision of a trained and experienced educational researcher.
This recommendation finds expression in the practices of
many of the U30E Training Programs and is supported by
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the findings of research on researcher training. (100)
That the research practicum should involve every
aspect of the research process is strongly endorsed by
nearly half of the Independent Research Institutes and by
one quarter or more of the State Departments of Education
and the Superintendents of Schools. This recommendation is
also in keeping with the practices of several of the USOE
Training Programs and seems to be supported by the findings
of Seioer (2lj.) and Millikan(lOO) which have been quoted in
Chapter II of this study.
In addition to the suggestions for practicum and/or
apprenticeship experience content for applied educational
research training programs which were gathered under item
two "B" or three "B" on the questionnaire to prospective
employers, there was an additional item, item number three,
which asked the Independent Research Institutes and the
State Departments of Education to list the experience weak-
nesses in applicants for research positions in their estab-
lishments. Tables 36 and 37 (cf. appendix, pp. 220-221)
present the types of responses which these two groups gave
to this question. As can be seen from Table 38 , the weak-
nesses listed in Tables 36 and 37 fall into two main
categories
:
lo Applicants have too little or no prior exper-
ience in publishable research work, and
2» too little or no ’’practical" experience in
an educational setting.
It seems fair to conclude that these two employer
sub-groups have found that lack of practicum experiences
are a serious weakness in their applicants* Hopefully, the
USOE Training Programs now operating will change this picture
in a few years, so that practical research experiences will
become a strength of applicants for research positions rather
than the weakness it now appears to be among applicants for
positions in the two groups cited.
TABLE 38
MODAL PATTERNS OP RESPONSE AND PATTERNS CLOSEST
TO THE MODAL, OP TWO OP THE EMPLOYER SUB GROUPS
REGARDING EXPERIENCE WEAKNESSES IN APPLICANTS
FOR RESEARCH POSITIONS IN THEIR
ORGANIZATIONS
Experience Weaknesses in Present
Applicants for Research Positions
in Your Organization
1* Too little or no prior experi
ence in publishable research
work, (Too few have actually
done publishable relevant re-
search even as secondary
authors
)
•"-State Departments 12/3 )ps»
35 * 3/
'
Independent Research
Institutes 3/9-33 <>3/
2o Too little or no "practical" State Departments 8/31-j-s
experience in an Educational 23.5/
setting
*"•
= modal patterns of response
In brief, it has been noted in this section that all
of the significant research studies on researcher training
have stressed the important role that practical research
experiences play in the training of researchers. The trainers
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of researchers assign a prominent place to research prac-
tician experiences in their USOE Training Programs. Employers
join with the research findings and the trainers in emphasiz-
ing the importance of research practicura experiences as part
of educational researcher training.
While there is no apparent agreement among trainers
as to specific time allotments for research practicum ex-
periences, there is substantial agreement between trainers
and employers regarding the settings, supervision, and type
of experiences to be offered. Both groups agree that the
practicura experiences should take place in on-campus and
field settings, that the university and the field institu-
tion have supervisory responsibilities, and that the exper-
iences to be offered should involve every aspect of the re-
search process.
Setting of the Research Training Program
The Relationship Between a Re s oarch
Training Program and a Research
Bureau '
There is a close relationship between the factor of
whether a research training program functions within or is
closely connected with a research bureau or center and the
types of practical research experiences which the program
offers. Ready access to projects for case studies of on-
going research and for data, and the "high level of re-
search" climate that such a program-research bureau rela-
tionship generates, are conducive to the establishment of a
il6
variety of well planned and highly valuable practical re-
search experiences for the trainee.
Sieber ( 2 )4 ) maintains that although the availability
of research courses throughout the school of education is
no_t related to production of researchers, the existence of
classroom work in the form of seminars within research units
promotes research careers. In fact the existence of a
bureau seminar for research training is related to the pro-
duction of researchers regardless of whether the bureau has
a training program for moving students among projects. The
reasons cited by Sieber for this difference between course-
work in the bureau versus non-bureau setting, are the avail-
ability of research directors within research units to con-
duct these seminars and the ready access to projects for
case studies of on-going research, and for data.
An examination of the data presented in Table 39
reveals that 88.2^ (75/85) of* the USOS Training Programs
function within or are closely connected with an on or off-
campus research bureau or center. Among the off-campus re-
search bureaus or centers that were mentioned, are research
and development centers and other federal agencies, private
research institutes, state departments of education, and
public school research centers. The existence of such a
relationship on the part of an overwhelming majority of pre-
sent USOE Training Programs augurs well for the future pro-
duction of trained researchers by these Programs.
11?
TABLE 39
Yes
. * . . o * . . . „
. 75
No • **...
0
Not Specif led* * .
. * . * 2
N a 85
Summary
In tills chapter, data, gathered from trainers and
employers 01 educational researchers, concerning the five
key aspects of research training, has been analyzed*
Regarding the first key aspect, "Roles of Educa-
tional Researchers”, it was noted by trainers and employers
that present and future educational researchers should be
prepared to function at more than one point along the "Re-
search-Development-Diffusion Continuum"* This does not
mean that the educational researcher is expected to be high-
ly skilled in all three functions but rather that he be
highly skilled in one of these functions with s ome skill in
each of the other two*
"Entrance Requirements for USOE Training Programs"
was the second koy aspect considered* Five general groups
of requirements were examined;
1. Tests
2. Grade Point Averages
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3 • Academic Background
4. Teaching, Administrative or other professional
school-related experience and/or certification,
and
5>» Age at date of admission*
All of the Programs had specific test and academic back-
ground requirements or preferences, with substantial numbers
also listing grade point average and professional school re-
lated experience and/or certification requirements* Only a
small number of Programs, however, included an age require-
ment »
Both the trainers and the employers of researchers
were in agreement regarding key aspect number three , "Academic
Aspects of educational Researcher Training 11 * These grouos
agreed that the "ideal" educational researcher should be a
technician-scholar, a person with both a strong background
in a cognate discipline and in the techniques of research*
The data analyzed with regard to the fourth key
aspect, "Apprenticeship and/or Research Practicum Aspects
of Educational Researcher Training", indicated that trainers
and employers agree on settings, supervision and types of
practical research experiences which should be part of the
research practicum arrangements*
Under key aspect number five, "Setting of Research
Training Programs", the type of relationship between the
training program and a research bureau or center was examined.
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Research findings as presented in Chapter II had indicated
thac there was a close ralttionship between the factor of
whether a research training program functions within or is
closely connected with a research bureau or center and the
types of practical research experiences which the program
offers. Since the type of practical research experiences
offered has a vital impact on the relative effectiveness of
a training program in producing researchers, any factor
which will affect the type of practical research experiences
offered, will also affect the program’s production of re-
searchers. Evidently, most of the trainers of researchers
^*®^l3zed the importance ox a close relationship between the
training program and a research bureau, for nearly 9 0% of
the U30E Training Programs function within or are closely
connected with such a bureau.
The data that has been analyzed in this chapter re-
garding the five key aspects of educational researcher train-
ing will be interpreted in Chapter V by means of the Guide-
lines Compilation Chart, the theoretical model of which can
be found in the Appendix.
CHAPTER V
COMPILATION AND INTERPRETATION
OP DATA
It was the prime purpose of this study, to compile
suggested guidelines for the further development of the
U-Mass. Training Program as a vehicle for the effective
training of eaucational researchers.
In opdep to accomplish this end, basic data wepe
gathered concepning the following key aspects of educational
reseapehep training:
1. present and prospective roles of educational
research and the researcher,
2* recruitment and entrance reequipments for grad-
uate level training programs
,
3« academic aspects,
apprenticeship and/or research practicuin aspects,
and
S>* the setting of the program.
These basic data were gathered from?
1. the eighty-five United States Office of Education
funded graduate level research training programs,
2. a group of actual or prospective employers of
educational researchers (fifteen major Independ-
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enfc Research Institutes, State Departments of
Education, and the Superintendents of Schools
in Massachusetts), and
3. research studies on educational researcher
training
The data gathered on the foregoing aspects of edu-
cational researcher training have been presented in Chapters
II and IV 01 this study. These data were processed accord-
ing to the methods described on pages forty five to fifty
in Chapter III, thus producing the "Guidelines Compilation
Chart
. (cf. appendix, pp. 194"195) It is by means of this
chart that the data will be interpreted, and suggested
guidelines for the development of the U-Mass. Training Pro-
gram will be compiled.
Before presenting the completed Guidelines Compila-
tion Chart, it seems in order to review briefly the concep-
tual scheme underlying it.
1. Modal patterns of the practices of trainers and
of the views of employers relevant to the key
aspects of educational researcher training were
considered of equal value, and quantified by
assigning the same weighted point score to each.
2. The support of all research findings (Chapter II)
relevant to a key aspect of educational researcher
training was considered of greater value than the
modal patterns of the practices of trainers plus
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modal patterns ox the views of employers re-
garding this same key aspect, and quantified by
assigning a weighted point score to these find-
ings, which was greater than the point scores of
trainers and employers combined.
3* The "Total of Weighted Point Scores" (Column IV,
Guidelines Compilation Chart) was arrived at by
summing the weighted point scores of "Trainers"
(Column I), "Employers" (Column II), and "Re-
search Findings" (Column III), regarding a
specific practice relevant to a key aspect of
educational researcher training*
4* The suggested guidelines which were listed in
Column V were derived from the trainer-employer-
research findings data base* These guidelines
were assigned four levels of reliability accord-
ing to the quantity of their total weighted point
scores as follows:
a) Thirteen points - Highly Recommended
b) Ten to twelve points - Recommended
1
c) Six to nine points - Experimental
2
d) Zero to five points - Experimental
The completed Guidelines Compilation Chart will be
presented in five sections, each section corresponding to
one of the key aspects of educational researcher training®
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-Pres ent and Prospective Roles of
Ecucau i onal Rese arch and
the Re a e archer
The first aspect of educational researcher training
corisiaered on the ’’Guidelines Compilation Chart” is the
present, and prospective roles for educational researchers
at all levels of tne educational community. By and large
the present USOE Training Programs are designed to prepare
prospeccive educational researchers to assume conventional
researcher roles as these roles are defined by Hopkins and
Clark. (97 ) It is no c denied that there is a need for per-
sonnel to fill conventional researcher roles. The problem
is that there is an even greater need for personnel to fill
the newly emerging researcher roles particularly in the
area of research diffusion. A glance at the Guidelines
Compilation Chart reveals that only five of the eighty-five
programs mention a research diffusion competency and offer
some type of course or prscticum experiences designed to
impart that competency to the trainee.
The employers’ opinions regarding the roles of their
research employees emphasize the fact that at various times
a given research worker may be called upon to be researcher,
developer, or diffuser. The researcher is not expected
to perform all of these functions all of the time, but he
is expected to perform one or the other function some of the
t ime
.
In the preliminary report of their study, Hopkins
Inl-
and Clark (9?) predict that while the demand for personnel
to fill research and development roles will remain fairly
const an c , the need for persons with a strong diffusion
competency will increase by one third, from a present l6fo
to an anticipated 2l\.% of the total number of educational
research personnel.
The U-Masso Program guidelines that were developed
from the trainer-employer-rescarch findings information
base reflect the factor of a continuing need for researchers
to fill research, development and diffusion roles. They
also recognize the very serious imbalance that exists
between the number of programs offering a research diffusion
competency and the demand for diffusion personnel.
Since the U-Mass. Program is one of the few now
offering a diffusion competency, it was recommended that
more emphasis be placed on training personnel to fill re-
search diffusion roles. It was felt that by stressing the
preparation of diffusion personnel and experimenting with
novel approaches to the training of such personnel, the Pro-
gram could make its greatest contribution to the overall
field of educational research training.
Academic Levels of Training for
Sub Doctoral Educational
Researchers
Julian Stanley, an eminent Educational Researcher
himself, proposes a Master’s level program for the training
12^
of public school research workers. He maintains that the
scarcity of Doctoral level educational researchers and the
expense of employing personnel at this level, combine to
make a Master’s level training program most desirable.
A substantial number of the members of the employer’s
sub-groups support Stanley’s contention. 38.
7
% of the State
Departments of Education and Ip2/ of Superintendents of
Schools checked the Master’s level as the most practical
level of academic training for educational researchers. In-
dependent Research Institutes, however, differed with a modal
pattern of response of 3 0.6/ favoring the Doctoral level.
Two factors may be involved in the Research Insti-
tutes insistence on the Doctoral level as both the most
appropriate level of training, both theoretically and prac-
tically speaking. First, funds may be more readily available
to those administrators of Institutes who checked the Doc-
toral level, than they are to public institutions. Secondly,
the responsibilities and skills demanded of a researcher in
these Independent Research Institutes may be such as to de-
mand the Doctoral level of preparation.
Only 9fo (8/85) the present USOE Training Programs
function at the Master’s level. These Programs, according to
their proposals submitted to the United States Office of
Education, are designed to train educational researchers
primarily for positions in public school systems. Table 5j
in Chapter IV of this study, indicated a wide range of re-
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search fund ions tliab those Master* s level personnel are
being trained to assume*
In the light of the future demand for trained educa-
tional researchers, which according to Hppkins and Clark’s
report (97) will far exceed the supply of Doctoral, level re-
searchers produced by all the graduate level training pro-
grams combined, and the spiraling demands on the limited
funds available to education, it seems imperative that more
carefully designed research training programs be developed
at sub-Doctoral graduate levels, thereby increasing the sup-
ply of educational researchers at training and employing
costs significantly below the funds needed for doctoral
level personnel.
A3 a result of the evidence presented in favor of
more sub-Doctoral level research training programs, two
guidelines have been compiled for the U-Mass* Program:
First, it is recommended that the present Doctoral
level program with educational research as an ancillary
major be retained. Secondly, that a Master’s or sixth year
level (Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study) program be
developed with educational research training as a primary
major# This recommendation is in keeping with the present
Master’s level training programs which all offer a primary
major in educational research.
A model of the U-Mass. Doctoral level Program which
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will corns into existence, if all the suggested guidelines
compiled in this study are adopted, will be presented in
Chapter VI. Such a program might very well serve as the
outline for a sub-doctoral program also.
Essentially both doctoral and Master’s or Certifi-
cate of Advanced Graduate Study level trainees would parti-
cipate in the same educational research training program,
but the Doctoral level people would continue to have a pri-
mary major in a field other than educational research, while
for tne Master’s or Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
level people
,
educational research would be the primary
major. Thus the sub-doctoral level trainee would receive a
narrower training and have a more limited background than
the doctoral trainee. This background, however, would be
sufficient to enable him to perforin many educational re-
search functions in public schools and state departments
of education.
CHART
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CHART 2
GUIDELINES COMPILATION CHART, PART 1: PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE ROLES FOR
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS AND ACADEMIC LEVELS OF TRAINING FOR THESE ROLES
Aspect of
Educational
Researcher
Training
Present and
prospective
roles for
Educational
Researchers
at all levels
of the Edu-
cational
Community
Academic
Levels of
Training for
Educational
Researchers
other than
the Doctoral
Trainers of Educational
Researchers (85 USOE
Graduate Educational
Research Training
Programs
)
Employers of Edu-
cational Researchers
(Indep. Res. Inst.,
State Depts. of Ed.,
Supts. of Schools in
Mass.)
Research Findings Relevant to
the Aspect of Educational
Research Training
Total
Weighted
Point
Score
Suggested Guidelines for the
Development of the U-Mass.
A.E.R.T.P.
94.1
%
(80/85) of the
programs are training
personnel for “Re-
search” roles.
23.5 (20/85) are
training personnel for
“Development” roles.
5.8% (5/85) are train-
ing personnel for “Dif-
fusion” roles.
(cf. Table 1, Section A.)
3 points +
Each trained Educa-
tional Researcher
employed by these
groups, expected to
be able to carry out
research, develop-
ment, and diffusion
functions period-
ically. (cf. Tables 14,
15, l‘6.)
3 points +
There will be shortages in Re-
search, Development, and Dif-
fusion Personnel, but the larg-
est increase in demand percent-
age wise from 1966 to 1972 will
be for Diffusion Personnel. (97)
7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
1. Maintain present two “Re-
search” emphases in Evalua-
tion, and Curriculum and In-
struction.
2. Give immediate attention to
the expansion and develop-
ment of the “Diffusion” em-
phasis as this is the area
where: (a) most programs are
doing the least, and (b) where
there will be the greatest
demand in the future.
9% (8/85) of the pro-
grams presently train
Ed. Res. at the Master’s
level primarily for pos-
itions in public school
systems. Table 5 indi-
cates a wide range of
research functions that
these Master’s level
personnel are being
trained to assume.
38.7% (36/93) State
Depts. of Ed. and
42% of Supts. of
Schools checked the
Master’s level as the
most practical level
of academic training
for Educational Re-
searchers.
30.6% (11/36) of
Indep. Res. Inst,
however, checked the
Doctoral level, (cf.
Table 13)
Julian Stanley an eminent Edu-
cational Researcher himself as
well as a trainer of researchers,
proposes a Master’s level pro-
gram for the training of public
school research workers. He
maintains that the scarcity of
Doctoral level educational re-
searchers and the expense of
employing personnel at this
level combine to make a Mas-
ter’s level training program most
desirable (79). Hopkins’ and
Clark’s projections with regard
to the increasingly high demand
for trained educational research-
ers which in 1972 will far out-
strip the supply, lends support
to Stanley’s recommendations
(97).
1. Retain present Doctoral level
program with Educational
Research Training as an an-
cillary major.
2. Develop a Master’s or
C.A.G.S. level program with
Educational Research Train-
ing as a primary major.
The model doctorate level
program suggested in the next
chapter might well serve as
the outline for such a program.
Essentially both Doctoral and
Master’s or C.A.G.S. level
trainees would particapate in
the same Educational Re-
search Training Program, but
the Doctoral level people
would continue to have a pri-
mary major in a field other
than Educational Research,
while for the Master’s or
C.A.G.S. level people, Educa-
tional Research would be the
primary major. Such sub-
Dootoral level personnel
would be trained primarily
for the public school systems
and State Depts. of Educa-
tion.
3 points +
(In favor of more
Master’s level programs
since so few present
programs are training
at this level.)
2 points +
(In favor of Master’s
level programs)
7 points = 12 points
Recom-
mended
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Entrance Requirement s_ for Educ at i onalResearch Trainin'- Pro 'a'»am-C!
The basic purposes of entrance requirements
educational research training programs are to incre
for
ase the
probability that the selected trainee will be highly able
intellectually speaking and highly dedicated to a career in
educational research. If the program’s entrance require-
ments accomplish these two basic purposes then high percent-
ages of enrolled trainees will successfully complete the pro-
gram, enter the field of educational research as their primary
work, and be productive therein.
Tests
All oj. the UbOE Training Programs require ,? success-
ful M performance on one or another kind of test as one of
the critera for the selection of trainees. Nearly half
(42/05) of the programs require or prefer the Miller Ana-
logies Test, but only about a third of these ( 15/42 ) specify
a sec score. More than two thirds of the programs (65/85)
designate the Graduate Record Examination, either the verbal
or quantitative sections, or both, as being required or pre-
ferred. About half of those who mention the Graduate Record
Examination (33/65) specify set acceptable scores.
A few programs do not require either of these tests
but substitute instead, department made exams or other stan-
dardized tests. Details with regard to these tests were
presented in Table 1?, Section A in Chapter IV of this study.
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Research findings indicate that the most important
set of factors affecting a program’s successful production
of researchers are the recruitment policies affecting the
level of student talent. p.337) It appears to be gen-
erally accepted by trainers that the Miller Analogies Test
and/or Graduate Record Examination are among the indicators
of the level of student talent and thus one or both of these
tv/o devices are so employed in a majority of training pro-
grams .
Thus the guideline compiled for the U-Mass. Program
v;ith regard to test requirements, recommends that the pre-
>
sent requirement, that all applicants submit evidence of
successful performance on both the Miller Analogies Test
and the complete battery of the Graduate Record Examination,
be retained,, It Is also recommended that it may be desir-
able to establish minimum acceptable scores on each of these
tests
•
Grade Point Averages
The factor of grade point average also appears to be
accepted by a substantial number of the designers of USOE
Training Programs as an indicator of the level of student
talent. (I4.1/85) of the Training Programs specify a
3*0 (Ip point scale) minimum undergraduate and/or graduate
grade point average. If it is assumed that previously .
achieved grade point averages are indicators of the level
of student talent and of future academic performance, then
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the inclusion of high (3.0 or more) grade point averages as
a requirement for entrance to research training programs, is
supported by the findings of research. ( 2!p,p. 337 )
It must be pointed out here that neither the stan-
dardized tests nor grade point averages are absolute pre-
dictors of future academic success or of a high level of
student talent. At times the problem of the "late-bloomer"
makes previous grade point averages practically meaningless.
In fact, only one of the thirty-one scholars, whose opinions
were sought as part of Buswell's study, specifically mention-
ed the use of grades as a select ion criterion. A second
scholar, however, stated that he preferred to work with
students who had "erratic grade patterns" and "looked skep-
tically on those who consistently pulled top grades".
( 2 , p.107) Both scholars, therefore, would make use of grades
as a selection device, but the second scholar would be more
interested in the type of grade pattern rather than in the
overall grade point average which in the case of an erratic
grade pattern might very well be low. The remaining twenty-
nine scholars in this section of Buswell's study make no
mention of the usefullness of grades as a criterion for the
selection of research trainees. The failure to mention
grades may indicate that these scholars do not feel that
grades are useful as a selection criterion. On the other
hand they might have felt that it is commonly accepted that
grades are an indicator though not an absolute predictor
of a high level of student talent, and therefore made no
cv. .
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mention of them® Since all of the scholars suggest a "keen
and alert intelligence" as one of the elements which make up
the characteristic pattern of the researcher, this may very
well be the case 0 ( 2 ,p.l 07 )
It seems fair to conclude that the evidence presented
in Buswell is neither decidedly pro nor con the inclusion of
grades as a selection criterion® The findings do, however,
appear to support the contention that a set rigid minimum
grade point average is not defensible as a selection criter-
ion for research trainees.
Three of Buswell’ 3 respondents doubted the use of
standardized tests as selection devices because of the lo
w
correleation they found between Miller Analogies Test scores
and faculty evaluations. (2, p.107) However, a number of
the rest of the thirty-one scholars (in excess of three) do
make use of standardized tests as selection devices, with
most specifying the Miller Analogies Test or Graduate Record
Examination® (2,p.l07) Therefore it can be concluded that
there is a modal pattern of support among Buswell ’ s thirty-
one scholars for the inclusion of standardized tests a3 a
selection criterion for research trainees® Scores on these
tests would be taken as indicators though not absolute pre-
dictors of a high level of student talent and successful
future academic performance®
The U-Mass. guideline with regard to standardized
test score entrance requirements is recommended as an indi-
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cator of the level of student talent. The guideline with
regard to grade point averages recommends the establishment
of 3.0 (Jj. point scale) as the minimum preferrable under-
graduate or graduate grade point average. A 3.0 average is
s ugg e s t e d because a large number ([}_8*2/0 of the trainers of
educational researchers now specify such an average as the
minimum acceptable. However
,
since the research on grades
as a selection criterion, is inconclusive the suggested
guideline recommends the 3.0 grade point average as the
minimum preferable rather than the minimum acceptable average.
Academic Background
There is substantial evidence both from the present
practices of the trainers of educational researchers and
from the findings of research, that an undergraduate major
in the arts and sciences, preferably gained at an institu-
tion which has a doctoral program, is an important factor
influencing whether or not the trainee will eventually be-
come a productive educational researcher. Almost half of
the trainers ([{ip. 7$) require or prefer that the Bachelor’s
degree be in a specific discipline. Buswell’s study re-
inforces this preference by indicating that bhe largest
number of students who later became productive educational
researchers received their Bachelor’s degree from institu-
tions which also granted the Doctoral degree. In addition,
93 fo of the outstanding productive research scholars studied,
had arts and sciences undergraduate majors.
The U-Mass. guideline that is suggested with regard
to the academic background factor, recommends that a
Bachelor. s degree be required from a four year accredited
college or university. Preference would be given to those
candidates with a Bachelor’s degree from an institution
which also has a Doctoral program, and who have undergrad-
uate major 3 in the arts and sciences*
Professional Educational Experience
and/or Certification
The question of whether previous professional educa-
tional experience in the nature of teaching, administrative,
or other school related experiences, should bo required for
admittance to research training programs is a highly con-
troversial issu.Oo
Some !|ij_o 7 yo oi the present Training Programs require
or prefer candidates with previous professional educational
experience while 55*3/ do not mention such experience or
specifically do not require it. The majority of the pro-
spective employers of educational researchers on the other
hand, expressed the opinion that previous professional edu-
cational experience was at the least, desirable, with 5
0
%
of the Superintendents listing such experience as highly
essential
.
The findings of research with regard to the pro-
fessional educational experience factor, dealt with the
effect that this factor had on:
1* the training program’s production of researchers
who would, upon graduation, enter positions where
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educational research was a primary responsibility,
and
the development of educational researchers who
would become quantitative producers of quality
research during their careers*
Seiber’s study, which dealt with the first effect,
found that those schools which required both professional
experience and a teaching certificate were least productive
of researchers* Schools which required only a teaching
certificate or neither a certificate nor experience were
most productive. (2lj.)
However, a second study dealing with this same
effect indicated that the number of years of teaching ex-
perience was the determining factor with regard to the de-
sirability of choosing candidates with such experience as
potential recruits for research® From one to five years
experience seemed acceptable, but beyond this range, candi-
dates were not desirable potential research trainees* (100)
A third study dealing with the second effect pre-
viously listed, also found that the number of years of teach-
ing experience beyond five years was negatively related to
research production by the trained educational researcher. (2)
The length of the period of teaching experience appears to
be a crucial factor probably due to the fact that prolonged
professional experience may develop certain ,fmind sets”
v/hich can be a hinderance to the ’’open mind set u needed
for objective research. It is also true that by the time a
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person has spent a substantial number of years in a profes-
Si0n
'
he has undoubtedly developed a career committment that
will not be readily amenable, to change. Hence a research
training program would have a small chance of diverting such
personnel from a classroom to an educational research career.
In the light of the evidence gathered, it seemed in-
defensible to require previous professional educational ex-
perience for admittance to the Training Program, as is now
tne case for Ed.D. candidates at the University of Massachu-
setts. Therefore, the suggested guideline with regard to
the experience factor, contains a recommendation that pro-
fess ional educational experience, (specifically teaching
experience and/or certification), not be required of all
educational research trainees as it now is for those in Ed.D.
programs. However, the responses of the employers’ sub-
groups, especially the State Departments of Education and
the Superintendents of Schools, indicate that educational
researchers who wish to be highly employable in these two
settings, should have teaching experience and/or certifica-
t ion.
In order to provide for such trainees within the
framework of the Training Program in a manner which would
not prevent potential educational researchers from being
admitted to the program or from successfully completing it,
a second suggested guideline is proposed which recommends
that some attention should be given to the posibility of
providing professional (though non-teaching certificate)
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educational experience within the framework of the Training
Program* This might be accomplished by means of a carefully
designed "Professional Experience Practicum" in a cooperating
school system which would provide the trainee with on-site
experience in the over-all operation and problems of public
schools
.
Age
Research evidence seems to indicate that there is a
relationship between the age of the trainee at the comele-
tion of the Doctorate and the quantity of quality research
that he will subsequently produce. (2) There is also some
evidence that the age of the degree recipient at the date
he received the degree, also has a bearing on whether the
trainee will enter aposition where research is a primary
responsibility* (100)
The maximum "ideal" age for completion of the Doctor-
ate .degree is stated as thirty-two years or younger for there
is evidence in terms of the research produced in the ten
years following the Doctoral degree, that more of those who
got the degree at age thirty-two or under are productive
than those who gob their degrees at age forty or older. (2)
In view of the research findings regarding the
relationship between age and research production, it is, at
first, rather astounding to note that of the U30E Training
Programs, only fifteen or 17*6^ make any mention of an age
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requirement. But when one checks the publication dates of
the two studies (2 and 100) which dealt with the age factor,
and finds that both studies were published late in 1966
after these programs were already in operation, the dis-
crepancy between research findings and practice is a little
easier to understand.
The first year experience of the U-Mass. Program
with the relationship between the age factor and success in
the program tends to support the evidence presented in the
research studies, that the older candidates (32 plus) have
a relatively smaller chance of succeeding in the program as
compared to the younger candidates. The U-Mass. evidence in
this regard was presented in detail in Chapter III' of this
s tudy
•
Since there is no evidence from the widespread prac-
tical experience of a significant percentage of the U30E
Training Programs to back up the importance of the age re-
quirement, the suggested U-Mass. guideline with regard to
this factor, is categorized as "Experimental It is
recommended that the relationship between the age factor and
the production of trained educational researchers should be
investigated further by the U-Mass. Training Staff prior to
the possible adoption of an age entrance requirement.
CHART 2
GUIDELINES COMPILATION CHART, PART 2: ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS
Aspect of
Educational
Researcher
Training
Trainers of Educational
Researchers (85 USOE
Graduate Educational
Research Training
Programs
)
Employers of Edu-
cational Researchers
(Indep. Res. Inst.,
State Depts. of Ed.,
Supts. of Schools in
Mass.)
Research Findings Relevant to
the Aspect of Educational
Research Training
Total
Weighted
Point
Score
Suggested Guidelines for the
Development of the U-Mass.
A.E.R.T.P.
Entrance
Require-
ments for
Educational
Research
Training
Programs-
a) Tests
49.4% (42/85) of the
programs require or
prefer the M.A.T. with
17.6% (15/85) specify-
ing a set score.
76.5% (65/85) of the
programs require or
prefer the G.R.E. with
38.8% (33/85)
specifying a set score,
(cf. Table 17,
Section A)
N. D. “If we were disposed to select
the most important set of fac-
tors, we would designate recruit-
ing policies affecting the level of
student talent.” (24, p. 337) It
is assumed that the M.A.T. &
G.R.E. are indicator's of the level
of student talent. (2. p. 107)
Retain present requirement
that all applicants take M.A.T.
and G.R.E. examinations. The
establishment of set minimum
acceptable scores on each may
be desirable.
b) Grade
Point
Averages
48.2% (41/85) of the
programs specify set
undergraduate or grad-
uate point averages.
34.1% (29/35 list a
minimum 3.0 (4 p.s.)
for undergraduate and
8.3% (5/6) list
3.0 (4 p.s.) for graduate,
(cf. Table 17, Section B)
6 points -j-
N. D. If it is assumed that grade point
averages are indicators of the
level of student talent, then the
G.P.A. as a selection criterion is
supported by the findings of re-
search. (24, p. 337) There is no
evidence regarding a specific
G.P.A. as an absolute predictor
of future academic performance.
(2. p. 107)
7 points — 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
Establish 3.0 (4 p.s.) as min-
imum preferable undergraduate
or graduate, grade point aver-
age for admission to the pro-
gram. In addition, an examina-
tion of grade patterns may also
prove useful.
c) Academic
Back-
ground
All of the programs re-
quire a Bachelor’s degree
from an accredited four
year college. 44.7%
(38/85) require or pre-
fer that the Bachelor’s
be in specific disciplines,
(cf. Table 17. Section C)
6 points
-f-
N. D. The largest number of students
who later became productive
Educational Researchers, re-
ceived their Bachelor’s degree
from institutions which also
granted doctoral degrees. (2, p.
16) 93% of the outstanding pro-
ductive research scholars stud-
ied had Arts and Science under-
graduate majors. (2. p. 77)
7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
Require Bachelor’s degrees from
a four year accredited college
or university. Give preference
to those candidates with a Bach-
elor’s degree from an institution
which also has a doctoral pro-
gram and who had undergradu-
ate majors in Arts and Science.
d) Profes-
sional Ed-
ucational
Experi-
ence
and/or
Certifi-
cation
10.6% (9/85) programs
require or prefer
professional school
related experiences.
34-1% (29/85 programs
require or prefer teach-
ing and/or administra-
tive experience.
55.3% (47/85 do not
mention professional
experience or specifi-
cally do not require
such experience, (cf.
Table 17, Section D)
3 points
-f-
Against Admission re-
quirement of profession-
al school related
experience)
42.9% (6/14) Indep.
Res. Inst, list teach-
ing experience
and/or certification
as desirable but not
mandatory.
92% (46/50) of State
Depts. of Ed. respon-
ders listed teaching
experience as highly
desirable or desirable.
96.8% (180/186) of
Supts. of Schools in
Mass, responders
listed teaching exper-
ience as did the State
Depts. 50% of the
Supts. responses were
at the highly essent-
ial point of the scale,
(cf. Tables 18. 19, 20,
and 21)
3 points +
(In favor of requir-
ing professional
school related experi-
ence in form of teach-
ing and/or certifica-
tion)
Individuals who have spent
from one to five years in teach-
ing or other school experience.
But evidence shows that indi-
viduals who spent at least six
years in teaching or other school
experience are not potential re-
cruits for research (100).
The number of years of teaching
experience beyond five is nega-
tively related to research pro-
duction (2).
7 points =
(Against admission require-
ment of professional school re-
lated experience)
10 points
con
and 3 points
pro
requiring pro-
fessional
school related
experience.
Recommended
1 . Teaching experience and/or
certification should not be re-
quired of all educational re-
search trainees as it now is for
those in Ed. D. programs.
However, the response of the
Employers’ sub-groups espec-
ially the State Depts. of Ed.
and Supts. of Schools indicate
that educational researchers
who wish to be highly employ-
able in these two settings,
should have teaching experi-
ence, and/or certification.
2. Some attention should be giv-
en to the possibility of provid-
ing professional (non-teaching
certificate) educational ex-
perience within the framework
of the Ed. Res. Trng. Prog.
This might be accomplished
by means of a carefully de-
signed “Professional Experi-
ence Praeticum” in a co-oper-
ating school system which
would provide the trainee with
on site experience in the over-
all operation and problems of
public schools.
e) Chrono-
logical
Age
17.6% (15/85) specify
“young” 25 to 49 year
old oanditates
82.4% (70/85) do not
mention age as a re-
quirement. (cf. Table
17, Section E)
N. D. Students who will be 32 or
younger at completion of Doc-
torate (100)
In terms of the research produc-
ed in the ten years following the
Doctoral Degree, it is clear that
more of those who got the degree
at age 32 or under are product-
ive than those who got their de-
gree at age 40 or older (2)
The relationship between the
age factor and the production of
trained educational researchers
should be investigated further
the U-Mass. Res. Trng. Staff
prior to adoption of a chronolog-
ical age entrance requirement.
0 points
-f- 7 points = 7 points
Experi-
mental 1
1^0
Ac a t g^of Jlduc at ional
Rose ar che r Tr a in In'-1:
*
Course Requirements Designated by
Research Training Programs
Non Research Course Requirements
Almost half, 49
-W (4-2/8£) of the U80E Tra ining Pro-
grams require a research trainee to major in a cognate dis-
cipline such as psychology, sociology, or anthropology,, An
additional 22. h.% ( 19/85 ) require a minor (of about fifteen
hours) or at least a core of research related course re-
quirements in a cognate discipline. Employer’s support for
including course work in a cognate discipline ranges from a
low of 2)|»5jo (State Departments of Education) to 36 . 6% (In-
dependent Research Institutes) to a high of 4.8.2$ (Superin-
tendents of Schools ) 0
The findings of Buswell ’ s study that 77*7/ of the
outstanding productive research scholars in his sample earn-
ed their doctorate in a discipline other than education, with
.6$ (l6/3l) of these in psychology alone, appears to con-
firm the present requirements of a large number of USOE
Training Programs including those of the U-Mass. Program.
All doctoral candidates (Ed.D. and Ph.D. ) at the
University of Massachusetts are required to take substantial
course work in their respective disciplines. Ed.D. candi-
dates must take twenty-one to thirty hours of such work out-
side the School of Education in a related discipline such as
psychology, sociology, economics or government. These gen-
eral doctoral requirements also hold true for the fellows in
the Training Program, six of whom are majoring in a cognate
discipline, with the remaining nine majoring in guidance,
administration, or curriculum and instruction, but taking
twenty-one to thirty hours courscwork in psychology, socio-
logy* philosophy, economics, English or government.
The suggested guideline for the U-Mass. Program with
regard to non-research course requirements contained the
recommendation that the present policy of requiring a primary
major in an area other than research, be continued, along
with the requirement that education majors take substantial
course work in disciplines other than education.
"Research" Course Requirement s
The "mean" graduate level research training program
requires
:
1. two courses in statistics (up through analysis
of variance and co -variance )
,
2e one course in research methods,
3. one course in experimental design
If. one course in tests and measurements, and
one course in data processing, often including
computer programming. (Table 23, Section B)
"1" through "4-" were also suggested by significant percent-
pro-
ages of the employers' sub-groups. Only a few of the
speetive employers (twelve Superintendents and four Admin-
istrators of Research Institutes) suggested course work in
'V. This may be due to the fact that computer facilities
are not generally available to a majority of the employers
in the study sample.
Research findings indicate that nearly three times
as many in the non-productive educational research group
had no courses in statistics compared with the productive
educational researcher group. But according to Buswell,
there is no statistically significant difference between
the productive and non-productive groups in respect to the
nurnoer of statistics methods courses taken. Prom one and
one half to twice as many members of the non-productive ed-
ucational researcher group took no research methods compared
with the productive group c (2)
Further evidence regarding the importance of train-
ing prospective educational researchers in the use of cer-
tain techniques can be gathered from the list of techniques
which a number of the productive researchers in Buswell’s
sample, listed that they had learned (and therefore, needed)
since being a student c Prom 10^ to l\.Cyjo of these researchers
listed the following techniques:
1. Sampling theory; f and t_ tests,
2. Factor Analysis,
Analysis of variance and co-variance,
Multivariate analysis.
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5* Nonparametric techniques,
6. Experimental design, and
?. Computer programming techniques.
In keeping with the evidence from trainers and pro-
spective employers of educational researchers as well as the
research findings, four suggested guidelines are compiled
for the U-Masse Program with regard to "Research" course
requirements o
First it is recommended that the present statistics
tool requirement be retained. The successful completion of
this tool requirement requires competency in the use of the
techniques listed under ”l" to "5" by Buswell’s sample of
productive educational researchers, as techniques which they
learned since being a student.
Secondly, it is suggested that the present computer
programming tool requirement be retained, but that it and
the statistics tool requirements be met by the trainee during
the first semester that he is in the Program. The early com-
pletion of these tool requirements will enable the trainee
to gain invaluable experience involving the use of these
tools throughout the remainder of his program, and should
facilitate his production of higher quality research.
The third suggested guideline with regard to "Re-
search" course requirements, recommends that the present
course requirement in "Educational Research: Methods and
Materials" be retained.
Lastly, it is also recommended that all trainees be
required to develop a competency in experimental design,
though all would not necessarily be required to develop this
competency to the same level. Presently, only those trainees
in the Research Evaluation specialty are required to develop
a competency in experimental design by taking two courses in
this area. It is suggested in this recommendation that those
trainees in the Research Diffusion and Curriculum and In-
struction specialties also be required to develop some com-
petency in the area of experimental design by taking at least
the first of the two courses offered.
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CHART 2
GUIDELINES COMPILATION CHART, PART 3: ACADEMIC
ASPECTS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHER TRAINING
Aspect of
Educational
Researcher
Training
Trainers of Educational
Researchers (85 USOE
Graduate Educational
Research Training
Programs)
Employers of Edu-
cational Researchers
(Indep. Res. Inst..
State Depts. of Ed.,
Supts. of Schools in
Mass.)
Research Findings Relevant to
the Aspect of Educational
Research Training
Total
Weighted
Point
Score
Suggested Guidelines for the
Development of the U-Mass.
A.E.R.T.P.
Academic As-
pects of Educa-
tional-Research-
er Training
a) Course re-
quirements as .
part of the
preparation of
prospective
educational
researchers
1) “Non-
Research”
Course
Requirements
49.4% (43/85) of the
programs require a ma-
jor in a cognate disci-
pline such as psychol-
ogy, sociology or an-
thropology.
22.4% (19/85) require
a minor (less than 30
hours)
,
or at least a core
of research related
course requirements in
a cognate discipline, cf.
Table 23, Section A)
36.6% (11/30 of the
responses of Indep.
Res. Inst, suggest
course work in cog-
nate disciplines as do
34-5% (36/147) of
the responses of State
Depts. of Ed., and
48.2% (162/336)
of the responses of
Supts. of Schools
(cf. Tables 24, 25,
26, and 27)
93% of the outstanding produc-
tive research scholars studied
had earned undergraduate de-
grees in letters and science and
77% had earned Masters de-
grees. At doctoral level 774%
(24/31) earned their doctorate
in a discipline other than edu-
cation with 51.6% in Psychol-
ogy alone. (2, p. 77)
Retain present requirements of
a primary major in a discipline
other than research. Also con-
tinue to require education ma-
jors to do substantial course
work in other disciplines. There
is evidence that a major in psy-
chology is an outstanding com-
panion for an ancillary major in
educational research. It may al-
so be desirable to select candi-
dates with an undergraduate
major other than Education.
3 points + 3 points -j- 7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
2) “Research”
Course Re-
quirements
The mean graduate le-
vel research training
program requires two
courses in Statististics
(up through analysis of
variance and co-vari-
ance)
,
one course in Re-
search Methods, one
course in Experimental
Design, one course in
Tests and Measurements,
one course in Data Pro-
cessing, often including
Computer Programming.
(52/85) (cf. Table 23,
Section B)
36.8% (7/19) of the
responses of Indep.
Res. Inst., 36.9%
(41/111) of State
Depts., and 42%
(73/174) of Supts. of
Schools suggest
courses which would
develop a competen-
cy in Statistics.
Research Methods
courses were sug-
gested by 19.8%
(22/111)’ of State
Depts. and 32.2%
(56/174) of Supts.
Research and Experi-
mental Design courses
were listed by 13.5%
(15/111) of State
Depts. and 21.1%
(4/19) of Indep. Res.
Inst. Tests and
Measurements cour-
ses were suggested
by 9% (10/111) of
State Depts., 26.3%
(5/19) of Indep. Res.
Inst., and 14.9%
(26/174) of Supts.
(cf. Tables 24, 25,
26 and 27)
Nearly three times as many in
the non-productive Educational
Researcher group had no cour-
ses in Statistics compared with
the productive Educational re-
searcher group — but according
to Buswell, there is no statisti-
cally significant difference be-
tween the productive and non-
productive groups in respect to
the number of Statistics Meth-
ods courses taken. (2)
From one and one half to twice
as many members of the non-
productive Educational Reseach-
er group took no Research
Methods courses compared
with the productive group. (2)
From 10 to 40% of the produc-
tive Ed. Res. group indicated
they learned the following tech-
niques since being a student
a) Sampling Theory, / and t
tests,
b) Analysis of variance and co-
variance.
c) Multivariate Analysis.
d) Non-parametric techniques.
e) Experimental Design
f) Computer Programming
Techniques. (2)
1. Retain present Statistics tool
requirement which covers the
techniques listed in a) to e) in
the “Research Findings”
Column.
2. Retain present Computer
Programming Tool require-
ment but require it and the
Statistics tool requirement to
be met the first semester that
the trainee is in the program.
This will enable the trainee
to gain invaluable practical
experience involving the use
of these tools throughout the
remainder of his training and
should facilitate his produe
tion of higher quality research
3. Retain the present course re-
quirement in Ed. Res. Meth-
ods and Materials.
4. Require an Experimental De-
sign competency of all train-
ees in the program.
3 points +
(supporting the inclu-
sion of the above cour-
ses in a Res. Trng.
Program)
3 points +
(supporting the in-
clusion of the above
courses in a Res.
Trng. Prog.)
7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
Apprent ice sh Ip and/or* Research Pp a c t i c uni
A^-PJ^pt s of Educational Researcher
Training;
Seibor states that apprenticeships on programs are
much more productive (of trained researchers) than course
v/ork in both bureau and non-bureau settings
. When appren-
ticeships are not provided, production of researchers is not
the existence of a training progr am* ( 2! j_
)
Millikan confirms this finding when she reports that the
production of researchers by research organizations is very
high when the organizations have a systematic apprenticeship
program and a high proportion of economic resources for re-
search activity* (100)
Throughout the literature on research training the
importance 01 carefully planned practicum and/or apprentice-
ship research experiences as the most effective device for
the training of researchers is stressed time and again. It
is not surprising, therefore, that all of the USOE Training
Programs make some sort of arrangements for practicum and/or
apprenticeship experiences for their trainees.
The data gathered from the trainers of researchers
concerning their arrangements for practicum and/or appren-
ticeship experiences were organized under four aspects of
these arrangements: Time Allotments, Setting, Supervision,
and Experiences Offered.
An examination of each of these aspects in detail
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was made in Chapter IV of this study and hence will not be
repeated here* A few general statements concerning these
aspects are in order as they relate to the subsequent guide-
lines which were compiled for the TJ-Mass. Program.
Time Allotments
92.CKo (79/85) of the Programs require prescribed
time allotments for research practicum and/or apprenticeship
experiences* However as was noted in Chapter IV, there is
a bewildering variety of ways employed by the designers of
these Programs to describe the actual portion of the Train-
ing Program which is given over to practical research ex-
periences. This verbal confusion makes it very difficult to
gauge in hours or in some other definite time reference the
amount of time that is actually spent by trainees in prac-
ticums or apprenticeships. This confusion should be cleared
up however in another year, as the Research Training Branch
of the United States Office of Education has reiterated its
recommendation that time allotments for practicum and/or
apprenticeship experiences be expressed in clock hours with
a suggested total allotment of 600 clock hours devoted to
practicum and/or apprenticeship experiences.
Setting
Both on and off-campus settings are suggested for
the practicum and/or apprenticeship experiences. More than
half of the Training Programs specify on-campus settings
llj.8
usually in research bureaus or centers
. Prom ten to twenty-
five percent of the employer’s sub-groups back up this prac-
tice but also suggest that these practical research experi-
ences be given in other educational settings in addition to
the campus setting. Some of the Programs are presently
in line with this suggestion, for in addition to on-campus
settings, they also offer these experiences in off-campus
settings such as public schools, state departments of educa-
tion, independent research institutes, and federal agencies.
Supervision
The employer’s sub-groups suggest that the practical
research experiences offered be under the supervision of a
trained and experienced educational researcher. This appears
to be the present case in 92 * 9/ ( 79/85 ) °f the Training Pro-
grams which specify the university or college faculty,
(usually those directly involved in the Training Program) as
primarily responsible for supervision.
Experiences Offered
All of the Programs offer experiences which may in
general be summarized as independent study in on and off-
campus settings, working under an individual professor and/or
being an active participator at all stages of the research
process. The "sine qua non ’ 1 of the practical research
experience is that the trainee observe and then actually
participate in all phases of the research process, from
experimental design to collection and evaluation of data
to the development of conclusions and to the effective
diffusion of the results of said experimentation to the
target community. It is this last phase of the research
process that appears to be weakest in the present practical
experience arrangements of USOE Training Programs. Only five
programs (of which the University of Massachusetts is one)
specifically provide experiences in report writing and other
diffusion aspects of research I
The employer's sub-groups suggestions effectively
encompass the "sine qua non” of the practical research ex-
perience, for from 24-/ to 4-4-/ of the sub-groups suggest a
research practicum involving problem and design formulation,
collection and processing of data and writing up results.
Five suggested guidelines for the U-Mass. Program
are compiled with reference to practicum and/or apprentice-
ship experiences. To begin with, specific time allotments
should be established for practicum and/or apprenticeship
experiences. The 600 clock hour request of the United
States Office of Education appears to be a reasonable allot-
ment c Secondly, immediate attention should be given to
developing on-campus settings wherein trainees may gain
practical educational research experiences. Next, the pre-
sently existing research relationship between individual
professors in the Program and student trainees should be
intensified and expanded. Fourth, formal arrangements
should be made with one on more public school systems where-
by specific practical research experiences will be offered
in a field 'setting* Lastly, all trainees should be re-
quired to spend some time as an observer in an on-going
research project, become actively involved in all phases
of an on-going research project for one semester, and carry
out an independent research project which may lead to the
dissertation but not be identical with it.
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Trainers of Educational
Researchers (85 USOE
Graduate Educational
Research Training
Programs )
Time Allotments-92.9%
(79/85) programs re-
quire prescribed time
allotments for research
practicum and/or ap-
prenticeship experiences.
600 clock hours is the
suggested time allotment
for such experiences by
the USOE Res. Trng.
Branch.
Setting jor Practicum
and/or Apprenticeship
Experiences-51 .8%
(44/85) programs spe-
cify on-campus setting.
42.4% (36/85) specify
off-campus settings in
Public Schools, State
Depts. of Ed., Indep,
Res. Inst, and Federal
Agencies. Some of
these programs recom-
mended both on and off-
campus settings.
Supervision of the Re-
search Practicum and/
or Apprenticeship Ex-
periences -
92.9% (79/85) programs
specify the university
or college as primarily
responsible for supervi-
sion.
Experiences Offered as
Part of the Research
Practicum and/or Ap-
prenticeship Arrange-
ments
All of the programs of-
fer experiences which
may be summarized as
Independent study in on
and/or off-campus set-
tings working under an
individual professor
and/or a research team,
and proceeding from
being as observer to
being an aotive partici-
pator at all stages of the
research process. Only
four programs specifi-
cally provide experience
in report writing and
other diffusion aspects
of research.
(cf. Table 13)
3 points +
Employers of Edu-
cational Researchers
(Indep. Res. Inst.,
State Depts. of Ed.,
Supts. of Schools in
Mass.)
Research Findings Relevant to
the Aspect of Educational
Research Training
Time Allotments-
NJT
Setting and Super-
vision-Internship ex-
perience at all levels
of the Educational
Community, under
the supervision of a
trained and experi-
enced educational re-
searcher. Suggested
by 25.2% (18/70) of
State Dept, responses,
25%. (4/16) of Indep.
Res. Inst, and 10.8%
(22/203) of Supts. of
Schools. 20.2% (41/
203) of Supts. of
Schools, and State
Depts. of Ed., 28.6%
(30/70) inject the
public school experi-
ence factor by recom-
mending that teach-
ing and/or adminis-
trative experience in
public schools, be pro-
vided as part of the
research training
program.
Experiences to he
o//ered-25.7% (18/
70) of State Dept,
responses, 43.8% (7/
16) of Indep. Res.
Inst, and 24.1% (49/
203) of Supts. sug-
gest a research prac-
ticum involving pro-
blem design formula-
tion, collecting and
processing data and
writing up results.
(cf. Tables 32, 33.
34, and 35)
Production of researchers by re-
search organizations is very
high when the organizations
have a systematic apprentice-
ship program and a high propor-
tion of economic resources for
research activity. (100)
Apprenticeships on programs
are much more productive than
course work in both bureau and
non-bureau settings. When ap-
prenticeships are not provided,
production of researchers is not
associated with the existence of
training program.
(24)
7 points —
Total
Weighted
Point
Score
Suggested Guidelines for the
Development of the U-Mass.
A.E.R.T.P.
1. Specific time allotment
should be established for
practicum and/or apprentice-
ship experiences. The 600
clock hours request by the
USOE appears to be a reason-
able allotment.
2. Immediate attention should
be given to developing on-
campus settings wherein
trainees may gain practical
educational research experi-
ences.
3. The presently existing re-
search relationship between
individual professors in the
program and student trainees
should be intensified and ex-
panded.
4. Formal arrangements should
be made with one or more
public school systems where-
by specific practical research
experiences will be offered in
a “field” setting.
5. All trainees should be re-
quired to:
a) spend some time as an ob-
server in an on-going re-
search project.
b) become actively involved
in all phases of an on-going
research project for one
semester.
c) Carry out an independent
research project which may
lead to the dissertation
but not be identical with it.
3 points
-f- 7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
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Setting of the Research Training Program
All but three of the USOE Training Programs are
college or university based, vvithin this general setting,
88,25 ( 75/85 ) of the Programs function within or are closely
connected with on or off-campus research bureaus or centers.
The factor of whether a research training program
functions within a bureau or non-bureau setting is an im-
portant one for program designers and developers to consider,
Research findings indicate tha tithe availability of research
courses in schools of education is unrelated to the produc-
tion of researchers unless provided within the context of
a research bureau. (2lf) There is further evidence that
production of researchers by graduate institutions of educa-
tion is high when the institutions have a cluster of charac-
teristics important for arrangements for research activity
and training. Among these characteristics are:
1. a high proportion of the graduate faculty doing
research, (which is more likely to be so when
there are university -affiliated research bureaus
or centers ) and
2, a high level of apprenticeship on projects, (usual-
ly more projects available when there are univer-
sity-affiliated research bureaus or centers) (100)
In addition, Buswell found that in terms of produc-
tive research in the ten years following the Doctor's degree:
1. 25/ of the Ph.D, productive researcher group were
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employed as research assistants in a research
bureau, compared with 10.6# of the no-research
group, and
2. 17# of the Ed.D. productive researcher group were
similarly employed compared with £.6# of the no
research group*
These differences are more than two to one for the
Ph*D. group and more than three to one for the Ed.D. group
favoring those who were research assistants in a research
bureau. (2. op. 21-22)
The evidence presented indicates that in order for
a research training program to achieve its maximum effective-
ness in training educational researchers who will spend
active, productive research careers, the program should
function within or be closely affiliated with a research
bureau or center. Suggested U-Mass. Program guidelines with
regard to the factor of bureau versus non-bureau setting,
are based on this strong evidence supporting the desirability
of a bureau setting for the training program.
It is suggested that the Director of the TJ-Mass.
Program give immediate attention to establishing an Educa-
tional Research Bureau within the School of Education. This
might be accomplished by the voluntary joining together of
the Research Training Faculty into an educational group
which would then proceed to engage in one or more joint
research projects. This research group might also serve as
the educational researcher arm of the Cooperative School
Service Center (presently based in the School of Education)
whe-rein a wealth of potential research projects are readily
available
.
The formation of such a bureau would offer to the
trainees many more practical research experiences under
close professorial super-vis ion, than are presently avail-
able. In addition, such a bureau should help raise the
level of research being done by the graduate faculty which
in turn should help to increase the Training Program's pro-
duct ion of researchers.
GUIDELINES
COMPILATION
CHART,
PART
5:
SETTING
OF
THE
RESEARCHER
TRAINING
PROGRAM
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CHART 2
GUIDELINES COMPILATION CHART, PART 5: SETTING
OF THE RESEARCHER TRAINING PROGRAM
Aspect of
Educational
Researcher
Training
Trainers of Educational
Researchers (85 USOE
Graduate Educational
Research Training
Programs
)
Employers of Edu-
cational Researchers
(Indep. Res. Inst.,
State Depts. of Ed.,
Supts. of Schools in
Mass.)
Research Findings Relevant to
the Aspect of Educational
Research Training
Total
Weighted
Point
Score
Suggested Guidelines for the
Development of the U-Mass.
A.E.R.T.P.
Setting of
the Research
Training
Program
96.5% (82/85) of the
programs are sponsored
by colleges or universi-
ties.
88.2% (75/85) of the
programs function with-
in or are closely con-
nected with on or off-
campus research bu-
reaus or centers..
(cf. Table 31)
6 points +
N. D. The availability of research
courses in schools of education is
unrelated to the production of
researchers unless provided with-
in the context of a research bu-
reau. (24)
In terms of productive research
in the ten years following the
doctor’s degree:
1.25% of the Ph. D. produc-
tive researcher group were
employed as research assist-
ants in a research bureau,
compared with 10.6% of the
no-research group.
2. 17% of the Ed. D. produc-
tive researcher group were
similarly employed compared
with 5.6% of the no-research
group.
These differences are more than
two to one for the Ph.D. group
and more than three to one for
the Ed.D. group favoring those
who were research assistants in
a research bureau. (2)
Production of researchers by
graduate institutions of educa-
tion is high when the institutions
have a cluster of organizational
characteristics important for ar-
rangements for research activ-
ity and training. Among these
characteristics are:
1. a high proportion of graduate
faculty doing research and
2. a high level of apprenticeship
on projects. (100)
7 points = 13 points
Highly
Recom-
mended
Immediate attention should be
given to establishing an Ed.
Res. Bureau within the School
of Education.
This might be accomplished by
the voluntary joining together
of the Research Training Fac-
ulty into an Educational Re-
search group which would then
proceed to engage in one or
more joint research projects.
This research group might also
serve as the Educational re-
searcher arm of the Cooperative
School Service Center wherein a
wealth of potential research
projects are readily available.
The formation of such a bureau
would offer to the trainee many
more practical research experi-
ences under close professional
supervision than are presently
available. In addition, such a
bureau should help raise the
level of research being done by
the graduate faculty which in
turn should increase the train-
ing program’s production of
researchers.
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Summary
In this Chapter data gathered from trainers and
employers of researchers, and from research findings re-
garding each of the key aspects of educational researcher
training, has oeen interpreted. Suggested guidelines for
U-ilass
. Training Program development have been compiled,
by means of the Guidelines Compilation Chart. The suggested
guidelines indicate that some of the present U-Mass. Train-
ing Program practices should be retained, some should be
amended, and several new practices should be initiated.
In the following Chapter, a model U—Mas s . Program
based on the suggested guidelines, will be presented and
compared to the present program. Recommendations for fur-
ther research efforts in the field of educational researcher
training will be noted.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Proposed Program for the U-Mass.
Training Program
The proposed model program which follows in Chart 3
is based on the general outline of the present U-Mass. Pro-
gram. The suggested changes are derived from the guide-
lines as developed on the Guidelines Compilation Chart.
Each of the five key aspects of educational researcher train-
ing is affected to some degree by the proposed changes in
the present U-Mass. Program.
Roles of the Educational Researcher
The research findings of Hopkins and Clark as well
as the views of employers stress that the trained educa-
tional researcher should be prepared to function at more
than one point along the Functional Emphasis (Research-
Development-Diffusion) Continuum. (97) The core requirements
in the proposed U-Mass. Program reflect the research findings
and views of employers in this regard by requiring all
trainees to develop a competency in experimental design and
research diffusion. These two requirements when added to the
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"Special Emphases Courses" will make certain that all re-
search fellows will be trained to function at at least two
points along the Research-Development-Diffusion Continuum.
Recruitment and Entrance Requirements
Both the views of trainers and the findings of re-
search are overwhelmingly against requiring public school
professional experience of all research trainees. However,
if the trainee wishes to seek employment in state departments
of education or in any of the public schools under their
jurisdiction, he snould have some professional experience.
Both the State Departments of Education and Superintendents
of schools in Massachusetts indicate that professional edu-
cational experience (usually teaching) is either essential or
highly desirable in applicants for research positions in their
organizations. Therefore, in order that the researchers
trained in the program be as highly employable as possible,
it was suggested that all other critera being equal
,
those
candidates with some professional experience (not more than
five years) be given preference.
Academic Aspects
The primary changes here were mentioned under "Roles
of the Educational Researcher". These include the addition
of courses in experimental design and research diffusion to
the core requirements of the program. These core require-
ments plus the "Special Emphases" requirements in Research
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Evaluation, Research Diffusion and Curriculum and Instruc-
tion Research are designed to produce trained researchers
v/ho are competent at more than one point along the Pune-
tional Emphases Continuum.
Apprenticeship and/or Research
Practicum Aspects
The principal changes recommended with regard to
practicum experiences are that these experiences be more
highly structured. This will assure that each researcher
during the course of his training will be given a broad view
of the practical aspects in the field of educational research
as well as in-depth training in all phases of the research
process. Trainers, employers and research findings all
stress the vital part tiaat the research practicum plays in
the training of educational researchers who will enter re~
search as their primary work and be productive therein.
The Setting of the Training
Program
Nearly all of the present research training programs
function within or are closely allied with a research bureau
or centre. In addition, research findings stress the im-
portance of such a centre relative to the production of
trained researchers who will enter positions where research
is their primary responsibility, and v/ho will be productive
researchers
•
The U-Mass. Program does not, at the present time,
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function within such a bureau nor is it closely allied with
such a bureau on a formal basis. The formation of an Edu-
cational Research Bureau within the School of Education is
therefore strongly recommended. This recommendation will
not be found in the "Proposed Program" section of Chart 3
which follows, because it suggests a new setting for the
program rather than specific changes within the program
itself
e
i6i
CHART III
COMPARISON CHART OP THE PRESENT AND PROPOSED
PROGRAMS FOR THE UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS
Present University of Massachusetts Program
Entrance Requirements ( 1
9
6 7 )
A. Acceptable scores on the Miller Analogies Test and Grad-
uate Record Examination (Verbal and Quant at ive) exams,
("acceptable” not defined)
B. Undergraduate grade point average of 2,5, graduate grade
point average of 3.0 (Lp point scale
)
0
C. Bachelor’s degree from an accredited four year college or
university. No major specified, but candidate must be
admitted to the University of Massachusetts Doctoral
program (Ed.D. or Ph.D. ) and pursue a major concentration
in education, sociology, psychology, anthropology or a
related field.
D. Two years teaching experience and certification are re-
quired for admission to the Ed.D. program but not to
the Ph.D.
E. There is no present age specification.
F. An applicant must have shown an expressed interest in
contributing to the field of education.
Outline of Present Programs for the Research
Evaluation, Research Diffusion, and
Curriculum and Instruction
Research Emphases
I Core Requirements for all trainees
A. Successfully complete statistics 121 and 55 (^lo-
mentary Statistics) or their equivalent.
.
(Successful
completion of the tool of research exam in Statistics
is accepted as equivalent).
B. Successfully complete Ph.D. Computer Science
Too..
.
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CHART III - Continued
Proposed Program for the University of Massachusetts
B.
C.
Entr ance__Requlrement s
A. Acceptable scones on the Miller Analogies Test rv, a A
"Accent ^hT*
d Exarrlinat ion (Verbal and Qualitative exams.
, ,
Double scores are defined as scores above themedian for majors in the applicant's field of studyUndergraduate and/or graduate grade point average of 3 0(4 Point scale) or better. ° 1 p * u
Bachelor’s degree from an accredited four year college oruniversity. Those applicants with a Bachelor’s degree
_ main
11 *nstltution ™ ith a Doctoral program and who have
preference.
& dlSCipline otner than education will be given
D
*
~v.i ?
bh
0
» those candidates with somepublic school professional experience (not more than fiveyears
)
.will be preferred.
E. There is some evidence from descriptive research which sug-gests that beginning trainees should be less than thirty
°
years of age so that Doctorate will be conferred by agethirty two. This should not be an absolute requirement.
F. Applicant must evidence a definite interest in education
research as a career. Evidences of such interest may be:
1. a written statement of career intentions
2. recommendations of past employers and/or college
teachers with regard to candidates potential for a
career in educational research
3. researcn studies, especially published studies, which
have been completed by the applicant.
Outline of Model Programs for the Research
Evaluation, Research Diffusion, and
Curriculum and Instruction
Research Emphases
I Core Requirements for all Trainees
A. Successfully complete Tool of Research Exam in Stat-
istics. (usually requires a two course preparation)
B. Successfully complete Tool of Research Exam in Com-
puter Programming.
C. Experimental Design I (3 cr. ) Stat. £6l or Ed. 99lp.
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CHART III - Continued
Outline of Present Program (Continued)
C. Education 991“ Educational Research, Methods and
Materials
.
D. Psychology 54-5“ Psychological Statistics.
II Special Emphases Courses
A. Research Evaluation (19 hours)
1. Education 693: Educational Tests and Measurements (3 cr.
)
2 . Education 700: Field Problem (3 cr.
)
3. Philosophy 930: Philosophy of Science (3 cr.
)
Ij.. Statistics §6l: Design of Experiments I (3 cr. )
9. Statistics 962: Design of Experiments II (3 cr.
)
CHART III - Continued
Outline of Model Program (Continued
D.
E.
P.
G.
H.
Methods and Materials (3 cr.
)
(3 cr. ) Since the need
trainees would take
assigned to an on-going
of
Educational Research.
Ed.
-
991 .
Seminar in Research Diffusion
is
. crit ical in this area, all
this seminar)
Practicum I - Trainee will be
research project under the supervision of a membertbe research Faculty. Project, assignment win bebased on the abilities and Interests of the' trainee
be Sected^n^ °f the Pr °j ect ‘ tra?ne^lll
working o S?
abilities and project needs. By the close of the -em-
tunitT
S
to
h
ob
rainee Sh °Uld have been Slven the oppor-
hl; 7 v serve and participate In all phases of theresearch process which have taken place within theproject during that semester. (Total hours © l£0 ) (3cn)
" 1CUin
J
1 “ Trainee will design and execute a re-*
itv fn
StUdj
?
f
-
hlfi °Wn °r wil3L bs Siven responsibil-y ox^a section of an on-going research project.
loof\rV.r& Expel“ al Desisn I-
Practicum III - Independent Study which will lead tothe completion of a Doctoral Dissertation Proposalin the areas of Research Evaluation, Diffusion or
^ui x lculum and Instruction Research. Prerequisites*
Practicums I and II, Experimental Des ign^r^^ta'l'"*hours © 250 ) (3 cr.
)
1 1 Special Smpha s e s C our s e
s
A. Research Evaluation (12 hours)
1. Education o53"; Educational Tests and Measurements
(3 cr
. )
2
. Philosophy 530; Philosophy of Science (3 cr. )
3. Statistics 5&2: Experimental Design II (3 cr. )
4- Psychology 74.5 2 Advanced Applied Statistics (3 cr
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CHAM III . Continued
Outline Of Present Program. (Continued)
B
" 5££§§E£kJlM£usion (15 hours
)
'
search^ V^.V ln Interdisciplinary Re-
2
f Education ^Oof^feW^r’oMe.f(f^f )Difru3lon <3or.
)
c. Curriculum and Instruction Reseat
'
search
1
?? Ir?j
V<0rkshoP in Int ^disciplinary Ro-
2
' fnd
0
Pra
1
c
0
?icf(
!
3
M
c“)‘medla Inst™ctional Theory
3. Education 715: Research Praeticum in the School
5* Psychology ]l\\ j ^ of Learning)Laws for explainin^complex 008 °f
HI Comment
s
A.
B.
D,
s
twenty-one credit hoars, six
work and fifteen hours for the
IwbeTs of
a
tho
i
rrr
tat
1
i
°? 00fnittee need not include
mu .
01 e esearch faculty,
n
1® oc
^°^ a l oissertation topic need not be related to
The program requires
hours of core course
specialized research
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CHART III - Continued
Outline of Model Program (Continued)
B. Research D iffusion (12 hours)
1. Education fl^G: Workshop in Interdisciplinary Re-
search (3 cr. ) J
*
2 . Psychology 7^5: Advanced Applied Statistics (3 cr.
)
3. Statistics 5o2: Experimental Design II (3 cr.)
4- Sociology 712 i Social Change (3 c?.
)
Curriculum and Instruction Research (12 hours)
1. Education 71f?C: workshop in Interdisciolinary Re-
search (3 cr. )
1
2. Education 8p0: Multi-media Instructional Theory
and Practice (3 cr.
)
3. Psychology 721 : Learning I (3 cr.
)
'4- Psychology 723 : Learning II (3 cr. )
r
III Comments
A. Core requirements especially the "Tools of Research”
should be completed at the earliest opportunity dur-
ing the first year in the program.
B. The program would require approximately thirty cre-
dits as outlined but would continue to be a second
major in another discipline. Some of the thirty
credits would undoubtedly be acceptable also in the
primary major program which would reduce the number
of "extra” requirements to be met in order to satisfy
both the primary and the research majors.
C. The Doctoral dissertation committee would include
members of the Research Faculty as well as the
trainees primary major department.
16?
Conclus Ions
There are few in education today who would maintain
that educational practice is as grounded in research as it
should bo. With the space age in full swing the pressure
for educational innovations which will prepare today’s
children for tomorrow’s world is rising rapidly. If con-
gressional opinion can bo taken as a measure of national
opinion, it is evident that there is widespread agreement
that innovations and increased research in education should
go hand in hando The national need for current educational
practice and proposed educational change to be based on a
research foundation carries with it the consequent need for
more trained researchers.
When one turns to the training programs designed to
provide more researchers he finds that research training
itself is not on a firm research foundation. To the best
of this writer’s knowledge, there is no comprehensive ex-
perimental research that ha3 been published in the field of
educational researcher training. There are, however, five
descriptive research studies which have been published and
there have been a host of "opinion” or "position” papers
written on researcher training. While it could be said that
these five descriptive studies form the "footings” of a
foundation upon which experimental research may be built,
few would assert that these studies alone provide anything
more than the "footings" and that the research foundation
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upon which researcher training should be based, is still to
be constructed.
The model research training program that has been
outlined in this study reflects those practices of the
present trainers of educational researchers and those
opinions of a group of employers of educational researchers
that are supported by the findings of the descriptive re-
search stueies on the problems of research training. No
claim is made that this model program is a ’'closed” program,
one which has all the answers and therefore will not be open
i
to experimentation and change 0 In fact, the wording of
several of the guidelines indicates that experimentation and
an openness to change are built in features of the model.
At the present stage of research on research train-
ing and given the limited one year experience of most of
the educational research training programs, it would be
wholly indefensible to attempt to design a "closed”, no
changes needed program. The most that can be defended at
the present time, is the type of model program which has
been outlined in this study, wherein the adoption of the
recommended practices, based on the evidence gathered, seems
likely to develop an educational research training program
which will produce trained researchers who will enter the
field of educational research as their primary work and be
productive therein®
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965 has changed the rules of the (Research Train-
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ing) garao, by making it apparent that a research anddevelopment; explosion of vast proportions will takeplace in education, as a matter of public oolicy,
over tne next decade. The equilibrium of life inthe educationist community generally, and the edu-
cational research community in particular, has beenjolted rudely by this event and will never again be
reestablished on the same grounds. (21, p. 3)
If the educational research training community is
to come as close to meeting the demands for research per-
sonnel as its training potential will allow, there must be a
desire to shake off old ways of thinking about the(research training) problem area; to set aside the
shopworn internecine arguments among "basic" re-
searchers, developers and operations researchers;
to venture, experiment, and invent multiple solu-
tions to the problem; to engage in new alliances of
thought ^ bridging the roles of the professional ed-
ucationists and other academicians in institutions
of higher education and the practioner in elementary
and secondary education. (21,ppJj_-5)
A3 these two very apt quotes indicate there is a need
for a new conceptualization of the whole research process.
Hitherto the process has oftentimes been conceived of in a
narrow compartmentalized fashion. The basic researcher had
his niche and the applied re3earchor his. Indeed, within
the applied researcher niche were the still narrower com-
partments of researcher, developer, and diffuser. The problems
of communication between these researcher niches were often
so extensive that it could be said that no real communica-
tion existed. One of the results of this narrow conceptua-
lization of the research process was to raise an effective
barrier between theory and practice so that in a very real
sense, this conceptualization prevented the development of
a strong relationship between educational practice and re-
170
search.
In tnis study, this researcher has indicated that
a new conceptualization of the research process is being
developed. The process is now viewed as a continuum with
three major categories: (1) Research, (in the narrow use of
the term, including both Basic and Applied) (2) Develop-
ment, and (3) Diffusion functions. The lines which separ-
ate the categories along the continuum are "broken" for
many researchers are now expected to perform functions at
several points along the continuum. A researcher who in-
vestigates a problem in basic research may move with that
problem through the applied research, development and dif-
fusion stages as well. It is a rare individual, however,
who could competently perform all of the functions along
the entire continuum, but it is becoming more and more the
cane that the individual researcher is expected to function
at two or more points on the continuum. The employer's
group surveyed in this study indicated that they expected
researchers in their organizations to be able to function at
several points on the continuum.
As was noted at the beginning of this chapter, sever
al guidelines were developed for the U-Mass. Program which
are designed to produce trained researchers who will be able
to perform at more than one point along the research con-
tinuum o The intention is to produce researchers who are
trained in depth at one point on the continuum, and in
addition are given a working knowledge of functions at
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one or more other points.
The need for a large number of trained researchers
who can fill researcher, developer, and diffuser roles is not
being met by the present USOE Training Programs. First of
all, tne total number of trained researchers who will be
available in the next four years is less than half of the
total number needed if the demand for such persons is to be
met. Secondly, although there is a substantial demand for
personnel who can perform research and development functions,
there is an even greater demand for diffusion personnel.
However, when one examines the present Training Programs
he finds that during the first year of their operation, only
five of the eighty five Programs appeared to be offering any
specific training in research diffusion. It is apparent
that the functional empnases of the overwhelming majority
of Training Programs are not in line with the functional
demands of the educational community.
The discovery of this training emphasis imbalance
coupled with the fact that the U-Mass. Program is one of
the five Programs offering a diffusion emphasis, led this
researcher to the conclusion that the U-Mass. Program could
make its greatest contribution to the entire field of edu-
cational researcher training, by giving special attention
to the development of the research diffusion emphasis. In
keeping with this conclusion, it was recommended that the
present ’'Workshop in Research Diffusion" be made a core
program
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requirement so that all trainees who completed the
would have some competency in this area.
In brief, there are three major contributions which
this researcher feels that his study has made to the field of
educational researcher training. To begin with, it was
pointed out that research training itself is not yet built on
a strong research foundation., Secondly, the old narrow com-
partmentalized view of the research process should be, and is
being replaced by a new conception of the research process
as a continuum. Finally, it was noted that only a very small
numoer of the present USOE Training Programs are offering
specific training in research diffusion skills even though
the demand for these skills is greater than the demand for
research and development competencies.
Recommendations for Further Rese arch
Aspects of Educational Researcher
Training in Most Need of
Further Study
It would be difficult to name any of the aspects of
educational researcher training dealt with in this study
which would not profit by further research. There are, how-
ever, three areas which are frequently mentioned in the cur-
rent literature as being vitalto a successful research train-
ing program and in great need of further investigation. First,
the abilities of potential trainees and second, their com-
mittment to a career in educational research are integral
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components of entrance requirements of research training
programs. The third area, the quantity and quality of the
practical research experiences offered, is an essential part
Of the training program, itself.
All of the trainers of educational researchers and
the findings of research on researcher training, support
the requirement of "high level talent" as a prerequisite
for admission to research training programs. However, there
is considerable disagreement, at least among the research
findings, as to how this "high level" of talent can be
measured. Standardized tests and grade point Averages are
the commonest means now employed to measure levels of talent,
but there is disagreement as to the relationship between
certain standardized test scores and grade point averages
with regard to whether or not the trainee will infact become
a productive educational researcher. Is it true, for ex-
ample, that an erratic achievement pattern is a better pre-
dictor of future success as a productive educational re-
searcher than is a consistently high achievement pattern?
May such an erratic achievement pattern be the sign of an
inquisitive, independent, and creative spirit which is an
invaluable asset to an educational researcher? Some out-
standing research scholars of the present day would answer
in the affirmative to both of the above questions, but their
replies are based on personal experience rather than ex-
tensive research. (2,p.207)
The relationship between a high level of talent and
success in research is of concern not only to those engaged
in educational research, but also to researchers in other
fields as well.
In 1957, K.E. Clark conducted a project which had
as its purpose to investigate the nature of the personal and
environmental factors influencing the research productivity
of psychologists. He identified and compared two groups of
psychologists: (l) significant contributors, and (2) psycho-
log 1 st s-in-general contributors to the field of psychologi-
cal science. One of the differences noted between these
two groups was in the area of levels of achievement. Three
out of four of the significant contributors rated themselves
as having been in the top five percent in their undergraduate
major subject and more than fifty percent of them were also
in the top five percent of their college undergraduate class
in all courses
.
The key words, of course, are rated themselves
,
but
nevertheless, the significant contributors 1 responses reflect
their informed opinion that high achievement is a key to
future success in the field of psychological research. They,
therefore, join the ranks of those who stress a high level
of student talent as a prerequisite to productive careers
in the field of research in general and educational research
in particular.
"Level of Commitment" to a career in educational
research is the second key factor in most need of further
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Study. All Of the research findings on educational re-
searcher training stress the importance of a high level of
committment to a career in educational research as being an
important characteristic to consider when choosing trainees.
The problem is that while all agree on the importance of this
characteristic, all do not agree on how it can be measured.
How does one objectively determine the level of committment
to a career in educational research on the part of the
applicant for a research traineeship? The suggestions range
from written statements of intention by the applicant, to
examining any published research conducted by the applicant,
but none of these suggestions have proven themselves or
gained majority acceptance on the part of the trainers of
educational researchers. The further investigation of the
problem of how to measure the level of committment to a
career in educational research is a much needed inquiry that
can pay dividends to the field of educational researcher
training.
Tti© third, aspect of* educational researcher training
in most need of further study is the quantity and quality of
practical research experiences which should be offered to
the research trainee if he is to become a full time pro-
ductive researcher. There are at present, a multitude of
different arrangements for practical research experiences
for trainees. li/hat appears to be needed is a study which
would explore the relationship between the quantity and
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quality of practical research experiences offered the trainee
and whether he eventually enters a position where research
is a primary responsibility and becomes a productive re-
searcher. This would be a long term study similar to
Buswsll’s and should provide research trainers with in-
valuable information as to the best designs for future prac-
tical research experience offerings in future educational
research training programs.
Summary
The model U-Mass. Training Program which has been
presented in this chapter indicates retention of some prac-
tices already in effect in the present Program and changes
in others. Among th9 suggested changes are three of parti-
cular significance. The first suggests that the present
requirement of two years teaching experience and certifica-
tion for admission to the Ed.D. program should be waived for
prospective research trainees. The second change concerns
core requirements, and suggests that all trainees should be
given some competence in experimental design and research
diffusion. At present, these two competencies are not
required of all trainees. A third significant change in
practice was recommended with regard to the research prac-
ticum experiences. A greatly expanded and more formalized
program of practicum experiences would be required under
the model Program.
Recommendations for further research in the field of
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educational researcher training cluster around the need for
objective measures of level of student talent and committ-
ment to a career in educational research, and the need to
explore the relationship between the quantity and quality of
research practicum experiences offered the trainee and
whether he eventually enters a position where research is
a primary responsibility and becomes a productive re-
searcher.
APPENDIX
COVER LETTERS
VV^3£L3Tn3
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
(Text of cover letter to Superintendents
of Schools in Massachusetts)
-*-n September 1986, the School of Education of theUniversity of Massachusetts began an Educational ResearchTraining Program designed to train a selected group of
careers in Applied Educational Research inthe Public schools. Universities and Private Research
Ins u it ut ions of the Commonwealth and nation*
Since you are the Educational Leader of a PublicScnool System which this Research Training Program isdesigned to serve, we need your assistance in helping usdevelop this venture.
Would you kindly fill out the enclosed question-
naire as completely as you can and return it to us at
your earliest convenience? We are particularly interested
in your reasons" or "comments" where these are asked for
on the questionnaire® Much of the value of the question-
naire depends on your written reactions to the various
questions posed*
Sincerely,
Bernard J. Fleury, Jr«
Associate Director
Applied Research Training Program
tf
enclosure
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
(Text of cover' letter to State Departments
ol Education and Independent
Research Institutes)
Univer
^Pt ember 1966, the Sch°o1 of Education of the/ a ity of Massachusetts began an Educational Researchraining program designed to train a selected grouo of
?
r
?
are eps
,
ln Applied Educational Research in theSc
?
0
S
1
f >
State Departments of Education, Univer-
an
J?
Pp
fYate Research Institutions of the Common-wealth and nation.
We need your assistance to
development of this program so that
equipped to meet the needs of their
employers
.
help us in the future
our graduates will be
prospective future
If you would kindly fill out the enclosed question-
naire, especially the comments’' and "reasons" sections,you will be of great assistance in helping us develop anApplied Researcn Training Program that will meaningfully
serve your needs. °
Sincerely,
Bernard J. Fleury, Jr.
Associate director
Research Training Program
enclosure
QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUMENTS
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS IN MASSACHUSETTS
1. Since as an administrator you will be in a position toemploy personnel in Educational Research, what would beyour reaction to a proposal for establishing a programfor training qualified candidates for positions in°Ed-
ucat xonal Research at all levels in the pedagogical
community? °
--
desirable (Comment)
practicable (Comment)
a. hhich academic level do you feel to be most appropriate
for such a training program? (If you feel that the
appropriateness of the level of training is directly
relatea to the particular role of the researcher,
please feel free to check more than one level of train™
ing and inaicate in your comment which research role(s)
you feel can be fulfilled at the particular training
level checked.
)
Bachelors (Comment)
Masters (Comment
)
C.A.G.S. ( C orament
Doctoral (Comment
Any of these levels (Comment)
b. From a practical point of view your system would be
likely to employ people trained at which ones of the
following levels; (If you feel that the appropriate-
ness of the level of training is directly related to
the particular role of the researcher, please feel
free to check more than one level of training and
indicate in your comment which research role(s) you
18!+
checked
1
?
b ° fulfillGd at the Particular training level
.—
—.Bachelors (Comment)
Masters (Comment
)
C.A.G.S. (Comment
_Doctoral (Comment
)
Any of these levels (Comment)
3 . General suggestions for curriculum (course) and experience
(work or practicum) content for such a training program.
(Please arrange your suggestions in order of descending
importance )
„
a. Curriculum (Course) Content
b'» Experience (Work or Practicum) Content
1+. a. Would your system be likely to hire graduates of such
a Research Training Program on a full-time basis?
Yes
No
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b. If the size of your system is such that a full-timeperson would not be warranted, would you be interestedIn sharing such a person with one or more additional
systems?
Yes
No
( 2 )
(1) (If nyes”) Approximate amount
time that you would expect to
1/4-
of such
use
:
a person*
s
.
1/2
3A
(If yes ) would you prefer a full-time combination
(teacher or other; researcher position for your
system?
Yes
No
In your opinion the preferred combination/ s ) would
be
5* Bo you feel that such a person would need to have teaching
experience and/or certification?
h ighly essential
highly desirable
desirable
unimportant
undesirable
(Comment)
6o Possible functions that this person should perform in the
school system.
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7* Name Title
Address
(Your name will not be mentioned in connection with thedata you have submitted.
)
8. Please return completed form to:
Bernard J. Floury, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
IS?
QUESTIONNAIRE TO PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
1» a* Which academic level do you feel to be most appropri—
ate for a program designed to train qualified candi-
dates for positions in Educational Research at all
levels in the pedagogical community? (If you feel
that the appropriateness of the level of training is
directly related to the particular role of the re-
searcher, please feel free to check more than one
level of training and indicate in your comment which
research role(s) you feel can be fulfilled at the
particular training level checked).
Bachelors (Comment)
Masters (Comment
)
C.A.G.S. (Comment
)
Doctoral (Comment
Any of these levels (Comment)
b. From a practical point of view your organization or
department would be likely to employ people trained
in educational research at which ones of the following
levels: (If you feel that the appropriateness of the
level of training is directly related to the part icular
role of the researcher, please feel free to check more
than one level of training and indicate in your comment
which research role(s) you feel canbe fulfilled at the
particular training level checked).
Bachelors (Comment)
Masters (Comment
)
C.A.G.S. (Comment
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_
Doctoral (Comment)
Any of those levels (Comment)
General suggestions for curriculum (course) and experi-
ence (work or practicum) content for such a training pro-
gram. (Please arrange your suggestions in order of°
descending importance).
a. Curriculum (Course) Content
b. Experience (Work or Practicum) Content
3. Would you please list the curriculum and experience weak'
nesses in present applicants for Research positions in
your organization or department?
Most significant weaknesses:
Curriculum
Experience.
Other significant weaknesses:
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Curriculum
Experience
Would your organization or department be likely to hiregraduates of such a research training program on a full-
time basis?
Yes
No
5. Do you feel that such a person would need to have teach-
ing experience and/or certification?
^highly essential
h ighly desirable
desirable
unimportant
undesirable
(Comment
)
6« Functions that this person would perform in your organiza-
tion or department.
7. Name Title
__
Address
_
(Yo ur* name will not be mentioned in connection with the
data you have submitted).
8. Please return completed form to:
Bernard J. Fleury, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
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1 • D. i
questionnaire to state departments of education
Wiich academic level do you feelto be moot appropriate
POsitiona
S
i’r
1
Fa
eS1
f?
e ‘it
-,
0 traincl ualif iod candidates forr
.
n Educational Research at all levels in the
atenfsf o? the”lev^yo’f ‘ ?°
U ? el that the * aPP™Pri-o - e s i e level f training is directlv rolatpd'i-nthe particular role of the researcher, please feel freeto check more than one level of training anl indicate
ful?med°rr?h
Whi
°?. re ?
earCh r° le(s) feellfilled at. the particular training level checked).
Bachelor; (Comment
)
Masters (Comment
—
—
CM.G.S. (Comment
— ——
-
Doctoral (Comment
Any of these levels (Comment
)
b. From a practical point of view your organization ordepartment would be likely to employ people trained at
which ones of the following levels: (If you feel that
the appropriateness of the level of training is direct-
ly related to the particular role of the researcher,
please feel free to check more than one level of train-
ing and indicate in your comment which researchrole ( s
)
you feel can be fulfilled at the particular training
level checked).
________
Bachelors (Comment)
Masters (Comment)
C.A.G. S. (Comment)
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Doctoral (Comment)
Any of these levels (Comment)
2. General suggestions for curriculum (course)and exeerien-,work or practicum) content for such a Gaining prograS?
import Liee^
n6 6 7°Ur susSestions in order of descending
a* Curriculum (Course) Content:
b* Experience (Work or Practicum) Content:
3« Would you please list the curriculum and experience weak-
nesses in present applicants for Research positions in
your organization or department?
Most significant weaknesses:
Curriculum
Experience
Other significant weaknesses:
Curriculum
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Experience
4* Would your organization or department be likely to hiregraduates of such a research training program on a full-
time basis?
Yes
No
__
5. Do you feel that such a person would need to have teach-ing experience and/or certification?
highly essential
highly desirable
_
desirable
unimportant
__undes irable
(Comment
)
6c In your opinion, would the State require graduates of such
a research training program to be a certified public ele-
mentary or secondary teacher, or would provisions be made
for special certification?
7 . Name
_______
Title
Address
(Your name will not be mentioned in connection with the
data you have submitted).
8. Please return completed form to:
Bernard J. Fleury, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
CHART AND TABLES
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CHART 1
GUIDELINES COMPILATION CHART : THEORETICAL MODEL
Weighted Point Scores of
Trainers of Educational
Re searcher s-»-
Weighted Point Scores of
Employers of Educational
Researcher s-::-
(3 groups)
3
6
1 (all 3 groups
)
s 3
1 (2 groups)
-0(1 group )= 2
1 (1 group) -0(2 groups
)
s 1
-;<~::-::-0 (all 3 groups ) = 0
1 (all 3 groups)- 3
0
0
0
0
6
3
3
6
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
•«*We ight e d Po int Scores
Assigned Modal Pat-
terns of Response Re-
garding a Specific
Research Training
Practice
0 s no points
1 (2groups )-0(l group) a 2
1 (1 group) -0(2 groups ) s 1
0 (all 3 groups) - 0
N.D.
N.D.
1 (all 3 groups) - 3
1 (all 3 groups) - 3
N.D.
1 (2 groups)
-0(1 group) = 2
1 (l group)
-0(2 groups s 1
0 (all 3 groups )r, 0
1 (all 3 groups)- 3
1 (all 3 groups)- 3
1 (2 groups)
-0(1 group
)
s 2
1 (2 groups)
-0(1 group)- 2
1 (1 group) -0(2 groups)- 1
0 (all 3 groups) s 0
-"-Weighted Point Scores Assigned
Modal Patterns of Response^Re-
garding the Specific Practice
Under Consideration in Col-
umn I
-:h:-N
.D
.
- no data gathered
on this aspect
0 « no points
CHART 1 - Continued
*«'N - no available research
on this aspect
- no points
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TABLE 6
ACADEMIC LEVELS CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE FOREDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAININGPROGRAM BY THE ADMINISTRATORS OPFIFTEEN MAJOR INDEPENDENT
RESEARCH INSTITUTES
( ) - number or responses
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate for an Ed-
ucational Research Training
Program
!• Bachelor’s (9)
2 .
responders represent
7 Institutes
Master’s (12)
responders represent
2. Institutes
3. C.A.G.S. (7)
Patterns of Educational Researdh-
er Roles that (in the opinion of
Administrators of Independent Ed-
ucational Research Institutions)
can be Adequately Prepared for
at each of the given Academic
Levels of Training
1* Assistant on a team effort
directed by somebody else
2
. Research Assistant
1. More specialized assistant
work: literary search, stat-
istical analysis, preparing
materials
2 . Research Associate
3. Research Assistant
Entry level research
positions
responders represent
6 Institutes
1]-. Doctora 1 (13)
responders represent
10 Institutes
5. Any of these levels ( 7 )
responders represent
o Institutes
1 . Research Scientist
2c Planner and Director of Re-
search
1. Depends on kinds of training
provided the researcher rather
than level
2
. Strong support staff at lower
educational levels necessary
to free highly trained per-
sonnel for high level tasks
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TABLE 6 - Continued
Total number of Administrators who completed this question „
Total number of Institutes represented by the lip responders;
Total number of responses * sum of the number of institutes
itTll
™ Wh° ChSCked the academic
Total percentage
Total percentage
11/15 = 73.3:2
of questionnaires returned = 1I4./18 =77.7%
of Institutes represented by the responders^
TABLE 7
ACADEMIC LEVEL CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE (PROM A
PRACTICAL-LIKELY TO HIRE POINT OF VIEW) BY THE
ADMINISTRATORS OP FIFTEEN MAJOR
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES
( ) = number of responses
Academic Levels Checked as Most
Appropriate (from a "practical-
likely to hire" point of view)
for an Educational Research
Training Program
1 . Bachelor’s (9)
responders represent
Institutes
2. Master’s (12)
responders represent
% Institutes
3 . C.A.G.S. (6)
responders represent
0 Institutes
Patterns of Educational Re-
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of Administrators of
Independent Educational Re-
search Institutions) can be
Adequately Prepared for at
Each of the Given Academic
Levels of Training
1 . First stage statistical
analysis, helping arrange
schedules and administer
tests
1. Specialized techniques,
programmed instruction,
curriculum development
2. Project direction pos-
s ibilit ie
s
. Research Assistant
. Entry level research posi-
tions
1. no comments listed
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TABLE 7 - Continued
4- doctoral
responders represent
11 Institutes
Any of these levels
( 14 )
( 3 )
1* Plan developmental pro-jects and analytical
studies
2. Major research administra-
tion responsibility
3 * Principal investigator
4* Supervise and train junior
staff
1* More dependent on the kind
of training rather than
the particular level.
Total number of administrators who completed this question
=
Total number of Institutes represented by the Dp responders^
represe^ted
r
bv
f
thr
POnSeL = "u° f the number of institutes
levels f?4Xn*3 ! S36 3 °he0ked the glV6n aoademl °
TABLE 8
ACADEMIC LEVELS CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE FORANAPPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM
BY STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION
( ) = number of responses
Academic Levels Checked as
most appropriate for an Ed-
ucational Research Training
Program
1.
Bachelor’s (11)
Patterns of Educational Research
er Roles that (in the opinion of
educational researchers in State
Departments) can be Adequately
Prepared for at Each of the Given
Academic Levels of Training
1. Statisticians
2. Research Assistants
3. Research specialist classrocm
teachers to serve public
school districts
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TABLE 8 - Continued
2 . Master’s
3. C.A.G.S.
4-* Doctoral
(33)
(12)
(38)
1 . Consultants working in re-
search division
2 . Statisticians
3. Research Assistants
4-* Research Associates
Educational researcher at
local and district public
school levels
6 . Project Director
7* Evaluation
8 . Lowest ’’Professional" level
for researcher would be at
Master's level
1 . Research and Test Designer
2* Educational Research in Pub-
lic Schools and State Depart-
ments of Education
3. Director of Research
4-« Disseminator of Research
1 . Director of Research in State
Department and large public
school system
2 , Research Specialist (develop-
er, evaluator, disseminator,
engineer, catalyzer of re-
search)
3 • Research Professor
5* Any of these levels (2) No roles listed
Total number of responses - 96
Total number of State Departments of Education completing
this question s 4-7
Total number of questionnaires returned by State Departments
of Education r? l }-7
Percentage of questionnaires returned by State Departments
of Education = 4.7/5
0
~ 94-/
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TABLE 9
ACADEMIC LEVELS CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE (PROMA fR
tS
T
fm^r
L '“LIKLLY T0 HIRE POINT OP VIEW)BY STATE DEPARTMENTS OP EDUCATION
( ) number of response;
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate (from a
practical-likely to hire* 1
poj.nt of view ) for an Edu-
cational Research Training
Program °
1. Bachelor’s (£>)
2. Master’s (36)
3 » C.A.G. S, ( 1?)
4* Doctoral (32)
Patterns of Educational Re~
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of educational re-
searchers in State Departments)
can be Adequately Prepared for
at Each of tne Given Academic
Levels of Training
1* Statisticians
2. Research Assistant
3. Analyst
4-* Disseminator
1. Research Assistant
2. Junior Level Supervisor
3* Minimum level for employ-
ment due to civil service
regulations or requirements
of State Departments research
position (3 only)
4* Maximum Level for employment
due to salary limitation (spe-
cified 3 only)
5* Disseminator of Research
6* Research Consultant
!• Design and test simple re-
search projects either singly
or as part of a team
2. Director of Research
3 • Senior level Supervisor
4- Disseminator of Research
5* Research Associate
6* Level chosen due to salary
considerations (2 only)
1. Director of Research
2. Research Specialist (cataly-
zer, developer, disseminator,
engineer, evaluator of re-
search)
3« Research Associate
4- Senior Level Supervisor
Professor of Research
6. Desirable level provided fi-
nances would permit (l only)
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5« Any of these
TABLE 9 - Continued
(2) - No role specified
Total number of responses s 93T
thill quasWof^f 6 Depa;traents Education completing
JLAr5LE 10
ACADEMIC LEVELS CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE FORAN APPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM
BY SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS IN
MASSACHUSETTS
( ) » number of responses
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate for an Ed-
ucational Research Training
Program
1. Didn’t Complete Ques-
Fioni C9 )
because mot knowledge-
able, system too small,
more pressing problems
than Educational Re-
search^ employing educa-
tional researchers a
long way off, no Super-
intendent, research
more profitable above
system level.
2. Bachelor’s ( 10 ) Interpretive for classroom pro-
cedures in marking, testing,
I.Q.'s and achievement
3. Master’s (91) 1. Research in various teaching
techniques
2. Evaluation of classroom tech-
niques and materials
" 3* Curriculum design
Patterns of Educational Re-
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of the Superintendents)
can be Adequately Prepared for
at Each of the Given Academic
Levels of Training
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TABLE 10 - Continued
4-« C . A . Cr . S
.
5* Doctoral
(103)
1.
Working directly with Admin-
istrat ion in research
2 • Direct Educational research
3. Research in Curriculum devel-
opment
Research in Administrative
implementation in innovative
activities
( 70 ) 1 . Director of Educational Re-
search
2
.
Research in Curriculum Devel-
opment
3 • Devising tests in several
major and related fields with
complete statistical treat-
ment
6 . Any of these levels ( 21 ) 1 . Differing amounts of research
training should be given to
teachers, specialists and ad-
ministrators
2. The level of training should
not be necessarily contingent
on the role of the researcher.
Practical experience is more
important
3. There is no direct relation-
ship between the level of
training and the particular
role the researcher is to
play within a community
school system
I4.. More concerned with indivi-
dual’s ability to do research
than with his degree
Depending on assignment
Total number of responses = 295
Total number of Superintendents completing this question =
176
Total number of questionnaires returned by the 2lpl Mass-
achusetts Superintendents of Schools - 135
Percentage of questionnaires returned - 76 . 7^
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TABLE 11
ACADEMIC LEVELS CHECKED AS MOST APPROPRIATE (FROM
A PRACTICAL-LIKELY TO HIRE POINT OF VIEW)
SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS IN
MASSACHUSETTS
BY
( ) = number of responses
Academic Levels Checked as
Most Appropriate (from a
"practical-likely to hire"
point of view) for an Ed-
ucational Research Training
Program
Patterns of Educational Re-
searcher Roles that (in the
opinion of the Superintendents
can be Adequately Prepared for
at Each of the Given Academic
Levels of Training
1 • Didn't Complete the ( lip)
Quest ion
because: cost factors
would preclude employ-
ment, lack knowledge
to complete, system too
small, should be at
state or county level
2. Bachelor r s (13)
3. Master's (102)
i|. • C
. A . G . S
.
( 85 )
5. Doctoral (31)
1. Specially trained "research
teacher" to supply data to
higher echelon researchers
1. Minimum level for supervisory
work in research
2. Part-time research specialist
3* General researcher
Curriculum "generalist" who
could communicate with all
members of teaching staff
5» Maintain a classroom or ser-
vice specialty
1. Research Specialist
2. Administrative and Evaluative
procedures
3. Disseminator
If. Underwrite research applica-
tion and evaluation
5» Planning for school facili-
ties and programs
6. Federal project writer
1. Director of Research
2« General Research Specialist
3. Institutional Research
q.. Research Methodologist
5. Statistical Analyst
6. Any of these
Total number of
Total number of
question = 171
TABLE 11 - Continued
levels (12) 1. A good educational research
practitioner is able to per-form his research role with-
out a particular relation-
shiP t0 any training level
2o Depending on ability to pay
3. (Could be) Research-Assistant
to the Superintendent
responses = 2)^3
Superintendents completing this
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TABLE 1I4.
POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF AN APPLIED EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHER IN THE SETTINGS OF FIFTEEN
MAJOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES
Functions that An Applied Educational
Researcher might perform in your or-
ganization or department
Number checking each
function (no. equals
no. of responders and
institutes, except
where noted)
Didn't Complete
1. Program evaluation
2. Design research, collect and
process data, write up results
3 . Consult with Institute Staff and
Public School teachers on re-
search problems and needs
4-* Developing testing programs,
administering tests and learning
materials
5 » Prepare manuals, guidance
materials
6. Research Assistant to Senior
Staff
7 . Director of a specific re-
search division
8. Conducting research in spe-
cialized areas as applica-
tion of instructional theory
and psychotherapy
3
1
9 (representing 2
institutes
)
2
k
1
1
1
3
Total number of Administrators who completed this
question = llj.
Total number of Institutes represented by the l)p
responders = 11
Total number of responders = sum of the number of
institutes represented by the responders who checked
each function = It 7-*-2r4+3 ( 1 ) +3 = 20
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TABLE 15
POSSIBLE FUNCTIONS OF AN APPLIED EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHER IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SETTINGS
IN MASSACHUSETTS
Functions that an Applied Educational Number Checkinp
Researcher might perform in the school Each Function
system
Didn’t Complete
!• Selection of ideas and experiments to be
implemented in local system, guidance and
orientation of teachers implementing them
2. Evaluation of established and experimental
programs
3. Direct Curriculum Information Center and
Research
if. Coordinate research programs and projects
5. Coordinate research for Federal projects
(project design, consultant to writers or
write projects)
6. Collector of data on: personnel, pupils,
school building, preparation of state
reports
7 . Keep abreast of modern trends, techniques,
materials, and evaluate their use and
results in the learning process
8. Assistant to Superintendent to aid in
dissemination of new ideas and create a
proper "image" for school system
9. Research (unspecified)
10. "fou tell us" or "not clear cut at this
point"
11. Coordination, Articulation, and Communica-
tion
12. Similar to function of elementary counselor
but special knowledge and resource in
research
13. Supervisory and consultant responsibilities
in specific subject matter fields
4-9
81
65
31
22
19
18
k-
2
2
1
1
1
Total number of responses = 2o2
Total number of Superintendents who completed this
question = 13&
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TABLE 18
RE3
?22I15 °r. THE administrators OP FIFTEEN major
THE
P
DESTRA BTTT^
R
nS
INSTITUTES REGARDING
?™£/5J^BILITjr 0F teaching experienceAND/OR CERTIFICATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHERS
( ) = number of responses
Do you feel that an Applied Ed-
ucational Researcher would need
to have
. teaching experience and/
or certification? (number of
responses equals number of insti-
tutes except where noted)
Comments
1. Highly essential
( 0 )2 . Highly desirable (3) 1 .
2
.
3* Desirable
( 6 ) 1 .
responders represent
Institutes £ ( 3
)
1^. Unimportant (5) 1 .
responders represent
institutes k
5>. Undesirable
( 2 ) 1 .
2 .
Test development
posit ion3
Public school and
State Department work
Depending on position
Depending on position
Research skills and
orientation are in
conflict in some ways
with orientation and
skills of a classroom
teacher
Requirement might
frighten away hard
headed people
Total number of Administrators who completed this
question = l!j_
Total number of Institutes represented by the llj.
responders = 11
Total number of responses = sum of the number of institutes
represented by the responders who checked each point on the
scale = 3 *5 +Vf2 = 1 I4.
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TABLE 19
RESPONSES OP THE STATS DEPARTMENTS OP EDUCATIONREGARDING THE DESIRABILITY OP TEACHING
EXPERIENCE AND/OR CERTIFICATION
FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCHERS
( ) - number of responses
Do you feel that an Applied Ed-
ucational Researcher would need
to have teaching experience and/
or certification?
1. Highly essential ( 13 )
2. Highly desirable (20)
3. Desirable (13)
4 . Unimportant (4 )
5 * Undesirable ( 0 )
Comments
1. Could not certify with-
out experience
2. At- least two years exper-
ience
3. For dissemination
4* For an individual to be-
come a competent research
specialist
5. Teaching experience but
not certification
1 . Teaching experience, not
necessarily certification
2 . Endorsement on general
cert if icate
3* Research that does not
produce practical solu-
tions to problems is no
help to educators
1 . Advancement would be lim-
ited without teaching
background
2. For research planning
3. State law requires for
classroom/local school
sett ings
4 » If necessary to prepare
a "scholar" who is self-
directed and sensitive in
some major field or fields
5. School accounting andman-
agement experience would
be more applicable
1 . For state staff
2. If individual can communi-
cate to teachers without it
Total number of responses - 5>0
Total number of State Denartments of Education completing
this question = 47
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TABLE 20
RESPONSES OP SUPERINTENDENTS OP SCHOOLS INMASSACHUSETTS REGARDING THE DESIRABILITY
OP TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND/OR
CERTIFICATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCHERS
( ) = number of responses
Do you feel that an Ap-
plied Educational Re-
searcher would need to
have teaching experience
and/or certification?
Reasons Given for Checking Cer-
tain Levels
Didn't Complete (10)
Highly essential (93)
Highly desirable (50)
Desirable ( 35 )
Unimportant (6)
Undesirable (0)
!• Probably just to understand
the vacuum in which teachers
generally ’work in this re-
spect
2. For status and communication
with other professionals
3 « To combine theoretical and
practical knowledge
1 . Too many non-teaching per-
sonnel do poorly because they
don't fully understand the
teacher's job
2. For status with other profes-
sionals and school committees
3 . Links children with theory
for the researcher
1 . In order to sensitize him to
school operation
2 . Could get such
. experience on
the job
1. Depending on assignment
2. Certification unimportant
3 . Training for this specialfield
has little relation to teach-
ing per se
Total number of responses = 186
Total number of Superintendents who completed this
question = 175
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TABLE 2lj.
GENERAL SUGGEST IONS FOR COURSE CONTENT FOR a t\tAPPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING^PROGRAMBY THE ADMINISTRATORS OP FIFTEEN MAJOR
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES
General Suggestions for Course
Content for Applied Educational
Research. Training Programs
Number Checking Each
Suggestion (no. equals
no. of responders and
institutes, except
where noted)
!• Education Total responses - 2
Curriculum Development
Programmed Instruction
2° Psychology Total responses «= 7
Learning Theory x
Human Learning and Development
Lab in Experimental Psychology
Evaluation
Practical work in test
development
Educational Psychology
3* Hesearch Total responses = IQ
Experimental Design
"
Statistical Analysis
^Measurement
Computer Programming and Usage
Training in Cperant Analysis
Procedures
Research Methods
ij-o ^ther Arts and Sciences 2
Scientific Methodology
Social Science Disciplines:
Sociology, Economics
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
(represent in
jilnst itutes
(represent in
^Institutes
1
1
1
1
7
5
k
Total number of responders = 11
Total number of Institutes represented by responders = 8
Total number of responses = sum of the number of Institutes
represented by the responders who checked each suo'P’estion -
2t7+19*2 =30 °°
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TABL'D 25
GENERAL
APPLIED
SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSE CONTENT FOR AN
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM
BM THE STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION
General Suggestions for Course
Content for an Applied Educa-
tional Research Training Pro-
gram
Number Checking Each
Suggestion
1* Education Total responses - 21
General Basic Education
School Law
School Finance
Philosophy of Education
Student Teaching Practicum
Organization and Administration
of Public Education
Curriculum Research and Evaluation
2. Psychology Total responses = Q
_General Psychology
Learning Theory
Human Development
Educational Psychology
Practicum in Group Dynamics and
Communicat ion
3. Research Total responses - 111
__Tests and Measurements
Research Methods
_Advanced Research
_Research Design
Curriculum Research and Evalua-
t ion
Directed or Field Training in
Research
Research Writing and Reporting
__0perat ional (Institutional)
Research
_History, Theory of Research
__Elementary Statistics
^Advanced Statistics
Statistics (unspecified)
__D is semination
_Evaluative Techniques
Data Collection and Instrument
Development
_Problem Development
4
1
1
5
2
5
3
2
2
2
2
1
10
22
2
15
3
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
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TABLE 25 - Continued
Other Arts and Sciences 5
Liberal Education and Area of ~
Specialization
Philosophy of Science
English
Total number of responses = ll|_7
this\uestiL°= 47
8t ° Dopartraonts of Education completin
C~\
C\J
rH
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TABLE 26
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSE CONTENT FOR at\tAPPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM
BY- SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS IN
MASSACHUSETTS
General Suggestions for Course
Content for an Applied Educa-
tional Research Training Pro-
gram
Number Checking Each
Suggestion
1 . Education Total responses -
Curriculum Development
Public Relations
School Organization and Admin-
istration
Teaching Methods
School Finance
2. Psychology Total responses =
Human Growth, Development,
‘-'earning
3 * Research Total responses
^Educational Research Methods
Statistics and Evaluation of
Statistical Data
Tests and Measurements
Data Processing
Experimental Design
Ip. Other Arts and Sciences
Humanities and General Liberal
Arts
Social Sciences (other than
those specified)
Communication Skills (especially
writing)
Physical Sciences
All Others
6k
24-
12
31
12
11
5
Uk
3i
56
67
73
26
12
7
31
20
10
1
5
Total number of responses
= 336
Total number of Superintendents who completed this
question = 121
TABLE 28
RESPONSES Oi j THE ADMINISTRATORS OF FTFTFPW ma thd
INDEPENDENT RE'SEARCH INSTITUTES RFPA Rn
J°R
CURRICULUM VfflAKNSSSES IN APPMCAm FORRESEARCH POSITIONS IN THEIR
ORGANIZATIONS
Curriculum Weaknesses in Appli-
cants for Research Positions in
the . Independent Research Insti-
tutions Queried
Didn't Complete
1. Psychology (Lack of)
General Psychology and re-
lated fields in Education
2. Research (Lack of)
Rract icnms in experimental
areas
Courses linking theory to
curriculum design
Experimental and Research
Design
Test Construction
Measurement and Statistics
Eat a Processing, Computer
Methodology
3« Other Arts and Sciences (Lack
of)
Communicat ions skills, especially
writing x t
^Scientific Methodology i
If. Other weaknesses indicated by
responders under ’'Curriculum
weaknesses"
Tendency to equate research
with statistics rather than with
explicity recording and on-going
manipulation of events: a bio
w
by blow account rather than
summation at the end of each
round
Number Checking Each
Weakness (no. equals
no. of responders and
institutes except
where noted)
3
k (representing 3
institutes
)
1
1
2
1
3 (representing 2
institutes
2
1
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TABLE 29
RESPONSES OP THE STATE DEPARTMENTS OP EDUCATION
REGARDING CURRICULUM WEAKNESSES IN APPLICANTS
FOR RESEARCH POSITIONS IN THEIR DEPARTMENTS
Curriculum weaknesses in Present Number Checkin^ EachApplicants for Research Positions Weakness
in State Depratments of Education
Didn’t Complete: 18
unspecified
__don’t know
no such position
no applicants ("trained or
otherwise
"
)
1. Education H
Educational Theory
General Education
Higher and Professional
Education
2. Research 31
Research and/or Experimental
Design
Research Methods and Techniques
Curriculum Research and Evalua-
t ion
Research Management Procedures
Too many Administration oriented
rather than research oriented
courses
Lack of familiarity with A.D.P.
as a research tool
_Stat 1st ics
Advanced Statistical Techniques
Data Collection and Processing
3. Other Arts and Sciences 3
Philosophy
2^Math background
4* Other weaknesses listed under
"curriculum" by responders
^
__Either strong in technology and
weak in Education or vice versa
___Lack of research oriented behaviors
__Almost total lack of course work
("the supply of individuals is so
short we have had to hire those
interested in the field and en-
courage them to get the course
work"
)
Insufficient scholarly interests
3
1
8
6
2
2
1
r*
"3
15
10
1
1
1
1
8
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
TABLE 29 - Continued
Inability to communicate at opera-
tional level
1
-j.
Program too scattered, not enough
concentration 0 1
Narrow preparation and inability to
grasp overall s ignif icance-either
don't know significant research
questions or can’t express them if
they do " 2
Total number of responses a 66
Total number of State Departments of Education complet
this part of question #3 a 29
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TABLE 32
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIENCE (PRACTICUM)FOR an APPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING
BY THE ADMINISTRATORS OF FIFTEEN MAJOR
INDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES
CONTENT
PROGRAM
General Suggestions for Experience(Work or Practicura) Content for an
Applied Educational Research Train-
ing Program
Didn’t Complete
!• Collecting and processing data
writing up results
2. Being involved in a variety of
research experiences under a
trained researcher
3. Designing research
4-. Research Assistant
5* Teaching Assistant
6. Critical reviews of literature
7« Test development
8. Practical experimentation (studies)
in the elementary and secondary
school setting
9. Development of demonstrably
effective educational products
Number Checking Each
Suggestion (no. equals
nov of responders and
institutes except
where noted)
3
K
7 (representing Ij.
institutes
)
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total number of responders = 11
Total number of Institutes represented by responders = 8
Total number of responses = sum of the number of Institutes
represented by the responders who checked each suggestion -
2 +q.+[|_+6 ( 1 ) = 16 °°
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TABLE 33
GENERAL SUGGEST IONS FOR EXPERMCE (PRACTICUM) CONTENTFOR AN APPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TIPROGRAM BM STATE DEPARTMENTS OF
EDUCATION
General Suggestions
(Work or Practicum)
Applied Educational
ing Program
for Experience
Content for an
Research Train-
Number Responding
1. Public School Experience
.
Teaching or other non-admin-
istrative experience
Administration
2. Internship Experiences
Internship (unspecified)
Internship with experienced
Educational Researcher
Internship in School District
or State Department
Internship in University or
Bureau Setting
3. Practicum
4. Non-Educat ional Research
(Business or Industry)
5* Data Processing Including
Computer Programming
6. Problem and Design
Formulation
7. Research Writing and
Peport ing
8 Guidance and Counseling
20
18
12
£
£
3
3
1
10
10
4
5
5
5
K
lotal number of responses » 70
Total number of State Departments Completing thisQuestion = ^7
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TABLE 34
GENERAL SUGG
FOR AN
PROGRAM
P0R EXPERIENCE (practigum) contentAPPLIED EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH TRAINING
Hi SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
IN MASSACHUSETTS
General Suggestions
(Work or Practicum)
Applied Educational
ing Programs
for Experience Number Checking Each
Content for Experience Practicum
Research Train-
Didn't Complete because not know-
ledgeable, too small, no money,
no Superintendent
!• Public School Experience (teach-
ing? guidance, administration,
elementary and secondary)
2. Practicum in Research in Public
School System
3. Association with reputable re-
search procedures and participa-
tion in studies using these pro-
cedures
4» Writing and implementation of
Federal Aided Projects
5. Data Processing (including
Computer
)
6. Experience in construction and
use of Evaluation Instrument
7. Internship in an educational re-
search unit (a foundation, univer-
sity, state department of educa-
tion, etc
.
)
8* Strong Math, Science background
9* Business experience (general
practicum in business firm, bank,
department store etc.)
10. Public speaking
79
4l
37
19
9
6
3
3
3
2
1
Total number of responses = 203
Total number of Superintendents v/ho completed this
question - 106
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TABLE 36
RESPONSES OF THE ADMINISTRATORS OF FIFTEEN MAJORINDEPENDENT RESEARCH INSTITUTES REGARDING
EXPERIENCE WEAKNESSES IN APPLICANTS FOR
RESEARCH POSITIONS IN THEIR
ORGANIZATIONS
Experience Weaknesses in Applicants
for Research Positions in the Inde-
pendent Research Institutions Queried
Didn’t Complete
1* Few applicants have actually done
publishable relevant research
even as secondary authors
2. Lack of Writing Skills
3. Lack of Apprenticeship in on-
going research project-working
closely with a senior scientist
4. Inability of new Ph.D.'s to use
support staff
5* Unrealistic expectancies that
positions will offer full
opportunity to originate
research
6. Lack of experience involving ex-
perimental studies and test°
construction
7. Need experience in the development
of demonstrably effective educa-
tional products
Number Checking Each
Weakness
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total number of responders = 11
Total number of Institutes represented by responders - 8
Total number of responses - sum of the number of institutes
represented by the responsers who checked each:
(1) curriculum weakness = 3+2(1 )*2+l+2(2 )*4+2( 1 ) - 18
(2) experience weaknesses = 3+6(1) =, 9
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TABLE 37
RESPONSES OF THE STATE DEPARTMENTS OfREGARDING EXPERIENCE WEAKNESSES INFOR RESEARCH POSITIONS IN THEIR DEPART!'/!
EDUCATION
APPLICANTS
HITS
Experience Weaknesses in Fresent
Applicants for Research Positions
in State Departments of Education
Number Checking Each
Weakness
!• Too little or no prior exper-
ience in research work
2. Experience in an Educational
Setting
Too little practical experience on
the educational "firing line"
No school experience as" teacher,
administrator or other staff
position
__Experience Administration but none
in research
Lack of Internship experience with
professionals
3 . Lack of basic training especially in
research techniques
General lack
Designing a study
Evaluation
4* Too narrow and specialized experience
Limited specialty
To° highly specialized as in writing
or testing to the exclusion of other
experiences
Too limited to testing and pupil
accounting
Other weaknesses listed under "Experi-
ences" by responders
Inability to write for lay and pro-
fessional consumption
Little curiosity about education
Oral presentation
12
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
Total number of responses = 34
Total number of State Departments of Education completing
this part of question #3 = 34
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